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1    INTRODUCTION 
This thesis will examine the logistical strategies and 
construction techniques used in the making of the First 
Light house. First Light was the 2011 team entered by 
Victoria University of Wellington to compete in the US 
Department of Energy (DOE) Solar Decathlon. The team 
is largely comprised of students and staff in Architecture 
and the Building Sciences, but also spans to include 
students from; Design, Landscape Architecture, 
Marketing and Communications, Tourism Management, 
and Commerce. The competition took place in September 
of 2011 and marked the culmination of a two year period 
of development within the University.  
The U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 
challenges collegiate teams to design, build, and operate 
solar-powered houses that are cost-effective, energy-
efficient, and attractive. 
(U.S. Department of Energy, 2012) 
The Solar Decathlon has established a very focussed and 
complex brief that, due to its competitive nature, demands 
an extremely high level of logistical and technical 
innovation. It captures many of the core issues that 
architects and engineers are facing today. These issues are 
centred on energy efficiency, energy production, 
affordability, and the making of a more liveable and 
sustainable built environment. 
 
1.1 RESEARCH CONTEXT 
The Solar Decathlon is a bienniel event run by the U.S. 
Department of Energy and takes place in Washington, 
DC, USA. It challenges 20 University teams from around 
the world to design and build solar-powered houses, to 
transport their houses to the National Mall in Washington, 
DC, and compete in 10 contests across a ten day public 
exhibit. “The winner of the competition is the team that 
best blends affordability, consumer appeal, and design 
excellence with optimal energy production and maximum 
efficiency.” (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012). The 10 
contests are designed to reflect the many aspects that 
make up a successful home. They are each evenly 
weighted assessing energy efficiency, liveability, 
buildability, affordability, and the level of public and 
industry outreach that each team can generate. The 10 
contents are as follows: 
1. Architecture 




6. Comfort Zone 
7. Hot Water 
8. Appliances  
9. Home Entertainment 
10. Energy Balance 
Detailed information on the judging criteria for each of 
the contests can be found in Appendix Solar Decathlon 
Contest Criteria. The overriding purpose of the 
competition is to: 
Educate student participants and the public about the 
many cost-saving opportunities presented by clean-energy 
products 
Demonstrate to the public the opportunities presented by 
cost-effective houses that combine energy efficient 
construction and appliances with renewable energy 
systems that are available today 
Provide participating students with the unique training 
that prepares them to enter our nation’s clean-energy 
workforce.  
(U.S. Department of Energy, 2012) 
First Light’s performance at the competition resulted in 
3rd place overall and the following placings in each of the 
10 contests: 
• Architecture   2nd 
• Market Appeal   3rd 
• Engineering   1st 
• Communications  5th  
• Affordability   9th 
• Comfort Zone   12th 
• Hot Water   1st 
• Appliances   14th 
• Home Entertainment  8th 
• Energy Balance   1st  
Two additional underlying and unjudged requirements of 
the Solar Decathlon involve the transport of the house to 
the competition site and its rapid assembly. First Light 
was among four international teams and faced the longest 
journey to get to the competition. The transporting of a 
house half way around the world came with many 
challenges, from dimensional limitations, customs 
requirements, and durability, to significant additional time 
and cost. Almost every key decision made throughout the 
design process in some way reflected these distinct 
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challenges. The unique assembly requirements also had a 
major impact on the design, influencing the choice of 
construction techniques, materials and detailing. The 
house had to be assembled within seven days, with 
predominantly student labour, in a foreign country 
complying with foreign building codes. This thesis will 
address these issues in detail explaining their 
requirements, limitations, influences, and the resulting 
design outcomes. 
 
1.2 AIM AND SCOPE 
The aim of this work is to present the design process from 
conception to competition. The findings are ordered 
chronologically following the naturally iterative process 
of design that was undertaken. Detail is given as to the 
main decision making influences for each element or 
strategy. These influences were many and varied, ranging 
from logistics, construction, performance, and aesthetics, 
to the costs and availability of products and materials. In 
most cases several options are presented, all of which 
were explored through the creative and technical process 
of design.  
Although the first concept for the house was designed in 
May of 2009, this thesis will focus on design 
developments from the March 2010 US DOE ‘Conceptual 
Design Submission’ onwards [Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 
4, & Figure 5]. This submission set the conceptual 
framework from which the entire project expanded. The 
design was based on the lifestyle of living at the “kiwi 
bach”, a New Zealand holiday home. This lifestyle 
entailed values of social interaction, simplicity of 
technology, and a connection with the outdoors and 
surrounding environment. It was the intent that an 
expression of these values would identify First Light as a 
uniquely New Zealand entry at the 2011 Solar Decathlon. 
The following abstract is from the Market Appeal design 
summary. 
While the house was inspired by the Kiwi bach it would 
also be ideal as a permanent residence for a couple. 
Although it is a compact home, the owners are given the 
flexibility to entertain and accommodate family and 
friends.  
The layout of the First Light house provides functional, 
flexible social spaces, which can be transformed to suit 
the owner and make the most of the natural environment. 
The house has been designed to create multi-functional 
rooms while keeping practical concerns, such as storage, 
in mind. A house perfect for a couple can be modified 
easily to accommodate friends and family spontaneously.  
The dining area can be used to entertain large or small 
groups and a custom-built furniture unit in the living room 
can be transformed to accommodate overnight guests. 




Figure 3: Rendered Image From Conceptual Design Submission - Interior Perspective 1 
Figure 4: Rendered Image From Conceptual Design Submission - Interior Perspective 2 
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This thesis will distinctly focus on the scope of; logistics 
– transport and assembly aspects of the First Light house, 
and construction – the making of the First Light house. 
The field of Interior Design is covered by Anna Farrow 
(2012) in, Inside the First Light House. Discussion on the 
building performance aspects of the house and 
competition can be found in, The Ten Day Bach: A Net 
Zero Energy Home by Ben Jagersma (2012). The project 
management, communications, marketing and 
sponsorship of First Light is presented by Nick Officer 
(2012) in, Everything But the Building: Project 
Organisation, the First Light House Solar Decahtlon 
2011. Continual reference to these three documents will 
be made throughout this thesis. Particular reference is 
given to Ben Jagersmas Research due to the inseparable 
relationship between construction and performance. 




3 Module Construction 
4 Envelope Construction 
5 Module Three Construction 
6 Canopy Construction 
While these are presented in a general chronological 
order, many design iterations took place simultaneously 
with each element having an interconnected impact on the 
overall outcome. The intention behind the design 
decisions is presented alongside explanations as to their 
successes or failings at the competition. 
Recommendations are made throughout with regards to 
improving on and/or challenging these decisions. 
This thesis is considered to be a documentation of the 
collective work that went into the making of the First 
Light project. Many collaborators including students, 
staff, academics, professionals, and industry partners were 
directly involved throughout the design process. Where 
specific work of others is presented here it will be 
acknowledged with the authors initials. The following 
students contributed directly to the many figures that 
accompany this text: 
Figure 5: Rendered Floor Plan From Conceptual Design Submission 
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John Munro (JM)   
Envelope Construction 
 
Rebecca McLaughlan (RM)  
Module Three Construction 
 
Brendan Laurence (BL) 
Logistics & Cladding 
 






















Figure 7: Rendered Image From Conceptual Design Submission - Exploded Building Elements
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2    TRANSPORTATION 
2.1 CONCEPT STRATEGY 
The concept design for the First Light house was very 
much approached from an ‘end use’ perspective. The 
contest criteria of the competition made for the brief and 
the ‘kiwi bach’ provided the concept. Transportation 
requirements were considered at a very high level only. 
The conceptual design submission was part of the team 
selection process for the 2011 competition. As such, the 
aim was to express the potential that the design had for 
excelling in the competition thereby winning a place as 
one of the 20 teams selected to compete.  
In terms of the conceptual design submission, the 
approach to transport and assembly was to flat-pack the 
building envelope and to have two solid service cores, 
with all components fitting into standard shipping 
containers [Figure 7]. It wasn’t until the team was 
accepted into the competition that thorough research into 
the logistical aspects of transport and assembly was 
undertaken.   
 
2.2 CONSTRAINTS/LIMITATIONS 
The first step towards establishing a transportation 
strategy was to gain an understanding of the general 
constraints and/or limitations of both land and sea freight. 
The following is a general summary of the dimensional 
limits for transport. 
 
2.2.1 Land Transport 
These dimensions have been collated from, Land 
Transport Rule Vehicle Dimensions and Mass Amendment 
2010 (Ministry of Transport, 2010): 
NZ Land Transport Limits (without permit): 
Height (excluding ropes, chains, and 
straps) 
= 4.250m 
Height (including ropes, chains, and 
straps) 
= 4.275m 
Width (excluding mirrors) = 2.500m 
Width (including mirrors) = 2.980m 
Length (one semi-trailer) = 18.00m 
The following dimensions have been collated from, 
Virginia Hauling Permit Manual (Commonwealth of 
Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles, 2009): 
USA Land Transport Limits (without permit):  
Height (including load) = 4.114m 
Width (excluding mirrors) = 2.590m 
Length (semitrailer) = 14.63m 
Oversize permits are required for any loads in excess of 
the above dimensions. These can range from a written 
permit alone to requiring specific signage, pilot vehicles, 
and limited hours of travel. 
 
2.2.2 Trailers 
The following diagrams have been compiled from the, 
Contract Flatbed Equipment Guide (North America's 
Transportation Service, 2009). Availability of trailers and 




Figure 8: Standard Flatbed Trailer 
 
 




Figure 10: Double Drop-deck Trailer (Lowboy) 
 
* All dimensions shown are internal measurements 
 
2.2.3 Shipping Containers 
The following internal dimensions are for Hamburg Sud 
standard shipping containers (Hamburg Sud). 
 
 
Figure 11: Standard 20' Container 
 
 
Figure 12: 40' Hi Cube Container 
 
 
Figure 13: 40' Open Top Container 
 
The following internal dimensions are for Maersk Flat 
Rack containers (Maersk Line). 
 
 
Figure 14: 20' Flat Rack Container 
 
 








2.2.4 Airfreight Cargo 
The following internal cargo dimensions are for an Air 




Figure 16: C-130 Hercules Cargo Dimensions 
 
The following internal dimensions are for ARA M1 




Figure 17: ARA M1 24" x 96" x 96" Airfreight Container 
 
 
2.3 OPTIONS FOR TRANSPORT 
Although the concept design and general layout for the 
house was already established, there still existed many 
different options for transport. The following is an 
overview of each of the transportation options that were 
explored during the developed design phase. 
 
2.3.1 Option One 
Entire house envelope structurally engineered to be 
transported as one complete unit [Figure 18 &  Figure 19]. 
Foundation, decking, and canopy to be flat-packed into 
standard shipping containers. 
 
 
Figure 18: Option One - Module and OS Sea Freight 
 
 












2.3.2 Option Two 
House split longitudinally into 2 structurally independent 
modules [Figure 20 & Figure 21]. Foundation, decking, 




Figure 20: Option Two - Module and OS Sea Freight 
 
 
Figure 21: Option Two - Land Transport on Flatbed Trailers 
 
 
2.3.3 Option Three 
Central module flat-packed and house split longitudinally 
into 4 structurally independent modules [Figure 22, 
Figure 23 & Figure 24]. Foundation, decking, and canopy 
to be flat-packed into standard shipping containers. 
 
Figure 22: Option Three – Modules 
 
 









2.3.4 Option Four & 4a 
Same arrangement as Option Three however, modules are 
cut asymmetrically to align with internal longitudinal wall 
[Figure 25, Figure 26 & Figure 27]. These can be shipped 
either on Flat Rack containers or with a Roll-on Roll-off 
service. A Roll-on Roll-off (RORO) service is typically 
used for shipping non-standard, oversized cargo such as 
heavy machinery and yachts. Rather than using a shipping 
container, the cargo is loaded onto large mobile platforms. 
These platforms are then ‘rolled on’ to the boat. There are 
less dimensional restrictions for this form of freight and 
the cost is usually charged per cubic volume of cargo.  
 
 
Figure 25: Option Four - Modules 
 
 








2.3.5 Option Five 
Central module flat-packed and house divided into 2 
structurally independent modules [Figure 28 & Figure 
29]. Foundation, decking, and canopy to be flat-packed 
into standard shipping containers. 
 
 








2.3.6 Option Six 
Building dimension reduced to fit 40’ Flat Rack shipping 
container. House split longitudinally into 2 structurally 
independent modules [Figure 30, Figure 31 & Figure 32]. 




Figure 30: Option Six – Modules 
 
Figure 31: Option Six - Land Transport on Flatbed Trailers 
 
 













2.3.7 Option Seven 
Flat-packed building envelope with prefabricated service 
cores [Figure 33 & Figure 34]. Foundation, decking, and 
canopy also flat-packed into shipping containers. 
 
 
Figure 33: Option Seven - Modules 
 




2.3.8 Option Eight 
Central module flat-packed, remaining house split 
longitudinally and horizontally for packing into open top 
containers [Figure 35 & Figure 36]. 
 
 
Figure 35: Option Eight - Modules 
 
 















2.3.9 Option Nine 
Central module flat-packed and remaining building split 
transversely to create 5 equal modules [Figure 37, Figure 
38 & Figure 39]. Foundation, decking, and canopy to be 
flat-packed into standard shipping containers. 
 
 
Figure 37: Option Nine – Modules  
 
 
Figure 38: Option Nine - Land Transport on Flatbed Trailers 
 
 
Figure 39: Option Nine - Sea Freight on 20' OR 40’ Flat Racks 
 
2.3.10 Option Ten 
Air freight using Air Force C-130 Hercules. Central 
module flat-packed and house split longitudinally into 4 
structurally independent modules [Figure 40 & Figure 
41]. Foundation, decking, and canopy to be flat-packed 
into standard shipping containers. 
 
Figure 40: Option Ten - Modules 
 
 










2.3.11 Option Eleven 




Figure 42: Option Eleven - Modules 
 
 
Figure 43: Option Eleven - Land and Air Transport in Standard 
Air Freight Container 
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Regulations Design Quality & Performance Assembly Cost Time 
Opt. Description No. 
Modules 






























One OS unit 1 1x Roll-on roll-off 
+ 2x 40’ Hi Cube  
+ 1x 20’ Stds 
1x 40’ Flatbed 
trailer 
+ Hiab/swinglift for 
containers 
Y N/A H = +0.46m 
W = +2.30m 
(land) 
Further limitations to be 
explored for H & W 
L = 14.63m 
N/A Significant reinforcing and 
bracing required to support 
overhang on trailer & crane 
lift 
 0 Very large 
crane 





2 2x Roll-on roll-off 
+ 2x 40’ Hi Cube  
+ 1x 20’ Stds 
2x 40’ Flatbed 
trailers 
+ Hiab/swinglift for 
containers 
Y N/A H = +0.46m 
(land) 
H = 2.58m  
W = 5.00m 
L = 14.63m 
N/A Support & bracing required 
for roof at cut line 
Join in longitudinal 
direction 








2x 40’ Flat Racks 
+ 2x 40’ Hi Cube  
+ 2x 20’ Stds 
2x Dropdeck trailers 
+ Hiab/swinglift for 
containers 
M3 only N/A H = +0.94m 
(sea) 
H = 3.12m 
W = 4.86m 
L = 11.28m + 3.0m M3 
N/A Support & bracing, temporary 
or other, required at roof cut 
line in both directions 
















2x 40’ Flat Racks 
+ 2x 40’ Hi Cube 
+ 2x 20’ Stds 
2x Dropdeck trailers 




N/A H = +0.94m 
W = 0.56m  
(sea) 
W = +0.50m 
(land) 
H = 3.12m 
L = 11.28m + 3.0m M3 
N/A Support & bracing required 
















4x Roll-on roll-off 
+ 2x 40’ Hi Cube  
+ 2x 20’ Stds 
2x Dropdeck trailers 




N/A W = +0.50m 
(land) 
H = 3.12m 
L = 11.28m + 3.0m M3 
N/A Support & bracing required 















2x Roll-on roll-off 
+ 2x 40’ Hi Cube  
+ 2x 20’ Stds 
1x 40’ Dropdeck 
trailer 




N/A W = +2.30m 
 
H = 3.12m 
Further limitations to be 
explored for W 
L = 11.28m  + 3.0m M3 
N/A Significant reinforcing and 
bracing required to support 













2x 40’ Flat Racks 
+ 2x 40’ Hi Cube  
+ 1x 20’ Stds 
2x 40’ Flatbed 
trailers 
+ Hiab/swinglift for 
containers 
Y N/A H = +0.46m 
(land) 
H = +0.94m 
(sea) 
H dependent on local 
transport authorities  
W = 2.43m 





Support & bracing required 
for roof at cut line 




Large crane 2 3 5 




+ 2 cores 
+M3 
5x 40’ Hi Cubes 
+ 2x 20’ Stds 
Hiab/swinglift for 
containers 
N N/A N/A Size of panels and service 
cores restricted by 
dimensions of containers 
N/A Joins between panels will 
need to be structural 
Many joins both 









& house sliced 




4x 40’ Open Tops 
+ 2x 40’ Hi Cube 
+ 2x 20’ Stds 
Hiab/swinglift for 
containers 




Support & bracing required 
for roof at cut line 













2x 40’ Flat Racks 
+ 1x 20’ Flat 
Rack 
+ 2x Hi Cube 
+ 2x 20’ Stds 
3x Dropdeck trailers 
+ Hiab/swinglift for 
containers 
M3 only N/A H = +0.94m 
(sea) 
H= 3.12m 
W = 5.6m 
L = 12.72m + 3.0m M3 









N/A         6 
+M3 
 9 12 2 
11 
 
Std Air Freight 24 panels 
+ 2 cores 
+M3 
N/A         8 
+M3 
 12 11 1 







Through exploring the many available transportation 
methods it became obvious that each would have a 
different and potentially dramatic impact on construction, 
project timing, and budget.  
Given the logistical complexity involved it was necessary 
to reduce the number of options being explored. This was 
primarily due to the limited availability of time and 
resources needed to carry out a full analysis of each 
option. The initial assessment of possible transportation 
methods provided a sound background from which to 
narrow the scope of the research. However, with so many 
unknowns still facing the project, it was important to 
select options that would enable a great degree of 
flexibility. The strategy at the time very much became one 
of; what option contains the least risk now, the least likely 
risk in the future, and how much scope for adaptation 
does it allow should circumstances change.  
As presented in the table above, there are many variables 
at play when considering an appropriate method for 
transport, each entailing a unique set of opportunities and 
risks. Figure 44 below illustrates a hierarchy of the main 
factors affecting the decision making process for 
transportation: 
 
Figure 44: Decision Making Hierarchy - Transport 
 
Each factor would have to be investigated relative to its 
impact on the other six in order to determine the best 
method of transport. Although all would be influential to 
the overall outcome of the project, each was given its 
place in an order of priority.  
2.5.1 Regulations 
At the top of the spectrum of risks is the potential for a 
complete project stoppage due to a failure to meet the 
regulatory requirements of local Transport Authority’s, 
Customs Agency’s, and Freight Forwarding Companies. 
The selection of a method for transport was primarily 
contingent on access to reliable and accurate information 
in these three areas. Without this knowledge the project 
could have faced major problems further down the track.  
 
2.5.2 Assembly 
The second priority relates to the ability to quickly and 
accurately reassemble the house in Washington DC, with 
a student team, and within 7 days. A simple formula was 
devised on how to achieve this based on knowledge 
gained from past competition entries: the fewer the 
components and the less complicated the connections the 
better the end result.  
A balance between manual labour and the use of heavy 
machinery had to be found, weighing up the benefits of 
speed vs. cost vs. site access. There have been significant 
problems at past Solar Decathlon events caused by the 
backlog of trucks and cranes all trying to enter the site at 
the same time. Estimates had to be made relative to the 
potential for hold ups of using heavy machinery versus 
the time required to assemble smaller components by 
hand.  
Lessons learned from past solar decathlon houses paved 
the way for many of the decisions that were made both 
with respect to transport and to construction. These past 
houses provided the best possible precedent for meeting 
the unique requirements of the competition, more so than 
investigating other examples of transportable buildings. 
Other New Zealand based projects that were investigated 
include;  
• Port-a-Bach – Atelier Workshop 
• Bachkit & iPad – Andre Hodgeskin 
• Habode – Rod Gibson 
Although these examples were addressing unique briefs, 
quite different from the Solar Decathlon, they all had to 
develop clever solutions to the challenge of 
transportation. Cost too was a major implication for these 
projects with a focus on making a prefabricated house 
economically competitive. Detailed analysis of these 
precedents has been omitted to simplify the scope of this 












decisions made specifically with respect to the First Light 
project and the 2011 Solar Decathlon. 
It had been well reported that teams who had undertaken a 
practice assembly were significantly advantaged 
compared to those teams which had not (Werner, 2010). 
Given that the competition takes place in a foreign 
country, with different construction processes, few 
industry contacts, and on an imperial system of 
measurement, it was critical for the house to be assembled 
almost completely independent of outside assistance. 
Running a practice assembly in Wellington would ensure 
that all necessary tools, components, and skills would be 
acquired before reaching the competition. It also meant 
that planning and organisation could be tested and 
optimised for the most efficient use of time and personnel. 
A successful and meaningful practice assembly requires a 
great deal of additional resources and would put further 
pressure on the program. It was therefore important to 
consider this early on in the project and allow sufficient 
time, not only for the assembly itself, but also for the 
analysis and optimisation of the process afterwards. 
Furthermore, a practice assembly would act as an 
exhibition creating publicity for the University and its 




Time quickly became the most valuable commodity of the 
entire project. Producing a house of competition winning 
quality and one that could be transported across the world 
required a significant investment of time and resources. 
The extent of unknowns facing the project demanded a 
large amount of contingency to be built into a program 
that was already compressed due to the late 
announcement of SD2011 teams, organisational teething 




The potential for damage was always a high risk given 
that common house building techniques do not typically 
address the issue of transportation. This presented the 
project with a great deal of uncertainty in terms of what 
would be required of the house during transport. These 
unknowns ranged from the forces that would be involved 
on the back of a truck, to four weeks in potentially violent 
seas, to the environmental conditions the house would be 
subjected to while travelling across the equator. Although 
these implications would most dramatically influence the 
choice of construction details and materials, they 
remained important in the initial determination of how to 
best divide and transport the house. Close coordination 
with logistics experts, freight forwarding companies, and 
the engineer would be critical for ensuring the safe 
delivery of the house to Washington DC. 
 
2.5.5 Design Quality & Performance 
As the ultimate goal of the project was to excel in the 10 
Decathlon contests, these too provided an important 
consideration for transport. The house must be assembled 
quickly but must also maintain a high standard of finish 
and visual quality. These aspects would be judged in the 
subjective contests of Architecture and Market Appeal, 
worth 10% each. The team’s objective for marketing the 
house made a point of appreciating its inherent modular 
nature while also promoting a beautiful and functional 
place to live. 
With such a limited floor area to work within (57 – 90m2) 
it was important that the house retain a sense of 
spaciousness and of appropriate scale & proportion. 
Transportation would clearly have an impact on the 
dimensions of the house and these considerations played 
an important role in the selection of a suitable 
transportation method. 
The performance of the house with respect to 
Engineering, Thermal Comfort and Energy Balance were 
equally important, again accounting for 10% each of the 
overall competition. Construction materials and details 
would need to be vigorously developed and of a high 
standard in order to achieve the desired performance once 
reassembled. Reducing the amount of additional structure 
required for transport also assisted in reducing the overall 
cost of construction; an important consideration given that 




The costs involved in transporting the house accounted 
for a significant portion of the project budget. Cost did not 
however feature as highly in the list of priorities as might 
have been expected. It was believed that the prestigious 
nature of the competition, coupled with the obvious 
exposure and publicity benefits available to sponsors, 
would attract significant backing from industry. It was 
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also defined that expenditure on transport had no impact 
on the judging of the affordability contest.  
2.5.7 Construction 
Simplicity of construction would not only promote an 
effective reassembly once at the competition, but would 
also make for a faster, more economic manufacturing 
process in New Zealand. The experience level of the 
student team was also an important consideration in 
selecting how to approach construction and transport. 
Sophistication could be added at the manufacturing phase 
as a means to limit complexity during reassembly. This 
was in the knowledge that outside contractors would be 
responsible for the construction of the house, with 
students primarily involved with the reassembly only. 
Construction was therefore a lower priority at the time as 
it was believed that adequate skills and resources were 
available to resolve and build the house irrespective of 
how it would be transported.  
 
2.6 SELECTED OPTIONS 
Through considering the wide range of implications for 
each transportation method, from structural to aesthetic to 
ease of assembly; six primary options were identified for 
further investigation. The more ambitious options were 
dropped to avert unnecessary risk further down the track.  
Options 3, 4, 4a, 7, 8 & 9 were believed to be the most 
realistic methods available that would also provide for the 
greatest scope of flexibility. Table 2 below summarises 
the main reasons contributing to the selection of the 
preferred transport options. Although some of the options 
had a higher overall ranking, they entailed specific 
characteristics which rendered them inappropriate for use. 
Freighting requirements were summarized for the purpose 
of better communicating them with potential shipping 
companies. The shipping consignments were investigated 
and quoted by transport and logistics company 
Mainfreight: 
1. Flat Racks (Option 3) Figure 45 
• 2x 40’ Flat Rack containers 
• 2x 40’ Hi Cube container 
• 2x 20’ Standards containers 
2. O/S Flat Rack (Options 4) Figure 46 
• 1x O/S 40’ Flat Rack container 
• 1x 40’ Flat Rack container 
• 2x 40’ Hi Cube container  
• 2x 20’ Standard containers 
3. O/S Roll-on Roll-off (Option 4a) Figure 46 
• 4x Roll-on Roll-off modules 
• 2x 40’ Hi Cube container 
• 2x 20’ Standard containers 
4. Flat Pack (Option 7) Figure 48 
• 5x 40’ Hi Cube containers 
• 2x 20’ Standard containers 
5. Open Tops (Option 8) Figure 49 
• 4x 40’ Open Top containers 
• 2x 40’ Hi Cube containers 
• 2x 20’ Standard containers 
6. Flat Racks (Options 9) Figure 47 
• 2x 40’ Flat Rack containers 
• 1x 20’ Flat Rack containers 
• 2x 40’ Hi Cube container 
• 2x 20’ Standards containers 
Through working with Mainfreight, the engineer, and 
continuing design development, a full understanding of 
the time, cost, and quality impacts of each transport 
option were obtained. The following sections provide a 
comparative analysis of these findings. 
Table 2: Selected Transportation Options 
Rank Option Description Main Reason 
1 6 Longitudinal split, foreshortened plan Not willing to compromise floor plan to this extent 
2 1 One O/S unit Raises too many risks in terms of land transport 
3 2 Longitudinal Split Land transport permitting issues (excessive height) 
4 7 Flat-packed, prefabricated service cores Likely to be cheapest form of transport 
4eq 9 M3 flat-packed, transverse split Simplicity of structure and ease of assembly 
5 8 M3 flat-packed, open tops House modularised but fully protected during shipping 
6 3 M3 flat-packed, longitudinal split Few modules = ease of assembly 
7 4a M3 flat-packed, asymmetrical split roro Few modules = ease of assembly 
8 4 M3 flat-packed, asymmetrical split Few modules & structurally well located cut line 
9 5 M3 flat-packed, 2 large O/S units Raises too many risks in terms of land transport 
10 10 Hercules Only possible with sponsorship which did not eventuate 










Figure 46: House Split Longitudinally for OOG 40 ‘Flat Rack 
OR RORO Transport 
 
 
Figure 47: House Split Transversely for Flat Rack Transport 
             
 
 




Figure 49: House Split Longitudinally and Horizontally for 





Mainfreight were engaged to provide initial quotes for the 
preferred shipping options. The costs per container have 
been summarised and presented below: 
 
Container Type Initial Estimate $NZ Return 
(excl. USA Land Transport) 
Final Estimate $NZ Return 
(incl. USA Land Transport) 
20’ Standard Container $16,634 $20,862 
40’ Hi Cube Container $23,315 $31,217 
20’ Flat Rack Container $29,026* $38,318 
40’ Flat Rack Container $40,882 $53,848 
40’ Out of Gauge (OOG) Flat Rack Container $78,026 $103,000** 
Roll-on Roll-off $60,224 $79,325** 
Table 3: Estimated Shipping Costs per Container 
 
* An initial estimate for the 20’ Flat Rack container was not received, the price presented here is an approximation 
based on later quotes 
** Final estimates for both the 40’ OOG Flat Rack container and the Roll-on Roll-off service were not requested, the 





Costs for the overall shipping consignment of each 




Option Description Initial Estimate NZ$ Return 
(excl. USA Land Transport) 
Final Estimate NZ$ Return 
(incl. USA Land Transport) 
3 M3 flat-packed, longitudinal split $161,662 $211,854 
4 M3 flat-packed, asymmetrical split $198,806 $261,006* 
4a M3 flat-packed, asymmetrical split roro $200,346 $262,807* 
7 Flat-packed, prefabricated service cores $149,843 $197,810 
8 M3 flat-packed, open tops $173,158** $229,027** 
9 M3 flat-packed, transverse split $190,688*** $250,172 
Actual M3 flat-packed, transverse split $180,735 $239,667 
Table 4: Estimated Total Shipping Costs for Each Transportation Option 
 
* Final estimates for both the 40’ OOG Flat Rack container and the Roll-on Roll-off service were not requested, the 
prices presented here are an approximation based on earlier quotes  
** Estimates for the 40’ Open Top containers were never received, the costs presented here are assuming a similar price 
per container as the 40’ High Cube containers 
*** An initial estimate for the 20’ Flat Rack container was not received, the costs presented here is an approximation 




It was important to consider the overall cost implication 
of each transportation option. In particular, Option 7 – 
Flat-Packing, and Option 8 – Open Tops would require 
additional assembly time in preparation for the 
competition. The individual panels/components would 
need to be constructed into modules, the services would 
installed and connected, and all panel joins would need to 
be weatherproofed and finished. This preassembly would 
entail some basic additional costs. For comparative 
purposes the following assumptions were made, these do 
not include the costs for additional contractors or 
equipment. 
 
Option 7 – Additional Preassembly Costs (NZ$): 
$197,810 return shipping cost (final estimate) 
$100/day (food & transport) for NZ team in DC x 21 days 
x 6 people pre-assembly  
= $12,600 
+ $100/day (food & transport) for NZ team in DC x 14 
days x 6 people post-disassembly 
= 8,400 
+ 5 weeks warehouse rental at ~ NZ$1,000 p/wk 
= $6,000 
= $27,000 additional costs 
Total Comparable Cost = $224,810  
 
Option 8 – Additional Preassembly Costs (NZ$): 
$229,027 return shipping cost (final estimate) 
$100/day (food & transport) for NZ team in DC x 21 days 
x 6 people pre-assembly 
 = $12,600 
+ $100/day (food & transport) for NZ team in DC x 14 
days x 6 people post-disassembly 
= $8,400 
+ 5 weeks warehouse rental at ~ NZ$1,200 p/wk 
= $6,000 
= $27,000 additional costs 
Total Comparable Cost = $256,027 
 
The costs presented here are for the transport of a New 
Zealand built house to Washington DC, and back again. 
Alternative approaches to transport were later explored in 
an attempt to reduce overall project costs [Chapter 4.2.9 
Sponsorship].   
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2.6.3 Transportation Timeframes 
Comparative timelines were developed for each of the 
transportation methods as a means of better understanding 
their overall impact on the project [Figure 50, Figure 51 & 
Figure 52]. Following the quotes, Mainfreight was also 
able to advise on the shipping time required for each 
option. All of the containerised options would take 
approx. 35 days from port to port while the Roll-on Roll-
off service would take 55 days. The additional three 
weeks for Option 4a would have put significant pressure 
on an already compressed timeline, reducing the 
estimated contingency to just two weeks [Figure 51]. 
Estimations of the time required for the Wellington test 
assembly, show case, and packaging phases were also 
included. Although the ‘left over’ time is noted here as  
 
contingency, it was well understood that this would 
quickly get taken up due to the many unknowns still 
facing the project. For this reason it was critical that as 
much contingency as possible was preserved in the early 
stages of planning. The additional preassembly time and 
associated risks of Option 7 and 8 reduced the 
contingency by three and a half weeks when compared to 
the Flat Rack options [Figure 52]. While the date for 
arrival back in New Zealand was not of such a concern, it 
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Repairs + Modifications 
Pack for Transport 
Shipment Wgtn : DC 
Assess for Damage 
Assembly on Mall 
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Disassembly 
Return to DC Site 
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Arrive in NZ 
CONTINGENCY 2wks 
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Option 4a, Roll-on Roll-Off Service 
Figure 51: Project Timeline for Shipping Option 4a Using a Roll-on Roll-off Service 




The overall costs for transportation proved to consume a 
significant portion of the project budget. While some of 
the shipping options were relatively more expensive than 
others, they presented many other less quantifiable 
advantages. These ranged from the ease of assembly and 
additional contingency time to the overall peformance of 
the envelope. Each option would also have a different and 
potentially dramatic impact on the visual and spatial 
quality of the house. Ceiling heights and internal 
dimensions may become restricted by transport 
regulations and the types of connections details  would 
reflect the method of transport. 
Option 9 was elected as the preferred method for 
transport. It would involve the dividing of the house 
transversely into five equal modules for sea freight on Flat 
Rack containers (within permissable width), and the flat 
packing of the central module and exterior elements into 
standard shipping containers [Figure 53 & Figure 54].The 
central module would need to be preassembled into a 
complete module offsite in Washington D.C. All six 
modules could then be transported on double drop deck 
trailers within the permissable dimensions (3m wide 
central module requiring permit only). These trailers will 
allow the transport of one module per trailer due to the  
shortened length of the main deck. Option 9 would have a 
return transportation cost of $250,172 and take 35 days at 
sea contributing towards five weeks of contingency in the 
program.  
An additional advantage of Option 9 is that it significantly 
reduces a range of risks surrounding construction 
detailing, weatherproofing, thermal performance, finishes, 
and assembly when compared to the other five options. 
While the return transportation costs of Option 9 are 
$25,362 more than the flat packed Option 7, it will avoid 
the complicated additional preassembly phase. This would 
result in an additional four weeks contingency compared 
to Option 7. With both direct and indirect costs 
considered, Option 3 (the longitudinal split) proved to be 
the cheapest at $211,854. Great difficulty was however 
anticipated with this method regarding the structural 
support of the house modules once separated. The 
symmetrical and transverse module divisions of Option 9 
also later proved to have significant advantages during 
assembly. 
With the confirmation of a viable and well outlined 
method of transportation, the following dimensional 
guidelines were established for the developed design 
phase [Figure 55]. 
 
Max height of module    = 3400mm 
Max finish floor height   = 720mm 
Desired max finished floor height  = 600mm 
Max site differential   = 458mm  
Max module width   = 2300mm 
Max module length   = 5400mm 
Min internal bedroom width  = 3120mm 
(accessibility requirements) 
Min internal bathroom width  = 1550mm 
(accessibility requirements)







Figure 54: 3D Diagram Showing Flat Packed Components 
 
 









Figure 56: Foundation Components - Exploded Assembly
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Design criteria for the foundations were largely based on 
structural and assembly requirements, along with the 
engineers specification [Figure 57]. Aesthetics were 
important but only with the objective to conceal the 
foundations from sight. The foundations accounted for a 
critical structural component of the house and would be 
pivotal in terms of the assembly process, hence costs 
featured as a much lower priority. 
 
 
Figure 57: Decision Making Hierarchy - Foundations 
 
 
3.1 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
The make up of the foundations would dictate many of 
the structural requirements for the rest of the house, 
including the canopy. As such, an early commitment to 
the type and detailing of the foundations was essential for 
the timely development of other construction details. The 
exact means of assembly had yet to be confirmed – 
whether this was to be with a crane or a forklift. To this 
end, it was important that the foundations were detailed in 
such a way as to enable the use of either a crane or a 
forklift for module placement. Forklifting would present 
the most onerous requirements and so became the focus of 
the foundation design. Another critical requirement was to 
maintain a very low finished floor height. This would 
achieve two main goals; the maximising of usable space 
beneath the DOE ‘solar envelope’ restrictions [Figure 58], 
and minimising the length of the accessible ramps.  
The soil bearing pressure at the competition site had to be 
between 47.9 kPa and 71.8 kPa according to the SD 
Building Code and any anchorage embedment was limited 
to 457mm of penetration. Additionally, a degree of 
adjustability of 457mm had to be built into the 
foundations to allow for potential elevation changes at 
West Potomac Park. The foundations would also have to 
provide support to the columns of the canopy. 
 
 




The foundations were proposed to run in ‘tracks’ enabling 
access for a forklift in-between to place each module 
[Figure 59]. The benefit of using a forklift in this instance, 
is that the modules can be pushed along the tracks until a 
tight fit is achieved. Locating ‘pegs’ could be used to 
ensure the accurate realignment of the modules as they 
came together, like Lego. Some difficulty may be 
experienced in setting out the foundations as it is critical 
that they remain level, parallel and stable during module 
placement. There was a risk that in bad weather the 
repeated movement of the forklift would cause major 
damage to the ground between the foundations. 































Figure 59: Diagram Showing Foundation ‘Tracks’ and 
Assembly Sequence 
 
The locating of the foundations at the perimeter of the 
house created an additional and significant advantage to 
assembly; The adjusting mechanism could be made 
accessible without requiring access underneath the house 
[Figure 60]. This enabled minor adjustments to the 
foundations to be made quickly, easily, and even after the 
modules had been placed. It also meant that the height of 
the modules above ground could be significantly reduced. 
With the use of a steel equal angle, the modules were 
even further lowered to within only 160mm above ground 
[Figure 61 & Figure 62]. Standard adjustable scaffold 
screw footings were used to achieve the required 
adjustability and steel ‘outriggers’ provided support to the 










Figure 61: Perimeter Foundation Tracks - Elevation Showing 





Figure 62: Foundation Detail – Adjustable Scaffold Screw 
Footing 
135 x 150 TIMBER COLUMN @ 2200 CNTRS
INTENT: TO BE SLENDER, PROBABLY GLULAM
STEEL RHS WELDED TO STEEL ANGLE
BEARER
STEEL ANGLE BEARER
INTENT: TO BE USED AS SUPPORT
RUNNERS FOR HOUSE MODULES,
POTENTIALLY WITH NYLON PLATE FOR
SLIDING
STEEL RHS SLEEVE - BOLTS TO BE
SPECIFIED
WELDED STEEL SUPPORT PLATE
STEEL MOMENT RESISTING CONNECTION
STANDARD STEEL SCAFFOLDING TUBE





STEEL PLATE WELDED TO SCAFFOLDING TUBE AND
BOLTED TO RHS
INTENT: TO ALLOW FOR VARIOUS LENGTHS OF
SCAFFOLD TUBE TO BE SELECTED BEFORE
ASSEMBLY (THESE FOOTINGS AT THE SOUTH-EAST
OF THE BUILDING WILL BE EXPOSED SO THE IDEA IS
TO GET THE TOP OF THE SCAFFOLD TUBE FLUSH
WITH THE RHS
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Figure 63: Foundation Components - Exploded Assembly 
 
It was initially intended that the steel foundation 
components would be compartmentalised and bolted 
together during assembly [Figure 63]. This would make 
things easy to handle on site by hand, but more 
importantly would make for an economic packaging of 
the components into standard shipping containers. 
Unfortunately there would have been too much ‘slop’ in 
the bolted connection between the outrigger and the 
bearer. As a result this joint was to be permanently 
welded, neccesitating a different approach to packaging. 
To maintain a level of compartmentalisation, each 
foundation ‘track’ was divided into three sections [Figure 
64]. The sections were then connected during assembly 
with a bolted splice, designed to preserve a smooth 




Figure 64: Construction Photo Showing Foundation Section 
 
 




Figure 66: Construction Photo Showing Smooth Internal Edge 






Figure 67: Foundations - Exploded Assembly Detail 
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Other minor changes were seen in the engineer’s final 
design to optimise the solution [Figure 67 & Figure 68]. 
These included using a SHS sleeve as opposed to scaffold 
tubing for better strength and to form a tight fit with the 
outriggers. Additional sleeves were installed as necessary 
to achieve the correct height with the screw footing 
providing the final 150mm of adjustability [Figure 69]. 
The screw footing and sleeve components closest to the 
house were concealed from sight within the cladding 
cavity [Figure 70]. 
 
 
Figure 68: Construction Photo Showing Assembled Foundation 
 
 
Figure 69: Frank Kitts Park (FKP) Assembly Photo Showing 
Adjustable Screw Footings and Spacer Sleeves 
 
Figure 70: Construction Photo Showing Concealed Adjustable 
Foundation Components 
 
A welded plate is incorporated on top of the angle bearer 
to help resist the rotational forces which are caused by the 
module sitting outside the line of the footing [Figure 71 &  
Figure 72]. This method relies on the very close fit of the 
house module between the two steel angle foundation 
bearers. Tek screws are specified to ensure a strong 
connection between the module and the foundation. Some 
tolerance however had to be provided to allow the 
modules to be dropped in place. This tolerance, coupled 
with the large weight of the modules, forced the 
outriggers to still incur a notable degree of rotation. 
Figure 73 Illustrates the rotational effect on the outrigger 
and column. The end of the outrigger is essentially 
cantilevered, sitting approx. 30mm above the foundation 
support sleeve. This results in a signifant misalignment of 
the column which is forced to lean in towards the house. 
Figure 73 is not the worst example of the problem with 
the most pronounced rotation occuring at module 5. This 
is likely due to the additional end wall increasing the 
overall weight of the module.  
 
 




Figure 72: Diagram Showing Potential Foundation Rotation 
 
 
Figure 73: Construction Photo Showing Outrigger and Column 
Rotation 
 
It was found that the outrigger could be lowered with the 
weight of one person jumping on the end of it. For this 
reason it was anticipated that the weight of the canopy, 
once assembled, would offset the rotation all together. 
This rotation did however need to be negated during 
construction to enable the accurate fabrication of the 
canopy. A threaded rod was chem-set into the concrete 
floor of the warehouse between the outrigger angles to act 
as an anchor [Figure 74]. A plate and wingnut were then 
used to force the outrigger down until it was level and 
rested firmly on the scaffold footing sleeve. The wingnuts 
were released upon the completion of the canopy. 
Although most of the outrigger rotation was counteracted 
by the weight of the canopy, it was still preferable to 
prevent the rotation during assembly, before the bulk of 
the canopy was in place. To achieve this, timber wedges 
were inserted between the module and the steel 
foundation plate [Figure 75]. This method worked well 
resulting in level outriggers and plumb columns. 
 




Figure 75: FKP Assembly Photo Showing Timber Wedges 
 
Each scaffold foot is supported by a 3x laminated 21mm 
plywood baseplate [Figure 76 & Figure 77]. These are 
designed to a dimension sufficient to meet the SD 
Building Code in terms of soil bearing pressure. During 
the competition these baseplates were dramatically 
deformed under the weight of the house, causing some of 
the footings to sink up to 30mm. No noticeable 
deformation occurred during the practice assembly at 
Frank Kitts Park (FKP). It is thought that the deformation 
was due to the very poor and uneven ground on West 
Potomac Park. Poor site conditions, combined with 
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periods of rain, likely caused some areas beneath the 
baseplate to sink more than others. As a result, the 
baseplates were only fully supported in certain areas 
causing them to bend in areas of no support. As the 
baseplates are hidden from sight by landscaping elements, 
this problem was not realised until disassembly. The 
sinking of the footings likely contributed to the earlier 
problems with module alignment and the extreme forces 
exerted on the tension cable tie as described later in 




Figure 76: Construction Photo - Laminated Plywood Base-plate 
 
 





Detailed instruction documents were prepared for the 
assembly of the foundations. The first step was to lay the 
plywood baseplates out [Figure 78]. The accurate 
placement of the foundaitons relative to the site boundary 
was critical since the house is designed to the full extent 
of this boundary.  
 
 
Figure 78: Assembly Drawing – Foundation Base-plate Layout 
 
The larger foundation components were placed at their 
approximate locations with a hiab crane [Figure 79]. The 
scaffold screw footings and sleeves were inserted and the 
completed sections were then manually aligned on the 
baseplates and bolted together at the splices [Figure 80]. 
Through the use of laser levels, rulers, stringlines, and 
tapemeasures, an accurate location, height and parallel 
separation of the foundations was achieved [Figure 81]. 
Any excess scaffold footing thread protruding through the 
sleeve at the outrigger foot is then trimmed. This allows 










Figure 80: FKP Assembly Photo - Foundations Set 
 
 
Figure 81: Assembly Drawing - Foundation Alignment Using 
Triangulation 
 
It was ultimately decided that a crane would provide the 
fastest and most accurate means of module placement 
[Figure 82]. Although each module has at least one 
permanent longitudinal wall to resist racking, additional 
timber framing is installed to improve strength [Figure 
83]. The modules are delivered to site on alternating 
double drop-deck ‘lowboy’ trailers (to meet land transport 
height restrictions). They are then stropped and lifted off 
the trailer into place on the foundations [Figure 84]. A 
spreader bar is utilised to prevent the strops from 
damaging the roof panel. Each module is placed 200 – 
400mm away from the adjacent module and then 
hydraulically jacked across until a tight fit is achieved 
[Figure 85 & Figure 86]. 2x Portapower 10T Hydraulic 
Rams are fixed to each steel foundation bearer [Figure 
87]. The module is then jacked along the foundation 
evenly with additional timber blocks used to lengthen the 
ram as needed. Some minor adjusting of the screw 
footings was required to achieve a parallel and tight fit 
between the modules on all four edges. 
 
 
Figure 82: Assembly Drawing Showing Module Placement 
Using Crane (BL) 
 
 






Figure 84: SD Assembly Photo Showing Stropping and Lifting 
of the Shed Module 
 
 




Figure 86: SD Assembly Photo Showing Module Five Being 
Placed on Foundations 
  
 
Figure 87: SD Assembly Photo Showing Hydraulic Power Ram 















Figure 88: Overview of Prefabricated Module Components (JM) 
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4    MODULE 
CONSTRUCTION 
4.1 OVERVIEW 
With the method of transportation firmly locked in, 
detailed development of module construction could 
proceed. The development of construction details had to 
be an ongoing and cyclical process, juggling many 
different factors at once. A set of principles similar to 
those considered for transport drove the investigation into 
construction techniques. For the modules however an 
emphasis would be placed more heavily on performance. 
Figure 89 Below illustrates the hierarchy of criteria 
surrounding module construction with insulation and 
thermal bridging featuring as high priorities. Time 
remained one of the driving considerations throughout the 




Figure 89: Decision Making Hierarchy - Module Construction 
 
4.1.1 Regulations 
The competition demanded a level of regulatory 
compliance over and above the typical construction of 
most houses in New Zealand. The house would have to 
meet the requirements of; the New Zealand Building 
Code, the International Building Code (USA), the Solar 
Decathlon Building Code, Customs Authorities both in 
NZ and the USA, the Solar Decathlon Rules, and must 
also obtain a temporary building permit for exhibition on 
Frank Kitts Park. These factors again had to be held as a 
high priority for failure to meet any one of them could 
impair or even prevent the team’s participation in the 
Solar Decathlon. 
Regulations also cover structural and weatherproofing 
requirements. Structurally the modules would need to 
meet seismic design for Wellington as well as withstand 
crane and fork lift during assembly and transportation. 
The basic structural principle of the foundation was to 
provide support along the two longitudinal edges of the 
house [Chapter 3 FOUNDATIONS]. The floor of the 
modules would therefore have to span approx. 5.4m 
across its length.  
 
4.1.2 Insulation 
Through research and computer simulation it was 
identified that an insulation value of R6.5 throughout the 
building envelope would be optimum. This not only 
presented challenges for construction detailing but also 
influenced the finished floor area, finished ceiling height 
(based on limitations for land transport), and overall 
building appearance.   
 
4.1.3 Assembly 
The easy, fast, and successful reassembly of the house in 
Washington DC remained a top priority throughout the 
developed design phase. Construction had to not only be 
thought through in detail it also had to be thought through 
in reverse. The aim was to have the house transported in 
as close to its final state as possible. This would be 
achieved by limiting the number of removable 
components and simplifying the means by which they get 
put back together. The methods of assembly would also 
directly affect the overall appearance of the house. 
Attention had to be paid to the selection of materials and 
the degree of tolerance that would need to be built in to 
any connection details. 
 
4.1.4 Thermal Bridging 
The transfer of energy through a building is dependent on 
the conductivity of the materials which make up its 
envelope. By reducing the amount of continuous 
conductive materials that cross the envelope, i.e. structure, 
the thermal performance of the envelope can be greatly 














sometimes overlooked consideration and one that was 




The issue of sustainability and whether one approach is 
more ‘sustainable’ than the other is a complicated one and 
a question that would require extensive research to 
answer. First Light as a project and as a brand valued the 
objectives of sustainability even beyond the direct criteria 
of the competition. The competition approaches 
sustainability very much from an energy use perspective 
as opposed to a material selection one. For this reason, 
along with the lack of time to research objective 
information on the environmental impacts of construction 
materials, it was not possible to pursue the 
“sustainability” of considered options to their full 
conclusion. As was the case with many decisions 
throughout the project a selection would have to be made 
based on the best consideration of the information 
available. Sustainability would affect this decision but 
only in so far as the quality of the information that could 
be obtained. 
The Solar Decathlon also raises many questions around its 
own intrinsic environmental impact. Is it truly sustainable 
to be sending a house and a team of students half way 
around the world to assemble a house for a 10 day 
showcase? The short answer is yes. The slightly more 
elaborate answer is that the awareness that the project 
raises along with advancing energy efficient technologies 
will make a positive environmental impact in the long 
term.  
Interestingly, due to the criteria involved with the market 
appeal contest, great value was placed on the public 
perception of the “sustainableness” of the house. To this 
end, it was almost more important to sell the sustainable 
story as opposed to making the story sustainable. Of 
course this raises ethical questions around the whole 
design process. It was agreed that the team’s best efforts 
would be made in selecting sustainably responsible 
materials and products and that an honest approach to the 
publicising of these decisions would be taken. It was also 
felt that the biggest contribution the project could make 
towards the issue of sustainability is in the research 
outcomes that it could generate. To this end an 
independent evaluation of the environmental impact of the 
house was sought. PE International came on board 
offering to undertake a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of 
the house.  
4.1.6 Damage 
The robustness of connection details and the durability of 
materials had to be carefully considered. This house 
would need to survive through three assemblies, trucking, 
and two ocean voyages. The house must not only be 
robust but must also enable a degree of flexibility and 
allow for fine tuning to be performed once reassembled.  
The decision had concurrently been made to use a 
cladding system that could be removed for transport and 
‘clipped-on’ during assembly. This meant that the 
modules did not have to be concerned with any cosmetic 
exterior damage that may be inflicted during transport 
and/or assembly.  
 
4.1.7 Cost 
Costs were predominantly considered in relation to the 
affordability contest, as opposed to the actual costs 
incurred in New Zealand. It was believed that 
construction materials would be easily procured through 
sponsorship due to the obvious marketing opportunities 
generated by the project. This was especially true for 
those products which are typically used in residential 
construction and that would be visible to the specifier. In 
comparison to the overall project, construction costs only 
accounted for a moderate amount of the total budget. In 
terms of a competition strategy it made sense to invest 
value in the house and cut costs elsewhere if need be. 
The affordability contest challenges teams to build for 
$250,000 or less; however the biggest impact on points 
would only occur should construction costs exceed 
US$350,000 as shown in Figure 90. 
 
 
Figure 90: The weighted effect of construction cost on points 
scored in the Affordability contest (SDRules2011) 
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The strategy was taken to aim for a construction cost of ≤ 
US$350,000. When compared to the competition target of 
US$250,000, it was believed that at the expense of 10 
points (1% overall), the project would earn many more 
points across the other 9 contests by investing the extra 
US$100,000. The affordability contest would judge 
houses based on a US construction market, this put an 
emphasis on costing building materials and products as if 
purchased in the USA as opposed to local rates. 
 
4.1.8 Air Tightness 
There are four main factors which influence the thermal 
environment: 
1. Air Temperature 
2. Mean Radiant Temperature 
3. Relative Humidity 
4. Air Velocity 
Thermal comfort is the combination of these four factors 
in relation to human activity and clothing level. When 
thermal comfort is reached occupants neither feel too hot 
nor too cold. This is known as the body heat balance, 
where body heat production (metabolic rate) = heat loss or 
gain by evaporation, radiation, and convection (Race, 
2006). 
The Solar Decathlon contest, Thermal Comfort, excludes 
any radiant effects assessesing the indoor air temperature 
and relative humidity only. It is therefore critical that the 
infiltration of air through the envelope be controlled to 
prevent any changes in the internal air temperature and/or 
relative humidity. This control would consequently ensure 
the most efficient use of energy by the mechanical heating 
and cooling system. 
 
4.1.9 Thermal Mass 
Through extensive computer simulations it was 
ascertained that a component of thermal mass equivalent 
to 50mm of concrete should be incorporated within the 
exposed floor area of each module. This would provide 
the minimum amount of thermal mass needed to stabilise 
diurnal swings in air temperature likely to be experienced 
during the ten days in Washington DC (Jagersma, 2012). 
It was predicted that some difficulty might be found with 
using thermal mass and therefore it did not feature as 
highly on the list of priorities. These difficulties included 
the risk of cracking with a material such as concrete, 
especially when undergoing the stresses of transport, the 
significant additional weight that it would add to the 
house, as well as the limited influence that it might have 





Wide research led to the consideration of SIPs 
(Structurally Insulated Panels) for the construction of the 
house modules. SIPs are comprised of rigid foam 
insulation with either an OSB (Oriented Strand Board) or 
metal skin on either side [Figure 91]. SIPs would excel in 








SIPs were a relatively new technology in New Zealand 
and there are only limited examples of its use. Timber 
SIPs were not even being manufactured in New Zealand 
at the time and as such certification of imported panels 
was not available tested to NZ Standards. This presented a 
lot of uncertainty in terms of how the local council would 
approve their use. SIPs are however very widely used in 
the USA and it was anticipated that minimal compliance 




Structural insulated panels are high-performance building panels 
used in exterior walls, roofs, and floors for residential and light 
commercial construction. The panels are made by sandwiching a 
core of rigid foam insulation between two skins of wood structural 
panels, typically oriented strand board (OSB).
The foam core of the panel is typically composed of expanded poly-
styrene (EPS), polyurethane, extruded polystyrene (XPS) or polyiso-
cyanurate. Where required by the manufacturing process, structural 
adhesive is used o adhere the foam cores t  the skins of th panel 
in the lamination process. Once laminated, panels can be fabri-
cated either onsite or in the manufacturing plant to meet the design 
specifications of a home and shipped to the site for a quick and easy 
installation.
The SIP fabrication process usually begins with a CAD drawing of the building. Panel manufacturers convert the 
CAD drawings into shop drawings that can be plugged directly into CNC fabrication machines or used to measure 
and cut panels by hand. “Chases” or channels for electrical wiring are cut or formed into the foam core, and the core 
is recessed around the edges to accept connection splines or dimensional lumber. By fabricating SIPs under factory-
controlled conditions, SIPs achieve tolerances far more precise than wood framing.
From the manufacturing plant, panels are shipped to the jobsite. Panels are available in a standard 4'x8' size and 
range in size up to jumbo 8'x24' panels. Panels range in thickness from 4-1/2 to 12-1/4 inches, providing a range of 
R-values that comply with insulation requirements in different climate zones.
Structural insulated panels are used in single and multifamily residential buildings as well as light commercial struc-







Advanced emerging building materials, such as 
structural insulated panels (SIPs), are engineered to 
provide more durable, en rgy efficient homes and 
commercial buildings. Using SIPs to create a high 
perform nce building envelope is the first st p to 
producing a “green” building that is strong, energy 
efficient, and cost effective. 
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4.2.2 Thermal Performance 
The continuous nature of the rigid insulation of SIPs 
provides for very high R-values relative to the panels’ 
thickness. The standard panel thicknesses produced by R-









115mm 2.6 2.8 
165mm 4.0 4.3 
210mm 5.2 5.6 
260mm 6.5 7.0 
311mm 7.9 8.5 
* All values have been converted from Imperial 
Table 5: R-Control Panel Thickness vs. R-value (R-Control, 
2008) 
 
Because the rigid insulation acts as part of the structure, it 
maximises the quantity of insulation while at the same 
time almost entirely eliminating thermal bridging. In 
typical SIP construction the edges between panels can 
even be connected with continuous rigid insulation. 
Figure 92, Figure 93 & Figure 94 illustrate the standard 
panel-to-panel joints (Morley, 2000). 
 
 
Figure 92: OSB Thin Spline Joint 
 
Figure 93: Mini-SIP Spline Joint 
 
 
Figure 94: Dimensional Timber Spline Joint 
 
4.2.3 Air Tightness 
The foam and the OSB together form a rigid air barrier 
(RAB) creating a continuous line of air tightness around 
the envelope. Although this has obvious advantages for 
thermal performance, it also demands a high degree of 
ventilation control in order to manage humidity and 
maintain the indoor air quality. 
 
4.2.4 Sustainability 
Issues of sustainability were also explored. SIPs have low 
embodied energy at production and make use of low 
grade wood chips for the OSB (SIPA, 2007). The 
efficiency achieved during the manufacturing of SIPs 
dramatically reduces wastage. SIPs do however rely on 
the use of hazardous chemicals and glues both in the 
polystyrene core and the OSB sheathing (McInosh & 
Harrington, 2007). The polystyrene is non-biodegradable 
and the OSB is essentially rendered the same by virtue of 
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recycled however this can only be taken so far with it 
likely ending up as disposable packaging material. Use of 
SIPs in this case would also incur a lot of “carbon miles” 
due to the importation of the panels.  
 
4.2.5 Damage 
The vulnerability to damage of SIPs is minimal due to the 
continuous layer of OSB on either side of the panel. There 
are however limitations on the types of internal linings 
that can be used in order to achieve the required fire 
rating. Due to the synthetic nature of the rigid insulation 
and the glues used in the OSB, SIPs are particularly 
resistant to the absorption of moisture and therefore any 
dimensional changes due to humidity. The OSB does 
however need to be fully protected from direct contact 
with water as it is prone to swelling under full immersion. 
This raised some questions as to its appropriateness for 
use as a substrate to the roof membrane and also as a 
waterproofing layer behind the cavity of the cladding. 
Further compliance research would need to be undertaken 
in this respect. 
SIPs provide a very high level of accuracy during 
manufacture which would be of great value when 
reassembling the house modules. Each panel could be 
machine cut to the exact required dimensions and with 
predetermined openings for windows and services. 
 
4.2.6 Cost 
The biggest advantage in using SIPs is that they are 
relatively cheap to manufacture. It was realized early on 
that a very thick envelope construction would be required 
to achieve the desired insulation value. SIPs provided four 
main performance aspects in one complete, off-the-shelf 
system: Insulation, structure, bracing, and air tightness. 
They are factory produced and are comprised of only a 
few components: OSB, rigid foam insulation, and timber 
beams. The panels can also be factory cut to the desired 
dimension, openings included. These factors would have 
made for a very cheap envelope system and one that can 
be quickly assembled together to make the modules. 
Based on a previous competition evaluation, SIPs were 
estimated at a total of US$181.16 per m2 (Material Cost 
of US$109.79/m2 + Labour Cost of US$71.36/m2). R-
Control would later provide a quote of US$14,518 for the 




The Rectilinear geometry of the house modules was well 
suited to the use of SIPs and the associated details were 
relatively simple. A 10 ¼” SIP panel would provide the 
correct insulation value and typical R-Control 
construction details could be used [Figure 95]. LVL 
(Laminated Veneer Lumber) members were included 
along the length of the SIPs at the module edge. This 
would provide strength and durability to the vulnerable 
edge during transport and also assist with spanning. The 
OSB layers would provide adequate bracing allowing 
each module to be structurally independent, with simple 
bolted connections between them.  
Roof falls could be achieved using sloped rigid insulation 
with a waterproofed membrane (WPM) over the top 
[Figure 96]. Further investigation would be required to 
assess the building code compliance of this system. An 
H3.2 treated layer of plywood may be required beneath 
the membrane layer. Two falls to the centre of the roof 
across its width would create a very slim overall roof 
profile. This was important considering the restrictions 
imposed on height for land transport. It was also crucial 
that a clear ceiling height of 2.5m or greater was 
maintained to achieve the desired feeling of spaciousness 
within the house.  
The walls of each module consist of one complete SIP 
with LVL studs at the edge [Figure 97]. Vertical battens 
could be fixed at close centres to the outside of the SIP 
walls for attachment of the cladding. Concerns were 
raised as to the ability of the SIP to support the cladding 
with a risk of the OSB becoming delaminated under its 
weight. Further investigations would have to be carried 
out in this respect relying on sign off from either the 
manufacturer or the engineer. The outer OSB layer would 
need to have building paper or some other water resistant 
layer applied to it in order for it to act as the second line 
of weatherproofing behind the cladding. Since the OSB is 
not treated to an H3.2 level, the outer cladding layer 
would have needed to be a full weatherproof system, not 
just a rain screen. 
LVL joists would be incorporated in the floor where 
needed to assist with spanning and reduce deflection 
[Figure 98]. Size, type, and quantity would be determined 
based on the floor load. This additional structure would be 
greatly increased should concrete be used as a thermal 
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adjustable scaffolding footing fixed to
steel sub frame to take module and
canopy post
140x25 hardwood timber decking screw
fixed to panelled sub framing
galv. metal grate below deck level for
potted planting
SIP wall panel with LVL to edges
100x50 downpipe in 50mm cavity
12 & 20mm H3.2 ply lined timber framed parapet
metal cap flashing over parapet and cladding
550mm cladding panel with metal flashed draining cavity
internal linings and walls shown dashed
roofing membrane on sloped polystyrene for falls
removable plugs to access bolts
metal cap flashing over parapet at inter module join
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12 & 20mm H3.2 ply lined timber framed parapet
roofing membrane on sloped polystyrene for falls
metal cap flashing over parapet at inter module join
gutter outlet through parapet connected to downpipe behind
cladding panel
bolted connection between modules
removable plugs to access bolts
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bolted connection between modules
internal lining removable at module joints
25x50 vertical battens
cladding dashed for clarity
removable plugs to access bolts
adjustable scaffolding footing fixed to







to SIP with 25mm poly
between
100x50 downpipe in 50mm
cavity
140x25 hardwood timber
decking screw fixed to
panelled sub framing
SIP wall panel with LVL to
edges
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12 & 20mm H3.2 ply lined timber framed parapet
roofing membrane on sloped polystyrene for falls
metal cap flashing over parapet at inter module join
gutter outlet through parapet connected to downpipe behind
cladding panel
bolted connection between modules
removable plugs to access bolts






Once the SIPs were constructed into modules the process 
of assembling them together would be very simple. Each 
module would be structurally self-supporting with the 
internal walls providing the necessary bracing. The 
modules would only require additional temporary 
protection to the windows and open sections during 
transport. The exterior of the SIPs may require additional 
waterproofing, however extra surface protection would 
not be required for physical damage. Each module could 
be fork lifted and/or crane lifted onto the steel foundation 
‘tracks’. Additional timber blocking might be required in 
the floors to prevent damage by the forks. Strops with a 
spreader bar to prevent damage would be used when crane 
lifting. Each module could then be pushed along the 
foundation to meet its neighbouring module and the two 
would be bolted together. Compressible rubber seals were 
envisioned as a means to create an airtight seal between 
the modules. 
Removable plugs would be necessary to gain access to the 
inter-module bolts. These plugs could be fully insulated 
and sealed with tape once installed. A 1:1 scale model 
was made and proved to be a very useful tool for 
exploring connection details and how they could be made 
accessible [Figure 99, Figure 100 & Figure 101]. 
 
 
Figure 99: SIP Assembly Detail Complete (EH) 
 
 
Figure 100: SIP Assembly Detail 1 (EH) 
 
 




The major concern in using SIPs was that they were not 
yet available in New Zealand at the time of construction. 
Through discussion with USA based company R-Control, 
it was deemed viable that panels could be shipped from 
the US for construction here in New Zealand. At the time 
R-Control was beginning an Australian based 
manufacturing plant and had an interest in gaining 
exposure in the New Zealand market. They were therefore 
very forthcoming with sponsorship, even offering enough 
product to build two First Light houses. As a result, this 
offer reincarnated the idea of possibly constructing the 
house in the USA. Given the expense involved in 
transporting the house from New Zealand and back again, 
it was considered that two houses might get built; one for 
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exhibit and sale in New Zealand, and another competition 
house built locally in the US. Ultimately this option was 
turned down, primarily due to the added unknowns and 
increased risks of building two houses in two different 
countries. The following approximate costs were used to 
assess the financial feasability of building two houses vs. 
one. 
Sponsored SIP value per house: $19,360  
R-Control PanelsConstruction budget for house: $450,000 
Return transportation cost for house: $250,000 
Additional Costs for Building 2x Houses – One House 
in NZ and One House in the USA: 
Total construction budget for 2x houses = $900,000 
Less sponsored SIPs   -    $38,720 
Total cost remaining   = $861,280 
Construction + transport cost (1x house) = $700,000 
Total additional cost to project  = $161,280 
The building of a NZ house and a separate USA 
competition house would come with an additional cost of 
NZ$161,280. It is important to note however that the 
construction of 2x houses would of course generate an 
additional asset to the University. If the houses were to 
each sell for only half of their value, then comparatively 
the 2x house option would save NZ$63,720 overall, i.e: 
Overall Project Saving From Building 2x Houses 
(Including Sale of Houses at 50% Value): 
Construction + transport cost (1x house) = $700,000 
Less income from 1x sale  -  $225,000 
Total cost of 1x house option  = $475,000 
Total construction cost (2x houses) = $861,280 
Less income from 2x sale  -  $450,000 
Total cost of 2x house option  = $411,280 
Total additional saving from 2x houses =   $63,720 
These figures do not include any other additional costs 
that may be incurred outside of construction and transport. 
They also do not include any other potential sponsorship 
arrangements. 
 
Although the option of building 2x houses may prove to 
have some financial merit in the long run, it posed too 
many additional risks in the early phases of the project. 
This option would cause a loss of control over the 
construction process, increased difficulty for raising 
sponsorship, and a diminishing of the New Zealand story. 
The decision was subsequently made to proceed with the 
building of one competition house here in NZ that would 
be transported to Washington DC.  
This exercise did however present an option for building 
one house only in the USA should funding for the project 
fall through, i.e: 
Total Cost for Building One House in the USA Only: 
Total costruction budget   = $450,000 
Less sponsored SIPs   -    $19,360 
Total construction cost   = $430,640 
When compared to the costs of constructing and 
transporting a house from New Zealand, this option would 
be NZ$269,360 less. An option of selling a New Zealand 
built house in the US was equally investigated should 
costs increase beyond reach. This would avoid the return 
journey costs saving approx. $125,000 from the $700,000 
total cost. This option would however require a different 
approach to code compliance in order to be a permanent 
USA building.  
The desired option, of course, was to build the house in 
New Zealand, with NZ products, materials, and 
techniques, to transport the house to Washington, DC, win 
the competition, and return the house back to a permanent 




4.3 TIMBER FRAME 
CONSTRUCTION 
Typical timber frame construction was investigated for 
the purpose of providing an objective comparison with 
SIPs. Steel frame construction was explored and ruled out 
early on due to deficiencies in thermal performance and 
high embodied energy at production. Steel would 
certainly have its advantages especially with respect to 
strength, durability, and precision – all factors which 
would be of great value during the assembly phase of the 
competition. It was however decided that timber would 
give the greatest advantage overall providing good 
thermal properties and the “green” NZ story that would 
help First Light stand out against the competition. 
 
4.3.1 Regulations 
Timber frame construction is a very common building 
technique in New Zealand. Although this project required 
a unique approach to how it would be built and then 
unbuilt, the basic principles of timber construction could 
still be applied. This would align the project with many 
examples of housing in New Zealand and with the 
national Building Code. It might however present some 
disparities with common building practices in the US, 
both in terms of detailing and with material selection. 
These issues, however, could be overcome with sufficient 
research and close consultation with the US DOE building 
inspector. Some complications might also arise with 
respect to the importation of woods and other materials 
into the USA. The types of chemicals used to treat timber 
later became a significant challenge for the project.  
 
4.3.2 Thermal Performance 
Timber frame construction provides a great thermal 
advantage due to the low conductivity of wood. When 
compared to steel, timber is a far superior structural 
material to use in terms of reducing thermal bridging. 
Where possible, structural members could be staggered to 
further reduce the effect of thermal bridging and 
maximise the insulation value of the envelope. With a 
structural system independent of the insulation, timber 
framing could accommodate a wide variety of insulation 
products [4.4 Insulation]  
 
4.3.3 Air Tightness 
Timber construction is not inherently air tight, however 
there are supplementary products and systems available to 
achieve this. These will later be described in Chapter 
5.1.4 Air Tightness. 
 
4.3.4 Sustainability 
Timber frame construction would make the most of a 
local and sustainable resource, largely Pinus Radiata, 
which could be argued to store CO2. Treatment chemicals 
would however be required to improve the timber’s 
durability in some parts of the construction. Care must be 
taken in the selection of treatment methods so as to avoid 
the potentially environmentally detrimental effects of 
some chemicals. Treatment may also prevent the wood 
from later being burnt as a source of energy. Insulation 
products with varying degrees of environmental impact 




Timber frame construction is relatively resistant to 
damage while also providing a high degree of flexibility 
for making changes. Damaged sections could be easily 
repaired or replaced and minor adjustments could be 
made during the fitting together of removable 
components. Timber would however be highly susceptible 
to water damage and dimensional changes due to 
humidity. Both could potentially cause major problems 




The costs involved for timber construction can easily be 
estimated through the use of quantity surveying 
guidebooks. These estimates however would need to be 
on a detailed rates basis due to the unusual assembly of 
the frame. These rates provided an initial understanding of 
costs for timber frame construction. A comparative 
analysis was subsequesntly carried out by quantity 
surveyors RLB to compare SIPs, Standard Timber 
Framing, and LVL Framing as if used for the same 




SIPs    = $34,750 
Standard Timber Framing = $64,763 
LVL Framing   = $68,353 
 
4.3.7 Detailing 
The construction details for both SIPs and Timber Frame 
needed to be suitably developed in order to make a well-
informed decision on the advantages of one over the 
other. In developing the timber frame option the objective 
of minimising the structure and thereby maximising 
insulation was the primary aim. Great consideration was 
also given to the stability of timber products under 
varying climates and moisture levels. To this end, 
laminated products were held in high regard both for their 




Figure 102: Sectional 3D Through Module Showing Timber 
Frame Construction (JM) 
 
The makeup of the parapeted roof would essentially be 
the same assembly as the SIP system. In this case 
however timber framing provides the structure with a 
sloped polystyrene layer to achieve the falls [Figure 103 
& Figure 104]. The timber frame could then be filled with 
any choice of insulation.  
In the walls, a staggered stud arrangement was designed 
as a means to reduce thermal bridging [Figure 105]. To go 
one step further, the internal members could be oriented 
horizontally. This would allow a clear span in between the 
vertical stud wall on the outside and the inside framing. 
The uninterrupted void could then be filled with a range 
of rigid, 
batted, or loose fill insulation. The wall could then be 
encased in plywood for structural bracing and to make an 
air tight sandwich panel. As with the SIP system timber 
LVL members could be incorporated at the module edge 
for robustness.  
Hy-joists could be utilised in the floor to achieve the 5.6m 
span [Figure 106]. The slender plywood web provides 
great strength on its edge while also limiting 
the amount of thermal bridging across the depth of the 
joist. These could be appropriately sized to take the added 
weight of concrete if needed for thermal mass. 
 
4.3.8 Assembly 
Once the timber panels were constructed into the 
modules, an identical assembly process as to the SIP 
system would follow [Chapter 4.2.8 Assembly] 
 
4.3.9 Sponsorship 
Timber framed construction allowed sponsorship to be 
either sought for the complete package or broken down 
into suppliers of the individual parts. Given that there are 
numerous suppliers for each component i.e. plywood, 
LVL, Hy-joists, timber framing, insulation, WPM etc, it 
was envisioned that sponsorship would be easily gained to 
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 A variety of common insulation products were tested to 
give an indication of their impact on the overall R-Value 
vs Wall Thickness. It was important to consider the 
makeup of the wall as opposed to simply comparing R-
values of products thickness for thickness. Insulation 
products are supplied in differing thicknesses and would 
demand a a range of slightly different wall constructions 
in order to achieve the desired R7 composite insulation 
value. Table 6 below presents the findings of 14 
alternative wall assemblies relative to the insulation value 
achieved by each. The wall was used as a benchmark 
since it contained an average degree of complexity and 
thus would give a good indication as to what insulation 
values could equally be achieved in the floors and roof. 
Note that a common value of neither thickness nor R-
value could be used for comparative purposes due to the 
factors described above.  
 
    
No. Insulation Type Composite R-Value Total Wall Thickness (mm) 
1 (10 1-4") SIP 6.92 397 
2 PinkBatts 230mm 6.63 366 
3 PinkBatts 270mm 7.81 406 
4 Ecofleece 230mm 5.69 366 
5 Ecofleece 270mm 6.59 406 
6 Ecofleece 320mm 7.51 456 
7 Polystyrene 180mm 7.18 361 
8 PinkBatts 230mm Poly Cavity 7.29 391 
9 Ecofleece 230mm Poly Cavity 6.85 391 
10 Straw Bale 650mm 6.86 736 
11 Rockwool 270mm 7.01 406 
12 Cellulose 250mm 6.93 406 
    
13 Ecofleece 225mm AIM 6.53 361 
14 Ecofleece 225mm ACHIEVED 5.77 361 
Table 6: Comparative Insulation Values for Varying Wall Assemblies 
 
BUILDING COMPONENT R VALUE       
  Building Element R Value Thickness (mm) 
Interior Internal Surface Resistance 0.09  
Finish 1 Interior Lining Ply 12mm 0.09   12 
Finish 2 Interior Cavity 25mm 0.13   25 
Layer 1 Inner Ply 12mm 0.09   12 
Layer 2 Wall layer 1 - Ecofleece 50mm  0.93   50 
Layer 3 Wall layer 2 - Ecofleece 90mm 2.12   90 
Layer 4 Wall layer 3 - Ecofleece 90mm 1.83   90 
Layer 5 Outer Ply 12mm 0.09   12 
Layer 6 Cavity 50mm 0.13   50 
Layer 7 Exterior cladding 0.16   25 
Exterior External Surface Resistance 0.03  
    
  Total R Value of building component 5.69 366 






Figure 107 above illustrates relative wall thicknesses 
compared to the composite R-value that they achieve. The 
Insulation types are ordered from most insulating to least. 
 
4.5 TIMBER TREATMENT 
A requirement of the competition is that houses must meet 
the IBC (International Building Code). According to the 
IBC, any timber used in residential construction must 
meet the requirements of the AWPA (American Wood 
Preservation Association). The AWPA does not recognise 
CCA (Copper Chromium Arsenic) or LOSP (Light 
Organic Solvent-based Preservative) as approved 
treatment methods (AWPA, 2009). CCA and LOSP are 
the two most commonly used treatment methods for 
achieving durability to hazard class H3 level in New 
Zealand. It was therefore specified that the alternative 
treatment methods CuAz (Copper Azole) and/or ACQ 
(Alkaline Copper Quaternary) were to be used in 
situations requiring H3 or higher. The AWPA approves 
the use of Boron treatment for timber that is not in direct 
contact with the elements.  
 
 
Boron treated timber is widely available and used in New 
Zealand for achieving a hazard class H1.2 (Department of 
Building and Housing, 2011). 
It was quickly realised that the requirement for ACQ or 
CuAz treatment was beyond the scope of many of the NZ 
timber treatment plants. This caused long and signifcant 
delays to the construction program, the effects of this are 
illustrated in Figure 108. The optimistic delivery of the 
main envelope components for December 2010 was 
dramatically pushed back by up to two and half months in 
some cases. The manufacturing of the wall, floor, and 
roof elements all relied on the supply of plywood and 
LVL. 
During December 2010, the First Light team became 
aware of impending changes to NZS 3602, and a revised 
proposal from the DBH (Department of Building and 
Housing), based on the report “Consultation on proposals 
for a single hazard class for framing timber inside the 
building envelope - Through proposed changes to the 
Acceptable Solution for Building Code Clause B2 
(Durability)” published by the DBH in Sept 2010. 
PinkBatts 270mm   R7.8 
Ecofleece 320mm   R7.5 
PinkBatts 230mm poly cavity   R7.3 
Polystyrene 180mm   R7.2 
Rockwool 270mm   R7.0 
Cellulose 250mm   R6.9 
SIP   R6.9 
Straw Bale 650mm   R6.9 
Ecofleece 230mm poly cavity   R6.8 
PinkBatts 230mm   R6.6 
Ecofleece 270mm   R6.6 
Ecofleece 225mm AIM   R6.5 
Ecofleece 225mm ACHIEVED   R6.1  
Ecofleece 230mm   R5.7 
Figure 107: Comparative Insulation Values for Varying Wall Assemblies 
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This document “proposes changes to the Acceptable 
Solution for Building Code Clause B2 (Durability) to: 
• amend the existing reference to New Zealand 
Standards NZS 3602, Timber and Woodbased 
Products for Use in Building, and reference NZS 
3640, Chemical Preservation of Round and Sawn 
Timber with modifications. 
• adopt H1.2 as the single hazard class for timber 
framing inside the building envelope, except for the 
critical performance of cantilevered deck joists…” 
 
The document proposes the use of Boron H1.2 as the 
suitable treatment process, and notes that in practice, the 
H1.2 Boron level of treatment is achieving similar results 
to other treatments at higher levels (Department of 
Building and Housing, 2010). The team cross-checked 
this with the AWPA Standards (2010) where SBX (Boron 
salts) was listed as an acceptable timber treatment system 
for the pine species intended for use. Therefore a change 
in specification to Boron H1.2 for internal timber framing 
was made. This enabled access to more readily available 
timber and allowed the much delayed manufacturing of 
the floor, wall, and roof elements to proceed. 




The advantages of using SIP vs Timber Frame were 
spread across the hierarchy of considerations for module 
construction. SIP would be more cost effective saving 
$34,000, would likely achieve a higher R-value, better air 
tightness and less thermal bridging. Timber frame would 
present fewer issues with code compliance, slightly more 
flexibility during assembly, more resistance to damage 
and would arguably have better capacity for supporting 
thermal mass. Timber frame would also provide an 
opportunity to use local materials and to promote New 
Zealand companies and a New Zealand story.  
 
4.6.1 Timing 
At the expense of time, both options continued to be 
explored. R-Control was tasked to present a timeline for 
delivering the panels with an outline of what information 
they would need from the design team and when they 
would need it. Development of details for both SIP and 
timber frame continued and sponsors for the supply of 
associated products were sought. This exercise consumed 
a lot of office time and resources and it was quickly 
realised that a committed decision needed to be made if 
other upcoming deadlines were to be met. Upon receiving 
R-Control’s proposal the decision to proceed with timber 
frame construction was made. 
 
 
Figure 109: R-Controls Proposed Timeline for Constructing 
With SIPs 
 
At the time of the decision the project was still on track to 
make a January start date for construction. Working back 
from this date R-Control determined that the envelope 
design would need to be locked down within three days of 
receiving the proposal [Figure 109]. This would require 
module dimensions and all openings for windows, doors 
etc to be established. It would also be advantageous to 
have all electrical, plumbing, and mechanical openings 
and systems designed so they can be machine “chased” 
into the panels. It was felt that the design team was at 
least two weeks away from comfortably locking in all 
major design decisions. These decisions extended beyond 
the dimensional requirements of R-Control, including 
performance and other material selections. Council 
approval for the use of SIPs was also yet to be obtained.  
To commit to SIPs and deliver on R-Control’s 
requirements in time would have entailed increased risks 
and a great loss of flexibility and control over the design. 
Window openings and locations were still being 
developed, undergoing optimisation for performance in 
conjunction with changes to the floor plan. Services were 
also still being resolved and were yet to have their spatial 
requirements locked down. Given the extremely tight time 
frame it was discussed whether blank SIPs would be 
appropriate. This would allow panels to be ordered 
immediately and would essentially let all decisions 
(within the boundaries of the blank panel dimensions) 
remain flexible up until the date of their arrival. Blank 
panels would subsequently need to be cut and 
manipulated by local carpenters with very limited 
experience in their use. This would negate the advantages 
of SIPs in terms of machined accuracy, speed of 
production, reduced wastage, and the ‘pre-fab’ story. An 
argument can however be made for the benefits afforded 
by locking in decisions early on a project like this. With 
such a limited timeline, delaying decisions only puts 
further pressure on later decisions, many of which become 
far more influential to the final outcome. 
Ultimately it was determined that timber frame 
construction would entail the least risk and promote the 
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5    ENVELOPE 
CONSTRUCTION 
For the purpose of providing clarity, the following 
sections will explain the decision making process 
involved for each major element; Wall, Floor and Roof, 
relative to the construction methods previously described 
in Chapter 4.3 Timber Frame Construction. The 
commitment to using timber framing marked a major 
milestone in the developed design phase of the project. 
Many other decisions were formally locked in shortly 
after this decision was made; Benchmark performance 
criteria for the envelope were outlined, the basic layout of 
the shed and services equipment was confirmed, 
dimensional limits for transportation were clarified, and 
primary material selections were made.  
The developed design drawing set dated 18th August 2010 
signalled a transition for the project into the detailed 
design phase. The following chapters provide an 
explanation of how details were developed and optimised, 







Figure 111: Decision Making Hierarchy - Wall Construction 
 
5.1.1 Regulations 
The wall construction would have to meet New Zealand 
code (particularly with respect to waterproofing), the IBC, 
and the structural requirements for a typical Wellington 
site in a very high wind zone with earthquakes.  
 
5.1.2 Insulation 
An investigation of available insulation products during 
developed design uncovered the implications of each 
product to both construction and performance. There were 
however a number of other factors that had to be 
considered before an appropriate insulation prouct could 
be selected. These ranged from costs and sponsorship to 
sustainability and market appeal. 
EcoInsulation was one of the first insulation companies to 
be approached and were also one of the most forthcoming 
in terms of sponsorship. The values and ambitions of First 
Light aligned well with what EcoInsulation were trying to 
promote as a company. They are a relatively new 
company who were interested in developing new products 
and pushing their brand to the forefront of sustainable 
thinking. Early concerns were discussed in terms of 
reaching the desired R-value of R6.5 without an 
obtrusively thick panel. EcoInsulation accepted the 
challenge and set about creating a new batt product that 
would achieve a much greater R-value per thickness than 
was currently on the market for wool insulation. This 
product was hoped to compete against and in fact exceed 
the performance of other non-wool batt products. 
EcoInsulation committed themselves to achieving the 
following R-values for two products which could be used 
for the First Light house: 
1. 1x 90mm Batt @R2.4 
2. 3x 45mm Batts @R1.4 
This would result in a composite insulation value of R6.5 
and a total wall thickness of 360mm. Through a 
sponsorship arrangement with BRANZ these new 
products were tested and later verified to achieve R5.8 at 
360mm. Although this would not achieve the desired 
R6.5 it did give an acceptable compromise overall. A 
standard 240x45mm LVL (Laminated Veneer Lumber) 
member could be used at the perimeter of the wall with 
the insulation layers divided as follows [Figure 112]: 
1. 90mm exterior stud wall 
2. 105mm clear void 













Figure 112: Plan Showing Proposed Wall Framing (JM) 
 
The thickness of the wall could have been increased to 
further improve the R-value. A thicker wall however 
would the result in a loss of internal floor area and higher 
associated costs. It was felt that these factors would 
outweigh the benefits of the improved insulation in a wall 
thickness greater than 360mm.  
It was also agreed that the best approach would be to stick 
with one form of insulation for the entire envelope. This 
would not only benefit construction but would also create 
ease when finding sponsorship with a clearer story to tell. 
As presented in Table 6 on page 79, there existed a 
number of alternative insulation products that have 
achieved a similar level of performance i.e. PinkBatts 
could have been used and would have achieved R6.6 at 
360mm. EcoInsulation did however present other 
beneficial characteristics in addition to its insulation R-
value:  
• It performs well in humid environments without 
any loss of performance  
• It is manufactured with recycled off-cuts from the 
carpet industry 
• It is made locally with New Zealand wool from 
the backs of New Zealand sheep 
• It is uncommon in the US and would promote the 
unique NZ identity of the First Light house 
• There was some uncertainty as to how it would 
be priced in a US market 
The options were put forward to the building performance 
team who took the above points into consideration when 
reassessing the thermal simulations. With all factors 
considered, the decision was made to proceed with the use 
of the new EcoInsulation “Ecofleece” product achieving 
an insulation value of R5.8 at 360mm in the walls.  
The arrangement of framing layers within the wall panel 
was further developed to both improve its structural 
integrity while still promoting an efficient use of 
insulation. 
 
5.1.3 Thermal Bridging 
The move away from SIPs necessitated a close 
consideration of the impact on performance caused by 
timber frame construction. A separated and perpendicular 
framing arrangement had already been explored during 
developed design. This method proved to achieve a very 
economic use of framing while maximising the overall 
thermal performance of the wall.  
 
 
Figure 113: Interlocking Plywood Frame (JM) 
 
A system of interlocked plywood webs was developed in 
an attempt to further mitigate the effects of thermal 
bridging [Figure 113]. This would greatly reduce the 
volume of framing in the wall thus increasing the amount 
of insulation and decreasing thermal bridging. There were 
however concerns over the structural capacity of the 
vertical webs to support the cladding system. Using 
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plywood webs would also create difficulty when fixing 
sheathing, battens, linings etc into the 18mm or 21mm 
plywood edge. It was anticipated that this type of wall 
panel would be significantly more expensive than if 
standard framing was used and, perhaps more 
importantly, would incur additional cost as a “custom” 
item in the US quantity surveyors cost estimate.  
Minor adjustments were made to further optimise the 
construction not only for thermal performance but also to 
improve structural integrity and reduce costs [Figure 114]. 
The studs are distributed across the wall panel to provide 
cladding support at 730mm centres. 2x 90x45 timber 
studs and 1x 140x45 timber stud in the centre achieve the 
required rigidity for the panel. Internal 70x45 timber 
members at 645mm centres span between the LVL 
perimeter studs and are blocked off the centre 140x45 
timber stud. This outcome achieves a great degree of 
simplicity while meeting all of the required performance, 
structural, assembly and aesthetic requirements. 
 
 
Figure 114: 3D Construction Drawing Showing Wall Framing 
 
Window lintels were constructed with gusseted plywood 
frames rather than solid timber to further minimise any 
effects of thermal bridging [Figure 115]. Plywood was 
also used for the window jamb frame and bottom plates, 
again achieving an extremely efficient ratio of framing to 
insulation volume. The following photographs illustrate 




Figure 115: Section Through Window Opening 
 
 
Figure 116: Construction Photo Showing the Manufacture of 
Wall Panels at Carters Pre-nail Plant 
 
 
Figure 117: Construction Photo Showing Delivery of 
Prefabricated Wall Panels 



































Do not scale off drawings.
All dimensions to be checked on site.
The work executed from, and all information contained within the
drawings, specifications and other documents falls under Copyright law,
and remains the property of Victoria University of Wellington.
All drawings to be read in conjunction with relevant Specifications and
supplementary documents.
Note for Architect: Blocking at horizontal join in Plywood & 'h' flashing to
be added during phase two of construction.
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12mm PLYWOOD BRACING SHEETS
LAID VERTICALLY. FIX WITH 2.8Ø x50
FLAT HEAD NAILS @150CRS TO SHEET
EDGES, 300CRS INTERNALLY
30x45 TIMBER BLOCKING
140x45 VSG8 TIMBER STUD
90x45 VSG8 TIMBER STUD
240x45 LVL STUD
240x45 LVL STUD

















































90x45 VSG8 TIMBER STUDS
240x45 LVL STUD
140x45 HORIZONTAL TIMBER




140x45 VSG8 TIMBER STUDS
90x45 VSG8 TIMBER STUDS
12mm PLYWOOD BRACING SHEETS LAID
VERTICALLY (SHOWN BEYOND). FIX WITH
2.8Ø x50 FLAT HEAD NAILS @150CRS TO
SHEET EDGES, 300CRS INTERNALLY


































140x45 VSG8 TIMBER STUD
12mm PLYWOOD BRACING SHEETS LAID
VERTICALLY. FIX WITH 2.8Ø x50 FLAT HEAD
NAILS @150CRS TO SHEET EDGES, 300CRS
INTERNALLY
30x45 TIMBER BLOCKING
240x45 VSG8 TIMBER TOP PLATE
21mm PLYWOOD BOTTOM PLATE
140x45 HORIZONTAL TIMBER









1. WALL TYPE 1 OCCURS AT WA01-1, WA02-1, WA04-2 & WA09-5
2. CCA OR LOSP TREATED TIMBER MUST NOT BE USED. REFER
SPECIFICATION FOR CORRECT TREATMENT
x4
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CN          13-01-11             FOR CONSTRUCTION
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12mm PLYWOOD BRACING SHEETS
LAID VERTICALLY. FIX WITH 2.8Ø x50
FLAT HEAD NAILS @150CRS TO
SHEET EDGES, 300CRS INTERNALLY
70x45 HORIZONTAL TIMBER
12mm PLYWOOD GUSSET & 45x45
TIMBER BLOCK @ MID SPAN AND
ENDS (SHOWN ABOVE)
140x45 TIMBER LINTEL (SHOWN ABOVE)
70x45 TIMBER STUD
21mm PLYWOOD

































12mm PLYWOOD BRACING SHEETS
LAID VERTICALLY. FIX WITH 2.8Ø x50
FLAT HEAD NAILS @150CRS TO
SHEET EDGES, 300CRS INTERNALLY
240x45 VSG8 TIMBER TOP PLATE
















































240x45 VSG8 TIMBER TOP PLATE
240x45 LVL STUD
140x45 HORIZONTAL TIMBER





12mm PLYWOOD GUSSET & BLOCK
@MID SPAN AND ENDS
21mm PLYWOOD
140x45 TIMBER LINTEL (BEYOND)
12mm PLYWOOD
12mm PLYWOOD BRACING SHEETS
LAID VERTICALLY (SHOWN BEYOND).
FIX WITH 2.8Ø x50 FLAT HEAD NAILS
@150CRS TO SHEET EDGES, 300CRS
INTERNALLY
70x45 HORIZONTAL TIMBERS
































12mm PLYWOOD BRACING SHEETS
LAID VERTICALLY (SHOWN BEYOND).
FIX WITH 2.8Ø x50 FLAT HEAD NAILS
@150CRS TO SHEET EDGES, 300CRS
INTERNALLY
45x45 HORIZONTAL TIMBER
240x45 VSG8 TIMBER TOP PLATE
140x45 TIMBER LINTEL





























1. WALL TYPE 3 OCCURS AT WA05-2 & WA07-4
2. CCA OR LOSP TREATED TIMBER MUST NOT BE USED. REFER
SPECIFICATION FOR CORRECT TREATMENT




Figure 118: Construction Photo Showing Prefabricated Living 
Room Wall Panels 
 
 
Figure 119: Construction Photo Showing Insulated Wall Panels 
 
 





5.1.4 Air Tightness 
Through consultation with building performance 
specialists both in the private sector and at BRANZ, some 
fundamental deficiencies in the proposed wall 
construction were identified. A similar sandwich panel 
style construction to SIPs with a rigid air barrier (RAB) 
on either side of the wall was initially proposed. This type 
of arrangement in conjunction with batt insulation could 
lead to a damaging build up of moisture within the wall. 
This would potentially result in dramatically reduced 
thermal performance, mould, rot and ultimately the 
structural failure of the wall itself.  
In typical New Zealand construction the wall is allowed to 
‘breathe’ through the outside layer which is open to a 
drained and vented cavity behind cladding. There is also 
potential for the wall to ventilate to the inside through 
permeable gypsum linings.  
Since it was of great advantage for the modules to be 
watertight during transport, it was elected to use plywood 
as the outer layer. This would also provide the required 
structural bracing and the protection against damage 
needed during both transport and assembly. 
It is critical for the wall to have the capacity to ventilate 
or ‘breathe’ to promote the drying of any moisture that 
may build up within the construction itself. Having an 
RAB layer on the outside necessitated the use of an 
‘intelligent vapour membrane’ on the inside. This would 
prevent the ingress of moisture into the wall while still 
promoting the transfer of moisture out of it. The use of 
‘intelligent’ vapour membranes is a relatively new method 
of construction in New Zealand however products such as 
ProClima Intello are commonly used in much colder 
Northern Europe climates.  
The typical practice in colder climates is to have an RAB 
on the inside of the wall and a more permeable outer 
layer. This is because the general direction of moisture 
diffusion is from the inside of the building to the outside. 
In a relatively neutral climate such as Wellington in New 
Zealand, moisture diffusion from the outside to the inside 
during summer is almost equal to the diffusion outwards 
in winter. Preliminary moisture diffusion analysis was 
performed using the software WUFI. This showed that no 
significant build up of moisture would occur in the wall 
assembly in Wellington, even without a vapour retarder 
on the inside (seasonal drying was sufficient to stabilise 
moisture levels within the wall). When simulated for 
colder climates however a noticeable build up of moisture 
was observed. Intello Vapour Check membrane is 
designed for use on the internal side of the envelope, 
providing a solution to this problem. It performs as an air 
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barrier while at the same time offering high diffusion 
tightness in winter and maximum diffusion openness in 
summer (Proclima).  
 
 
Figure 121: Diagram Showing Intello Vapour Diffusion 
(Proclima) 
 
The use of Intello would consequently prevent the use of 
non-permeable internal linings such as plywood, which 
was currently specified by the interior design team. It was 
also determined that the proposed 25mm cavity would not 
accommodate the amount of ventilation to allow moisture 
diffusion from behind the plywood. 
Ultimately the decision was made to proceed with a RAB 
plywood layer on the outside and a ProClima Intello 
vapour check membrane on the inside [Figure 122 & 
Figure 123]. Tescon Vana air tightness tape was used for 
all joins in the exterior plywood and as a sacrificial seal at 
the module join during assembly. The internal linings 
would need to be vapour permeable and for this reason 
vertically oriented pine tongue & groove boards were 
used with a permeable white-wash finish. 
 
 
Figure 123: Construction Photo Showing Intello Vapour Check 
 
The biggest challenge to the air tightness of the wall 
construction was in the services bulkhead where electrical 
cables, ducting, and plumbing necessitated multiple 
penetrations through the wall. A combination of Tescon 
Vana airtightness tape and proprietary ProClima 
expansion grommets were used to minimise air infiltration 
at these weak point 




The assembly strategy for the wall panels was very simple 
– provide a flush edge that is true and that will create a 
tight fit with the adjacent module. The initially proposed 
bolted system proved to add unnecessary complexity to 
the process. The removable access panels would also 
make for a potentially messy internal finish. To avoid this 
problem the access panels could be located on the outside 
of the walls however this could not be the case for the 
roof and floor.  
 
 
Figure 124: Engineers Sketch Showing S/S Steel Tension Cables  
 
To simplify the assembly process 2x adjustable s/s 
(stainless steel) cables were employed to hold the 
modules together. These cables are attached to the top 
plate of the walls in modules 1 & 6 [Figure 124]. The 
cables are then concealed behind a removable scotia. 
During assembly the cables are attached and tightened 
using a tensioner located above the entrance doors in 
module three. It was specified by the engineer that once 
tensioned the cables “should be capable of producing a 
low E note once struck”. As discussed in Chapter 3 
FOUNDATIONS, some of the foundation pads sunk at 
the competition site, causing the entire house to splay at 
the top. This put a significant amount of force into the s/s 
cables. The system held together, as designed. However 
when it came to removing the s/s cables during 
dissassembly, the excessive force made it impossible to 
undo the tensioner. The locking pin had to be ‘tapped’ out 
and the cable left to spring loose. Health and safety 
concerns were raised as to the destructive consequences 
that releasing the cable could have. To reduce the amount 
of force on the cables and mitigate the splaying effect, 
several truckstrops were linked together around the top of 
the entire house and tightened. The windows and doors 
were covered and the house evacuated of students.  
 
5.1.6 Damage 
Fundamental materials for the wall construction were 
already confirmed during the developed design phase. 
Plywood sheathing would be used on the exterior for 
weatherproofing as well as bracing and protection to the 
modules during transport. LVL perimeter studs would 
provide the required structural strength but more 
importantly a robust edge to the wall. The laminations 
give the plywood and LVL dimensional stability 
particularly in varying humidities and temperatures – a 
critical factor for transport.  
 
5.1.7 Cost 
(Including cladding, shed doors and excluding internal 
finishes) 
Initial RLB US estimate = US$28,600  
Final DOE QS US estimate = US$31,500 
Initial RLB NZ estimate = $20,500 (excl. cladding and 
doors) 
Final RLB NZ estimate = $62,850 




5.2 WINDOWS AND DOORS 
 
Windows and doors present one of the biggest 
performance challenges to designing a house to passive 
principles. They create clear weak points due to the low 
insulation value of the glass, the thermal bridging of the 
frame, opening components and their seals, and the direct 
solar gains which they allow. The First Light concept 
called for light, open spaces, extensive views to the 
outside, and an ability to naturally ventilate the house, all 
of which suggest a large amount of glazing. Again, 
through the use of computer simulations, an acceptable 
compromise between glazing for views, light and 
ventilation vs. the overall thermal performance of the 
envelope was reached. To make the most of solar gains in 
winter, the majority of glazing would be located on the 
South façade with minimal glazing to the North. The 
North windows were primarily used to provide light and 
ventilation in the bathroom and laundry. The South 
windows would require adequate shading to prevent 
overheating in summer while still promoting the desired 
heat gains in winter. Central to the design concept was the 
notion that full views and access should be maintained 
through the middle of the house. This was achieved with 
large 3-leaf glazed bifold doors to the north and south of 
the central module. To further promote this space as an 
expression of the outdoors, a large skylight was also 
incorporated. The optimisation of this skylight required 
significant investigation and will be later explained in 
Chapter 6 MODULE THREE CONSTRUCTION. 
There are four primary types of window frame available 
in New Zealand; aluminium, thermally broken 
aluminium, timber, and PVC. PVC was ruled out due to 
environmental concerns coupled with the ‘plastic’ look of 
the frame itself. Through research it was discovered that 
standard aluminium frames create a significant thermal 
weak point due their conductivity. Two options remained; 
thermally broken alumnium and timber [Figure 126]. It 
was specified that triple glazing should be used to achieve 
the best possible insulation value of the glazed unit itself. 
These would be in the form of triple argon filled, low E 
IGU’s (Insulated Glazing Units) [Figure 126].  
 
Figure 125: Thermal Bridging Simulation for Timber Frame vs. 
Thermally Broken Aluminium Frame 
 
 
Figure 126: Triple Glazed IGU's - Metro Glasstech 
 
Triple glazing is not common in New Zealand and most 
available frames were not sized to accommodate the 
additional thickness of the IGU. Timber proved to allow 
the greatest flexibility in this respect. Timber would also 
give the desired aesthetic finish and as such the search 
was narrowed to two local window manufacturers: Nelson 
based company Eurovision and Ecowindows in Raglan. 
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Comparative performance characteristics and costs 
involved for each were as follows: 
Eurovision 
Frame Type: Aluminium outside / timber inside 













Frame Type: All timber 





1.5 $22,457.20 Mid Nov 
Trpl argon  
fill lowE 
1.0 $24,715.80 Mid Nov 
 
Ecowindows were elected to manufacture the windows. 
Although their windows would achieve a slightly lower 
insulation value (by R0.11 or  10%), they were $9,400 
(27%) cheaper, and had a shorter manufacture time. 
Ecowindows were also more forthcoming with 
sponsorship.  
An interesting fact to note here is the minimal increase in 
cost from double to triple glazing (approx. $2,370 or 7.8% 
- 10.1%). This would suggest that a great degree of cost 
exists in the frames themselves and perhaps also in the 
setting up of the double and/or triple glazing process. 
However these costs are again specific to this project and 
may not reflect the general pricing in the marketplace.  
Given the unavailability of New Zealand made, high 
performance window hardware, Ecowindows utilises 
hardware from Germany based company Siegenia-Aubi 
[Figure 127]. Siegenia-Aubi had experience with past 
Solar Decathlons and thus also saw value in sponsoring 
the project. This hardware enabled the First Light house 
to incorporate ‘tilt-and-turn’ style windows. These 
windows are inward opening and are hinged at both the 
bottom and the side. This allows the window sash to 
either tilt in at the top for ventilation or open inwards 
from the side. Tilt & turn windows were used in the 
bathroom, laundry and bedroom, and a bottom hung only 
window was used in the living room.  
 
Figure 127: Window Hardware By Siegenia-Aubi 
 
The large bifold doors are also timber framed with triple 
glazed IGU’s. They incorporate high quality rubber seals 
to achieve air tightness and an aluminium floor track. The 
sheer weight of the IGU’s in these doors put significant 
strain on the hinges. As a result the doors began to sag 
over the course of the Frank Kitts Park exhibit. To 
overcome this problem an additional hinge was installed 
to help better distribute the weight. The aluminium door 
track proved to be the biggest thermal weak point of the 
entire house. The timber framed windows themselves 
however demonstrated very uniform thermal 
performance, as was expected. 
Custom formed flashings were designed and fabricated 
for each window and door [Figure 128]. A removable sill 
portion of the flashing was incorporated to expell any 
water to the outside of the cladding. 
 
 






The cladding was designed to be removed for transport 
and ‘clipped-on’ during assembly. This would enable 
continuous horizontal weatherboards to traverse the 
module joins, elongating the house visually while also 
providing an effective weatherproofing to the module join 
and protection for the cladding during transport.  
A proprietary removable cladding system suited to the 
First Light house was not currently available on the 
market. The team needed to develop a new solution by 
either utilizing available components or by fabricating 
custom ones. It had already been decided that standard 
profile horizontal timber weatherboards would be used. 
To enable the many rain water downpipes (Section 9.0 
Roofs) to be concealed behind the cladding, a minimum 
cavity of 70mm was incorporated. For tolerance, this 
cavity was later increased to 82mm during construction.  
The weatherboards are arranged in panels of several 
weatherboards fixed together for ease of assembly. While 
the containerised panels were not susceptible to the same 
risks of damage as the modules, they did incur some 
surface damage through manual handling. 
 
5.3.1 Cladding Version 1.0 – Slip Battens 
The first system explored was a simple slip batten 
arrangement where a timber support interlocked with a 
corresponding slip batten on the back of the cladding 
panel. Each panel would then be fixed through the tongue 
of the top weatherboard with a bolt into a recessed nut in 
the cavity batten [Figure 131]. A neoprene layer or similar 
compressible material would be required to prevent the 
panels from rattling in the wind [Figure 129 & Figure 
130]. This system would be very quick to both assemble 
and disassemble. The support of the slip batten would 
allow 2 to 3 people to mount the panel easily and then fix 
it in place with hand drills. This method would also 
promote the desired finish with all fixings concealed 
behind the lap of the weatherboard panel above. Corner, 
window, and parapet details were yet to be developed. 
 
Figure 129: Cladding Version 1.0 - Detail of Timber Support 
and Neoprene Dampener (BL) 
 
 
Figure 130: Cladding Version 1.0 - Detail of Neoprene 
Dampener (BL) 
 
Although drawings were prepared for the construction of 
a test prototype, this was never executed due to a shortfall 
in time and office resources. Many discussions were held 
alongside advice from senior architects within the First 
Light office. Concerns over this system were raised due to 
the potential inaccuracy in using timber as a locating 
medium. This system would rely on the precise alignment 
of the slip battens relative to both the weatherboards and 
the cavity batten. There was also a risk of compounding 
inaccuracies due to the panels being stacked one on top of 
the other, one slip batten out of line could throw the entire 
arrangement out. The inset nuts were employed to prevent 
this problem. This would work successfully however the 
system would then rely on the accurate compression of 
the neoprene buffer in order to prevent the panels from 
protruding at the bottom. There were also unknowns as to 
the extent to which the timber itself would deform over 
time and in varying climates. An alternative method was 








Figure 131: Cladding Version 1.0 (BL) 
 
Parapet flashing over
Building wrap over parapet




weatherboard panel (panel 5)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 4)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 3)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 2)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 1)
Shadowclad treated plywood exterior lining screw
fixed to SIP's as per manufacturers spec
50 x 50 H3.2 Cavity batten @ 450 CRS max
reverse fixed to shadowclad w/ SS screws @250
CRS alternating from left to right of centre
Insert nut fitted into cavity batten at
required height
SS Bolt and washer connecting
weatherboard panel to cavity batten
50x35 H3.2 Timber Weatherboard
panel support bolt fixed to cavity
battens at predetermined height
200x25 Macrocarpa rusticated
weatherboards fixed to 50x35
H3.2 timber panel backer
Timber panel backer fitted with
5mm compressible neoprene







5.3.2 Cladding Version 2.0 – Aluminium 
Channels 
Concerns with the first cladding system were primarily 
centred on the issue of accuracy, both at production and 
during reassembly. A removable cladding system suited 
to the First Light house was neither tested nor available. 
Furthermore, there was little time in the programme for 
experimentation and almost no margin for error should 
the system fail during construction. For this reason a 
solution that achieved a maximum degree of accuracy was 
critical.  
A second system was developed which relied on the use 
of aluminium channels for both the cavity battens and the 
cladding panel supports. A similar principle to the first 
version was employed whereby a series of weatherboards 
would be assembled into panels, which then rely on a 
gravity “slip” method to be mounted in place [Figure 
133]. Rather than the angled timber batten this system 
incorporated an aluminium peg as part of the aluminium 
cavity batten and a corresponding slot in the aluminium 
cladding support channel [Figure 132]. 
 
 
Figure 132: Cladding Version 2.0 - Plan Detail Showing 
Clipping Method (BL) 
 
A combination of gravity and the proceeding cladding 
panel negated the requirement for any mechanical fixings. 
This system could be assembled extremely quickly and 
with minimal skill. Given the timeframe for assembly, 
and the level of experience of the student team, this easy 
and simple solution proved to be very attractive. The 
continuous aluminium cavity channel ensured that there 
would be no movement of the location pegs through use, 
transport, or multiple assemblies. The corresponding 
aluminium cladding channels provided the same 
advantage. This system would however rely on millimetre 
precision during the manufacturing process. Each 
cladding panel required consistent contact between the 
pegs and the slots along the length of the panel to ensure 
an even distribution of load and support. These channels 
would have to be machine cut using CNC (computer 
numerical control) or laser machinery. 
The team was confident that this system would provide 
the level of accuracy, speed and ease of assembly needed 









(UA 1563) Aluminium solid rod
(UA 1270)







Figure 133: Cladding Version 2.0 - Section (BL) 
Parapet flashing over
Parapet
Building structure Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 5)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 4)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 3)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 2)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 1)
18x50 H3.2 Timber cavity batten clout fixed to wall
@ 450 Crs max
Ullrich Aluminium channel (UA 3061)
with 6mm holes drilled through flanges
(centers to be determined)
200x25 Macrocarpa rusticated
weatherboards screw fixed to
channel
Ullrich Alluminium channel (UA 1563)
with notches cut out of flanges (exact




6mm Holes drilled through channel
flanges (centers to be determined)
Ullrich Aluminium 6.35mm solid round
rod (UA 1270) fitted through holes
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5.3.3 Cladding Version 3.0 – Slots 
It was anticipated that some difficulty and additional cost 
would be incurred due to the use of custom machined 
aluminium channels. In an attempt to avoid the use of 
CNC or laser cutting two alternative systems were 
explored. 
One option was to use a locating timber base block, 
similar to that used in Cladding Version 1.0, which the 
aluminium angle or timber cladding batten could “hook” 
onto. The top weatherboard of each panel would then slot 
into the gap created between the bottom weatherboard and 
the cladding channel of the above panel [Figure 135]. The 
top of the weatherboard would be direct fixed to a timber 
cavity batten. This fixing would then be concealed by the 
overlap of the weatherboard panel above. The cladding 
panels are held together with alternating timber and 
aluminium angle supports, and the system utilises timber 
cavity battens, quartering the use of aluminium compared 
to version 2.0.  
This system would rely on the interlocking of the top and 
bottom weatherboards of the panels to both locate and 
hold each one in place [Figure 134]. The aluminium 
provides accuracy and resistance to deformation for the 
panels. As with Version 1.0, fixings are required and great 
care is needed when mounting to avoid damaging the 
fragile top edge of the weatherboard. 
This system would not be as accurate as version 2.0 
however some flexibility and adjustability could be 




Figure 134: Cladding Version 3.0 - Section Detail Showing 





Version 1 - panel backer only extends
partway down. This allows for fixing the
top weather board from the front. But
causes potential snapping point
Version 2 - panel backer extends
further down. This requires the top
weatherboard to be fixed from the back,
which may be more difficult when
constructing the panels. But the
strength is increased slightly
Top of weatherboard is beveled for
ease of onsite assembly. I have
concerns about the amount of
tolerances for this system. The






Figure 135: Cladding Version 3.0 - Section (BL)
Parapet flashing over
Parapet
Building structure Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 5)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 4)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 3)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 2)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 1)
50x50 H3.2 Timber cavity batten clout fixed to wall
@ 450 Crs max
200x25 Macrocarpa rusticated










5.3.4 Cladding Version 4.0 – Sherpa Connectors 
The “Sherpa System” was explored as a means of 
employing an already available fixing component [Figure 
136]. Sherpa connectors are precision formed aluminium 




Figure 136: Cladding Version 4.0 - Sherpa WTS3 Spezial 
Connectors (Sherpa) 
 
This cladding system would again incorporate alternating 
timber batten and aluminium angle cladding panel 
supports and timber cavity battens. The Sherpa connectors 
would be located at the top and bottom of each cladding 
panel corresponding with Sherpa connectors mounted to 
the cavity batten [Figure 137 & Figure 138]. The panels 
would then simply slot onto the wall. A slight variation of 
this system could incorporate Sherpa connectors along the 
bottom edge of the panel only with direct fixings holding 
the top of the panel, halving the quanitity of potentially 
expensive Sherpa connectors. 
This system would provide a very accurate and smooth 
mounting of the cladding panels provided they were 
fabricated accurately and there was no movement in the 
system over time. The accurate alignment during 
construction of Sherpa wall connectors relative to the 




Figure 137: Cladding Version 4.0 - Detail Showing Interlocking 








Figure 138: Cladding Version 4.0 - Section (BL)
Parapet flashing over
Parapet
Building structure Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 5)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 4)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 3)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 2)
Pre-constructed rusticated
weatherboard panel (panel 1)
75x30 H3.2 Timber cavity batten clout fixed to wall
@ 450 Crs max
200x25 Macrocarpa rusticated
weatherboards screw fixed to
channel
Ullrich Alluminium angle or timber









5.3.5 Cladding Version 2.1 – Prototype 
It was determined that Cladding Version 2.0 had the most 
potential for achieving the desired level of accuracy and 
ease of assembly. A prototype for this method was 
investigated to test for any problems or difficulties that 
may arise during construction and reassembly [Figure 142 
& Figure 143]. An increase in the depth of the aluminium 
channels relative to the initial version was incorporated as 
a means to reduce the volume of aluminium and to 
simplify construction. 
The prototype was made by hand using standard 
workshop tools and machines [Figure 139, Figure 140 & 
Figure 141]. Great difficulty was found in constructing 
the system without the use of CNC or Laser cutting. An 




Figure 139: Cladding Version 2.1 - Photo 1 of Prototype (EH) 
 
 
Figure 140: Cladding Version 2.1 - Photo 2 of Prototype (EH) 
 
 










Figure 143: Cladding Version 2.1 - Plan Detail for Prototype (BL)
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It was found that the cladding panel would mount and 
hold its location firmly and accurately. Difficulty was 
however experienced in lining up the interlocking pegs 
and slots while at the same time fitting the cavity channel 
inside the cladding channel. It is important to note also 
that the prototype was of a small section of the system and 
that only two of the channels were required to be 
interlocked. All of the pegs needed to be lined up with the 
corresponding slots before the two could be fitted 
together. This was achievable with the scale prototype but 
would likely cause major problems with a full scale 
system.  
The interlocking of the two channels provided millimetre 
perfect lateral accuracy. The lack of any tolerance in this 
direction however resulted in the panels getting stuck. 
This is the same problem that would have been 
encountered with the Sherpa system since it located both 
vertically and laterally. There was also very limited 
tolerance in the vertical direction of the system. Although 
the panel could move upwards it relied on the even 
support of the slots on the pegs. If one peg was too high it 
would carry the majority of the weight of the panel 
potentially deforming or splitting the individual 
weatherboards.  
It was also found that the angle of the slot allowed a 
degree of movement at the bottom of the cladding panel. 
If the arrangement was not perfectly aligned there was the 
possibility that the panel would rotate about one of the 
pegs causing either the top or bottom of the weatherboard 
panel to rattle and protrude. 
A further cladding iteration was explored with the intent 
of mitigating the problems experienced with this 
prototype.  
 
5.3.6 Cladding Version 2.2 – The As Built 
Solution 
To alleviate the problem of the aluminium channels 
clashing and/or becoming stuck due to the lateral 
intolerance, the cladding panel channel was replaced with 
an aluminium angle [Figure 144]. The aluminium angle 
was set to the centre of the cavity channel allowing a 
lateral tolerance of +/- 12mm along the length of the 
panel.  It was envisioned that “locking” channels would 
only be required at the two ends of the panel ensuring an 
accurate overall location for each panel. The locking 
channels incorporated a 2mm thick plastic buffer as a 
means for locating the angle [Figure 145] 
 
 
Figure 144: Cladding Version 2.2 - Plan Detail Showing Angle 
Used for Tolerance (BL) 
 
 
Figure 145: Cladding Version 2.2 - Plan Detail Showing Plastic 
Locking Buffer (BL) 
 
Ultimately these locking channels were not required given 
that the positive window and corner reveal and trim 
details disguised the degree of tolerance created by the 
aluminium angles. This tolerance proved to be crucial 































PANEL BACKER ANGLE UA 1109 FIXED
TO WEATHERBOARDS WITH 19MM
STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS. SEE A-596
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
35MM STAINLESS STEEL 6 GAUGE PAN
HEAD SCREWS @ 400MM MAX
VERTICAL CRTS
12MM PLYWOOD OUTER LAYER
ALL CHANNELS FIXED TO WALL
STRUCTURE
MINIMUM 2MM  THICK WALLED PLASTIC
TUBING WITH INSIDE EDGE
CHAMFERED TO GUIDE ALUMINIUM
ANGLE. TUBING IS SLIT AND PLACED
OVER ALUMINIUM ROD. TUBING ACTS
AS SPACERS TO PREVENT EXCESS
MOVEMENT AND AID IN PANEL
PLACEMENT
FULL HEIGHT DPC STRIP STAPLED
BETWEEN PLYWOOD AND ALUMINIUM
ANGLE
WALL CHANNEL UA 3227 WITH
ALUMINIUM SOLID ROD 1271 INSERTED
THROUGH FLANGES AND GLUE FIXED.
SEE A-597 FOR REQUIRED CENTRES
TIMBER WEATHERBOARD PANEL
PANEL BACKER ANGLE UA 1109 FIXED
TO WEATHERBOARDS WITH 19MM
STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS. SEE A-596
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
35MM STAINLESS STEEL 6 GAUGE
PAN HEAD SCREWS @ 400MM MAX
VERTICAL CRTS
12MM PLYWOOD OUTER LAYER
ALL CHANNELS FIXED TO WALL
STRUCTURE
FULL HEIGHT DPC STRIP STAPLED
BETWEEN PLYWOOD AND ALUMINIUM
ANGLE
WALL CHANNEL UA 3227 WITH
ALUMINIUM SOLID ROD 1271 INSERTED
THROUGH FLANGES AND GLUE FIXED.










STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS @ 400
VERTICAL CRS, FIXED THROUGH
CORNER MOULD INTO COVEBOARDS.
EXTRA FIXING MAY BE REQUIRED,
TO BE CONFIRMED DURING
MANUFACTURE. COVERBOARD





















CEDAR COVERBOARD  WITH 5
DEGREE SLOPE ON TOP AND
BOTTOM EDGE
CEDAR SPACER FIXED TO
BACK EDGE OF COVERBOARD
10
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Do not scale of drawings.
All dimensions to be checked onsite.
All drawings to be read in conjunction with relevant
specifications and supplementary documents.
The work executed from, and all information
contained within the drawings, specifications and
other documents falls under copyright law, and
remains the property of Victoria University.
The locking connection prevents lateral movement of
the wall panel and
provides an accurate locator for assembly.
The standard connection allows for thermal
expansion and contraction of the weatherboard panel
Parapet coverboard screw fixed to parapet to
prevent cladding panel uplift
Corner coverboard screw fixed in place after
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PANEL BACKER ANGLE UA 1109 FIXED
TO WEATHERBOARDS WITH 19MM
STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS. SEE A-596
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
35MM STAINLESS STEEL 6 GAUGE PAN
HEAD SCREWS @ 400MM MAX
VERTICAL CRTS
12MM PLYWOOD OUTER LAYER
ALL CHANNELS FIXED TO WALL
STRUCTURE
MINIMUM 2MM  THICK WALLED PLASTIC
TUBING WITH INSIDE EDGE
CHAMFERED TO GUIDE ALUMINIUM
ANGLE. TUBING IS SLIT AND PLACED
OVER ALUMINIUM ROD. TUBING ACTS
AS SPACERS TO PREVENT EXCESS
MOVEMENT AND AID IN PANEL
PLACEMENT
FULL HEIGHT DPC STRIP STAPLED
BETWEEN PLYWOOD AND ALUMINIUM
ANGLE
WALL CHANNEL UA 3227 WITH
ALUMINIUM SOLID ROD 1271 INSERTED
THROUGH FLANGES AND GLUE FIXED.
SEE A-597 FOR REQUIRED CENTRES
TIMBER WEATHERBOARD PANEL
PANEL BACKER ANGLE UA 1109 FIXED
TO WEATHERBOARDS WITH 19MM
STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS. SEE A-596
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
35MM STAINLESS STEEL 6 GAUGE
PAN HEAD SCREWS @ 400MM MAX
VERTICAL CRTS
12MM PLYWOOD OUTER LAYER
ALL CHANNELS FIXED TO WALL
STRUCTURE
FULL HEIGHT DPC STRIP STAPLED
BETWEEN PLYWOOD AND ALUMINIUM
ANGLE
WALL CHANNEL UA 3227 WITH
ALUMINIUM SOLID ROD 1271 INSERTED
THROUGH FLANGES AND GLUE FIXED.










STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS @ 400
VERTICAL CRS, FIXED THROUGH
CORNER MOULD INTO COVEBOARDS.
EXTRA FIXING MAY BE REQUIRED,
TO BE CONFIRMED DURING
MANUFACTURE. COVERBOARD





















CEDAR COVERBOARD  WITH 5
DEGREE SLOPE ON TOP AND
BOTTOM EDGE
CEDAR SPACER FIXED TO
BACK EDGE OF COVERBOARD
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accumulative effect of many small deformaties in the 
modules, the house had elongated overall. The tolerance 
that was built in to the cladding panels combined with the 
window and corner reveals resulted in a seamless 
cladding layer. Any one of the other cladding systems that 
did not allow for this degree of tolerance would have 
caused major problems during assembly. 
 
To assist with locating the panels onto the aluminium 
pegs, the bottom slot is cut vertically with a slight 
chamfer on the leading edge [Figure 146]. The top slot is 
then cut with a wider mouth and inclined start to the notch 
which then leads into a vertical slot. This enables the 
panel to be located at the bottom and then tilted vertically 
until the top pegs enter the top notch. Once the panel is 
“hooked” by all slots it can then be dropped vertically 
down until firmly locked in place. 
 
     
Figure 146: Cladding Version 2.2 – Optimised Aluminium 
Angle Slots for Ease of Assembly (Before and After) (BL) 
 
Due to the location and size of windows and the random 
width of the weatherboard profile for aesthetics, twelve 
cavity channel types and seven cladding panel angle types 
were needed [Figure 149]. The overall system required a 
very high degree of precision in every phase of 
development, from the construction documents, to the 
aluminium fabrication, to the construction of the panels 
themselves. A fault in any one of these processes could 
have potentially led to the misalignment of panels and a 
visually dissatisfactory end result.  
 
 




Figure 148: Construction Photo Showing Cladding Angles 
 
The specified aluminium rod ‘pegs’ (UA1271) at a 
diameter 4.76mm proved to be too pliable to support the 
cladding panels. Smaller 4.5mm diameter stainless steel 
bolts with lock-nuts were used as an alternative. These 
were both stronger and more easily installed. It was later 
discovered that the small degree of tolerance between the 
bolt and the slot in the channel caused the cladding panels 
to rattle. A simple solution was found by wrapping a short 
length of electrical tape around the bolts, cushioning their 
contact with the channels. 
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5.3.7  Weatherboards 
The initial concept proposal specified Macrocarpa 
weatherboards for use as the external cladding. It was 
found that although Macrocarpa would provide the 
desired natural, untreated timber finish, it also presented 
great uncertainty as to its performance over time and 
through multiple assemblies. While Macrocarpa is 
naturally resistant to rot it is known to warp relative to 
changes in it’s moisture content. For the First Light house 
it was critical that the weatherboard panels maintain their 
stability during transport and/or reassembly.  
Cedar overcame these concerns while still promoting the 
desired untreated timber finish. Cedar also had the added 
advantage of being extremely light weight and widely 
available in the USA. Although cedar is not typically 
grown and/or forested in New Zealand, it is a timber that 
is commonly imported and used in local construction. 
New Zealand importer and distributer Herman Pacific 
were approached for advice, supply, and sponsorship. 
Herman Pacific import their cedar from Canada based 
company Interfor who forest and distribute timber 
throughout the world. Due to Interfor’s presence in North 
America they saw great value in sponsoring the New 
Zealand entry at the Solar Decathlon. Herman Pacific 
equally saw value in the local exposure of the First Light 
house in New Zealand, the cedar in particular received a 
lot of visibility at both exhibitions. 
Cedar may not be a local resource but it was clearly the 
right material for the job and given Interfor’s FSC 
certification it still upheld the sustainability principles of 
First Light.  
The team elected to use a random width shiplap profile 
primarily for aesthetic reasons. Given that the house 
adhered to a very strong sense of symmetry and rhythm, it 
was felt that a random variation in the horizontal lines of 
the weatherboards would give an appropriate visual 
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Panels shown with standard panel backer, for locking connections
replace relevant angle with equivalent locking panel backer
There are four different lengths of standard and locking panel
backer:
- 700mm, 550mm, 416mm, 260mm
Each length has a standard cut pattern at top and bottom.
See A-598 for details
Single stainless steel screw fixing into each weatherboard
5mm spacing between Aluminium Angle backer and edge of
bottom weatherboard
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Figure 151: FKP Photo Showing the Installing of a Cladding Panel 
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5.4 SHED DOORS 
Although a late development in the design process, the 
detailing of the shed doors became a fundamental part of 
how the mechanical equipment would perform. 
Two very different doors needed to be developed; a solid 
door to the electrical and HWC room, and a larger 
ventilated door to the mechanical side of the shed. For 
aesthetic purposes all of the services were to be contained 
within the visual envelope of the house. This presented 
many challenges particularly concerning the HVAC 
(heating ventilation and air-conditioning) equipment. The 
house utilised a reverse-cycle air-to-air heatpump, a air-
to-water heatpump, and an ERV (energy recovery 
ventilator). All of these systems demand unobstructed air 
flow both to and from the outside. The mechanical shed 
doors would need to enable the abundant flow of air while 
still maintaining a waterproof barrier and high aesthetic 
quality. They would also need to adequately separate the 
exhausted air from the incoming air. Furthermore they 
would need to provide full view of the equipment inside 
during public exhibit and be uninstalled for transport. 
The obvious solution to these constraints was to 
incorporate louvres into the door sashes themselves. 
Proprietry aluminium and timber based systems were 
explored for their functional and aesthetic fit with the 
design. These systems however did not appropriately 
contrast with nor mimic the aesthetic of the random width 
cedar weatherboard cladding. A custom solution was 
sought. In consultation with the building performance 
team, a staggered cedar louvre arrangement was 
developed which would enable the necessary level of 
ventilation. Each louvre follows the width of the adjacent 
weatherboard. The result is a door which appeared as a 
subtle variation of the cladding itself. The solid vertical 
frames of the doors were designed to align with the 
framework around the heatpump units. This effectively 
divides the exhausted air from the fresh air intake. 
In terms of code compliance the interior of the mechanical 
room was considered an outside space. The floor was 
constructed with free draining timber decking and there 
was no insulation in the walls, floor, or roof. A degree of 
waterproofing was however required for the purpose of 
keeping the mechanical equipment, tools and other 
outdoor gear dry. The depth of the door, or spacing of the 
louvres, coupled with an inclined cedar board, provides 
the necessary weatherproofing. 
Several opening systems were explored as a means for 
achieving the required exposure during public exhibit. 
One system utilised garage door hardware and would 
enable the door to open vertically [Figure 152]. Although 
this would create a clear view to the interior, this system 
proved to be expensive and would potentially cause 
difficulties during reassembly. 
 
 
Figure 152: 3D Model Showing Vertical Bi-Fold Shed Door 
 
A bi-fold system was also explored but gave rise to 
concerns over the significant weight bearing on the hinges 
given the overall width of the doors [Figure 153]. This 




Figure 153: 3D Render Showing Bi-Fold Shed Door 
 
The decision was made to proceed with the cheapest and 
simplest hardware available in the form of two French 
doors [Figure 154 & Figure 155]. 
 
Figure 154: East Elevation Showing Shed Doors (JM) 
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ENSURE ALL BOARDS ARE SETOUT TO LINE
UP WITH CLADDING
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CEDAR FRAME FROM HP112 90X39
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The detailing of the electrical room door followed a 
similar concept. However, instead of louvring the cedar 
panels, the door is simply made as a section of cladding. 
The size and positioning of the doors was adjusted so as 
to allow all three to open 180 degrees and sit flush against 












Figure 157: SD Photo Showing Shed Doors Open 
 




As with the wall construction, close attention had to paid 




Figure 158: Decision Making Hierarchy - Floor Construction 
 
5.5.1 Regulations 
The floor construction would have to meet New Zealand 
code (particularly with respect to waterproofing), the IRC 
(refer relevant sections appended), the Solar Decathlon 
Building Code and the structural requirements for a 
typical Wellington site i.e. in a very high wind zone and 
with earthquake requirements.  
 
5.5.2 Insulation 
As previously discussed in section 8.1.2 Wall Insulation 
EcoInsulation’s ‘Ecofleece’ product was selected for use 
in the entire building envelope. The 240mm deep floor 
joists would accommodate sufficient insulation to achieve 
a composite floor R-Value of R5.5 (Jagersma, 2012). 
 
5.5.3 Thermal Mass 
Thermal mass became a higher priority for the purpose of 
better aligning the house with passive principles. With the 
potential for large solar heat gains in winter through the 
southern glazing, it made sense to collect this energy in 
the floor for dispersal later at night. This would promote 
the holistic and integrated performance story which would 
gain points in the Engineering contest (10%). The 
additional thermal mass would also help stabilise daily 
peaks in air temperature likely to be experienced during 
the ten days in Washington DC (Jagersma, 2012). 
 
 
Figure 159: Fabrication Drawing - Thermal Mass 
 
50mm of Flexus concrete was specified in order to realise 
the desired level of thermal mass [Figure 159]. Flexus 
concrete by Reids is an engineered cementitious 
compound based product (Reid Construction Systems). 
The fibres create an extremely strong slab and one that is 
resistant to cracking. The concrete slab rather bends and 
yields similarly to steel before failing. The structural 
strength of Flexus is utilised in conjunction with LVL 
floor joists to achieve a composite floor panel capable of 
spanning the 5.4m between foundations. Each LVL joist 
is fitted with steel gang-nail shear connectors which are 
cast into the Flexus, bonding the two together.  
 
5.5.4 Damage 
The floors in particular were highly susceptible to both 
structural and surface damage. Tens of thousands of 
visitors were expected to walk through the house in New 
Zealand and at the Solar Decathlon. It was critical that the 
floors were durable and washable in order to cope with 
this level of foot traffic. The floors would also be 
subjected to significant forces during transport, 
forklifting, and cranelifting. Flexus concrete provided the 
perfect product to meet these requirements. The flexible 
nature of Flexus means that it is far more resistant to 
cracking during transport and assembly compared to 
standard concrete. As a finishing material the Flexus 
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50mm 'FLEXUS' CONCRETE. FIXED WITH
COMPOSITE FLOOR SHEAR CONNECTORS:
TYPE 17, 14g SCREWS WITH HEX HEAD -
150LONG @45° AND @145CRS (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAILS)
240x45 LVL TRIMMING JOIST (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR
FIXING)
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOIST - PRECAMBER
20mm (REFER ENGINEERS SKETCH
DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)
240x45 TIMBER BLOCKING AT MID SPAN
240x45 VSG8 TIMBER BLOCKING (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR
FIXING)
DOUBLE 240x45 LVL FLOOR JOIST
WHERE NO 'FLEXUS' IS PRESENT -
PRECAMBER 20mm (REFER ENGINEERS
SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)
90x45 VSG8 TIMBER BLOCKING TO EDGE
OF CONCRETE
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOIST - PRECAMBER
20mm (REFER ENGINEERS SKETCH
DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)
240x45 VSG8 TIMBER BLOCKING (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR
FIXING)
195x45 VSG8 TIMBER BLOCKING (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR
FIXING)
100x63 LVL NOGS, 2 MULTI-GRIPS EACH
END (REFER ENGINEERS SKETCH
DETAIL SK13). CUT TO SHOWER FALLS













50mm 'FLEXUS' CONCRETE. FIXED WITH
COMPOSITE FLOOR SHEAR CONNECTORS:
TYPE 17, 14g SCREWS WITH HEX HEAD -
150LONG @45° AND @145CRS (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAILS)
240x45 TIMBER BLOCKING AT MID SPAN
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS - PRECAMBER
20mm (REFER ENGINEERS SKETCH
DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)














240x45 VSG8 TIMBER BLOCKING (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR
FIXING)
50mm 'FLEXUS' CONCRETE. FIXED WITH
COMPOSITE FLOOR SHEAR CONNECTORS:
TYPE 17, 14g SCREWS WITH HEX HEAD -
150LONG @45° AND @145CRS (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAILS)
240x45 TIMBER BLOCKING AT MID SPAN
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS - PRECAMBER
20mm (REFER ENGINEERS SKETCH
DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)
100x63 LVL NOGS, 2 MULTI-GRIPS EACH END

















50mm 'FLEXUS' CONCRETE. FIXED WITH
COMPOSITE FLOOR SHEAR CONNECTORS:
TYPE 17, 14g SCREWS WITH HEX HEAD -
150LONG @45° AND @145CRS (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAILS)
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS - PRECAMBER
20mm (REFER ENGINEERS SKETCH
DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)
90x45 VSG8 TIMBER BLOCKING TO EDGE OF
CONCRETE
DOUBLE 240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS
250 4,828 250












240x45 VSG8 TIMBER BLOCKING (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR
FIXING)
50mm 'FLEXUS' CONCRETE. FIXED WITH
COMPOSITE FLOOR SHEAR CONNECTORS:
TYPE 17, 14g SCREWS WITH HEX HEAD -
150LONG @45° AND @145CRS (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAILS)
240x45 TIMBER BLOCKING AT MID SPAN
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS - PRECAMBER
20mm (REFER ENGINEERS SKETCH
DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)
50mm 'FLEXUS' CONCRETE
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOIST
240x45 LVL TRIMMING JOIST












1. CCA OR LOSP TREATED TIMBER MUST NOT BE USED. REFER







Unfortunately several problems were experienced in the 
manufacturing of the floor panels.  
1. Sagging of the floor slabs 
The composite system using LVL joists was not a typical 
solution of Reids and had not yet been tested. The 
sponsored LVL could not be pre-cambered to resist the 
sag across the large floor span and/or the tensile forces 
generated by the concrete. To counteract the anticipated 
sagging of the slab the floor panels were to be cured with 
their centres proped and counterweights at either end. 
However this did not sufficiently prevent the deforming 
of the floors resulting in a notable sag across the panel’s 
length.  
2. Deformation of the formwork 
Faults with the formwork led to a bulging of the concrete 
slabs along their length and in places the concrete 
overhung the edge of the LVL joists [Figure 160 & Figure 
161]. These defects were later manually trimmed to 
achieve the correct floor panel dimensions [Figure 162 & 
Figure 163].  
 
 
Figure 160: Bulging in Formwork 
 
 
Figure 161: Slab Overhanging LVL Joist 
 
 
Figure 162: Flexus Overhang Trimmed 
 
 
Figure 163: Flexus Overhang Trimmed 
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The slabs were also poored to the incorrect LVL edge of 
one panel resulting in the shear connectors protruding 
from the slab [Figure 164]. This proved to be structurally 
insignifcant and it was possible to conceal the defect 
within the interior finishes. 
 
 
Figure 164: Shear Connector Protruding from Slab 
 
3. Aluminium edge clashings removed 
Aluminium angles were cast into the slabs as described 
below in Chapter 5.5.5 Assembly. These angles were 
intended to remain in the concrete slab permanently once 
curing was complete. Unfortunately these were removed 
leaving an exposed and chipped Flexus edge which had to 
be later remedied [fig Figure 165]. Defects and pock-




Figure 165: Aluminium Edge Clashing Removed 
 
 
Figure 166: Surface Defects in Slab 
 
 
Figure 167: Surface Defects in Slab 
 
Due to an extremely tight time schedule, coupled with the 
fact that the floors were fully sponsored, there was no 
possibility of having the floors re-cast.. The major defects 
would need to be remedied either by grinding the surface 
or by pouring an additional topping. 
Spot tests were performed to assess the effects of grinding 
on the Flexus. The grinding process exposed the fine 
reinforcing fibres, these then had to be singed with a 
blow-torch to give a smooth finish. The surface would 
then require a protective coating. It was found that the 
small air pockets in the flexus were far more extensive 
than first conceived. As the top surface was ground down, 
large areas of pock-marks were exposed. Grinding would 
not give the desired finish, nor remedy the sag or edge 
damage. 
The alternative was to build the floor slabs up and level 
with a topping compound. This would solve all of the 
major defects in one, although difficult, process; the 
floors would be made level, a desired finish could be 
achieved, and the aluminium edge clashings re-cast in 
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place. Ardex Pandomo was selected as the appropriate 
product for the job. Pandomo is an easily pigmented floor 
levelling compound. Unfortunately the same colouring 
agent could not be used in the Pandomo as was used in 
the Flexus. A difficult matching process was undertaken 
to achieve a similar colour to that of the original Flexus. 
The Pandomo can be poured as thin as 8mm while still 
maintaining its resistance to cracking. This was important 
given that the finish floor height relative to the main bi-
fold doors relative to the deck height all needed to be 
within 10mm to meet the accessibility standards of the 
competition. The floors could be taken up 8mm at the 
highest points and the Pandomo would fill in the 
remaining 33mm sag in the middle. The aluminium angles 
were re-aligned, packed, and screw-fixed into the floor 
slabs before the Pandomo was poured. This provided both 
a level formwork and a permanent edge protection for the 
slabs.  
Problems were again experienced with the pouring of the 
Pandomo. Not enough product was mixed in the first pour 
which meant the floors could not be levelled to the correct 
height. Some flaws in the colouring were also evident 
with visible green swirls on the floor surface. The 
Pandomo would have to be re-poured. The second pour 
took place at Frank Kitts Park achieving the desired result 
and successfully resolving the prolonged issues with the 
floors.  
Although the process of constructing and finishing the 
floors was a complicated one, the final result was 
acceptable and no damage was experienced through 
transport, reassembly, or wear. 
 
5.5.5 Assembly 
An integrated hardwood timber locating dowel was used 
to ensure the accurate reassembly of the house modules 
relative to one another [Figure 168]. Three dowels were 
specified in each floor panel to align within 1-2mm of a 
corresponding hole in the adjacent floor. These dowels 
would be critical for the accurate reassembly of the house 
both at Frank Kitts Park and in Washington, DC. It was 
anticipated that the prefabricated floor, wall, and roof 
elements would each entail varying degrees of inaccuracy 
and hence some adjustment on site would be necessary 
when the three were brought together. By installing the 
dowels early in the process, the alignment of walls, roofs, 
finishes, and services would all be relative to the position 
of the dowels and therefore components would realign 
accurately during reassembly.  
The locating dowels were however overlooked during 
construction and needed to be installed retrospectively as 
the house was prepared for transport to Frank Kitts Park. 
This meant that the completed modules had to be 
separated before the dowels could be installed negating 
their effectiveness as a locating device. In fact, the 
retrospective installation of the dowels caused some 
added difficulty in placing the modules on site. The 
modules were forced to align with the new dowel 




Figure 168: Construction Detail Showing Typical Inter-Module 
Floor Join 
 
5.5.6 Thermal Bridging 
Although important, the optimisation against thermal 
bridging in the floor panels gave way to more important 
structural requirements. Again, the use of timber 
construction would be of advantage in this respect with 
LVL utilised for the primary structure. Figure 169, Figure 
170 & Figure 171 below illustrate three of the possible 
framing options that were explored. 
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COLORSTEEL PARAPET FLASHING, 5° FALL
WITH CONTINUOUS COLORSTEEL CLIP FIXING,
SIDE FIXED OVER NEOPRENE SPACER.
WIDER PARAPET OCCURS AT END WALLS
TO ACCOMODATE ADDITIONAL PLY LAYER
PROPRIETRY 'h' FLASHING AT HORIZONTAL
JOINT. FLASHING TAPE ALL VERTICAL PLYWOOD
JOINS
12 x 60 DRESSED TIMBER SKIRTING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
D05 END MODULE PARAPET DETAIL: SECTION
1:5A-301
D08 END MODULE FLOOR EDGE DETAIL: SECTION
1:5A-301
D09 TYPICAL MODULE FLOOR JOINT: SECTION
1:5A-301
OVERHANG CLADDING 35mm FROM
UNDERSIDE OF FLOOR, INSTALL 60mm
PERFORATED CAVITY CLOSURE STRIP
D06 TYPICAL MODULE JOINT: ROOF
1:5A-301
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE CUSTOM FORMED WITH
CONCEALED HEAD CONNECTION, REFER
ELEVATION DETAIL BELOW. SUPPLIER
SUBSTITUTIONS ACCEPTABLE. PRE-SEAL
PERIMETER OPENING TO HEAD BEFORE






20 DIA STAINLESS STEEL OVERFLOW,
WELDED FLANGES BOTH SIDES.
SCREW FIXES TOGETHER FOLLOWING
CLADDING INSTALLATION ON SITE.
REFER DIAGRAM BELOW
WELDED FLANGE, 60mm HIGH,
REBATE TO PLY, LAP WPM OVER.
WELD PIPE 2 -3 mm MAX HEIGHT
FROM BASE OF FLANGE
20mm OVERFLOW PIPE,
SCREW FIXED ON SITE
40 DIA STAINLESS COVERPLATE,
INSTALL BETWEEN WEATHERBOARD
WITH NEOPRENE SPACER

















COLORSTEEL PARAPET FLASHING, 5°
FALL WITH CONTINUOUS COLORSTEEL
CLIP FIXING, SIDE FIXED OVER NEOPRENE
SPACER
OVERFLOW INTENT IS A BLOCKAGE INDICATOR AS SECOND DP IS PROVIDED FOR OVERFLOW CAPACITY
12mm PLYWOOD TO GIVE FLUSH FINISH TO
WALL AND ASSIST IN MODULE ROOF TO WALL
FIXING
SECLECTED WPM LAPED OVER PARAPET
'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION BETWEEN
21mm PLYWOOD RIBS
21mm PLYWOOD BLOCKING FOR SUPPORT OF
PLYWOOD TOP SHEET
LINE OF 140x45 TIMBER STUDS @735 MAX
CRS
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL
LININGS ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE
WASHED PINE
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
240x45 TIMBER TOP PLATE
WALL LINING MATERIAL
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
COLORSTEEL PARAPET FLASHING, 5°
FALL WITH CONTINUOUS COLORSTEEL
CLIP FIXING.

















INTERNAL LININGS ON 25mm
CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
WALL LINING MATERIAL
1
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS ON 60mm CAVITY, FIXED @
735 MAX CRS TO ALU. CAVITY BATTENS.
SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS ON 60mm CAVITY, FIXED @
735 MAX CRS TO ALU. CAVITY BATTENS.
SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
12mm PLYWOOD SHEETS LAID VERTICALLY
WITH PROPRIETRY 'h' FLASHING AT
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SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
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PLYWOOD BOXBEAM - 63x45 LVL
TOP AND BOTTOM CHORDS,
12mm PLY WEBS




CNC ROUTED STRANDBOARD CEILING
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MATERIAL SELECTION TO BE
CONFIRMED WITH SUPPLIER
ADHESIVE MEMBRANE STRIP
TO SUIT SELECTED MEMBRANE,
RUN OVER MODULE PARAPET JOIN SKELLERUP 'IMT 100' SCUPPER, 65 x
100, DRESS WPM INTO SCUPPER ALL
ROUND
ELEVATION: DP WITH WELDED HEAD
SELECTED WPM ON 18mm PLY
(H3.2 TREATED), 1.5° FALL.
D07
A-302
RAINWATER SECTION DETAIL: DOWNPIPE ASSEMBLY
D10
-
RAINWATER SECTION DETAILS: BLOCKAGE INDICATOR
SELECTED WPM 1.5° ROOF &
GUTTER ON 18mm PLY, H3.2,
DRESSED OVER PLYWOOD
BOXBEAM
AUTEX AAB 35-17 ACOUSTIC
BLANKET
AUTEX AAB 35-17 ACOUSTIC
BLANKET
CNC ROUTED STRANDBOARD
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SK12 & SK15 FOR ROOF BOXBEAM FIXING
DETAILS
21mm PLYWOOD RIBS @400
CRS, CNC CUT TO FALLS
PANELIZED  25 X 140mm DECKING
TIMBERS ON INDEPENDENT
SUBSTRUCTURE. NB: DECK SITS 10mm
LOWER THAN FINISHED FLOOR LEVEL
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS @500 MAX CRS.
NOTCHED 50mm AT DOOR SILL
420x69mm INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM -
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PLY WEBS. REFER ENGINEER'S SKETCH SK12 &
SK15 FOR ROOF BOXBEAM FIXING DETAILS
240x45 TIMBER TOP PLATE
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240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
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TOPPING. REFER  ENGINEER'S
SKETCHES & SPECIFICATION FOR
DETAILS
21mm PLYWOOD COVER PLATE
ONESIDE. REFER ENGINEER'S
SKETCH SK16 DETAILS
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Figure 169: Floor Construction Option One - Transverse Joists 
Without Concrete (JM) 
 
 
Figure 170: Floor Construction Option Two - Longitudinal 
Hyjoists Without Concrete (JM) 
 
 
Figure 171: Floor Construction Option Three - Longitudinal 
LVL Joists With Flexus Slab (JM) 
 
 
5.5.7 Air Tightness 
The floor slabs are constructed as completely airtight 
sandwich panels. 12mm H3.2 treated plywood is used on 
the underside to both protect the floors during transport as 
well as provide a water and air tight protection to the 
insulation. The Flexus slab does the same on the top of 
the panel, sandwiching the insulation in between. In this 
instance, the potential for moisture build up within the 
panel was not fully understood. It was unclear as to the 
ability of the Flexus to both disperse moisture away from 
the insulation and/or prevent the ingress of moisture into 
the floor panels. This is one area where further research 
and analysis could be undertaken.   
Air tightness of the module joins was particularly difficult 
to achieve in the floors. There would be no access to the 
underside of the house during assembly so joins could not 
be taped as was the case with the walls. To overcome this 
problem rubber Ravenseals were installed along the 
length of the LVL at the module edge. It was intended 
that these would provide an airtight seal once the modules 
were placed together. To further improve the airtightness 
of the join, a strip of Tescon-Vana tape was applied over 
the aluminium edge clashings. This tape was then 
concealed under a timber finishing bead. Additional 
timber blocks were fixed to the inside of the LVLs during 
construction to provide an airtight seal around the locating 
dowels. 
Due to deformations in the floor slabs, the gap at the 
module join was far greater than had been anticipated. It 
became obvious that the Ravenseals alone would not 
provide the required thickness to form an airtight seal. 
Great difficulty was also experienced with the insetting of 
the Ravenseal and it was found that the rubber quickly 
deteriorated under the stresses of module placement. A 
more simple and cheaper solution was ultimately used in 
the form of PF rod. Lengths of PF (Polyethylene Foam) 
rod were taped to the LVL and disposed of after each 
assembly. The rod provided enough width to fill places of 
large gaps while also sufficiently compressing to fit 
within the smaller gaps. 
 
5.5.8 Cost 
Initial RLB US estimate = US$18,550 
Final DOE QS US estimate = US$23,150 
Initial RLB NZ estimate = $25,700 
Final RLB NZ estimate = $38,500 
Floor Construction Opt 1
1:50
Floor Construction Opt 2
1:50












Figure 172: Decision Making Hierarchy - Roof Construction 
 
5.6.1 Regulations 
The roof construction would have to meet New Zealand 
code (particularly with respect to waterproofing), the IRC 
(refer relevant sections appended), the Solar Decathlon 
Building Code and the structural requirements for a 
typical Wellington site i.e. in a very high wind zone and 
earthquake prone.  
Of particular importance for the roofs was achieving a 
slim overall panel depth, including structure, falls, 
weatherproofing, and ceiling finish. US Land transport 
regulations allow a maximum load height of 13’ 6” or 
4.11m without a permit. Given that a double drop-deck 
lowboy trailer can achieve a bottom deck height of 0.61m, 
the maximum height remaining for the house modules 
would be 3.50m. This resulted in a module design height 
of 3.4m with an allowance for packaging, strapping, and 
tolerance of 100mm. It was also important to maintain a 
minimum ceiling height of 2.5m to create the desired 
sense of spaciousness inside the house. With a total floor 
panel depth of ~400mm, these requirements left a total 
maximum depth for the roof panel, including finishes, of 
500mm [Figure 173].  
 
Figure 173: Maximum Permissible Roof Depth 
 
The roof also needed to support a liveload of 1kPa to 
provide a suitable working platform for assembling the 
canopy and associated components. 
 
5.6.2 Insulation 
The strategy for achieving a high degree of thermal 
performance in the roof was to minimise the amount of 
fall necessary for drainage. The lower the falls, the greater 
the amount of insulation that could be fit within the 
allowable 500mm panel depth. A near flat roof with a 
slope of < 3º necessitated the use of a WPM (waterproof 
membrane) product to meet the building code.  For 
aesthetic purposes it was important that the roof created a 
square finish to the top of the walls with no overhang or 
visible slope. This promoted a simplicity of form that 
would not conflict with the exposed structural detailing 
and angle of the canopy above. A flat roof would require 
parapets to maintain the square and level edge. Parapets to 
all four sides of each module would create the added 
advantage of rainwater drainage once the modules were 
separated for transport, i.e: The self contained roofs 
would be free to drain through the downpipes and away 
from the modules. Four solutions addressing these 
uncompromising requirements were developed, each 
utilising 240x45 LVL beams for the primary structure and 
achieving a sufficient thickness of insulation equal to 
approx. R6. 
 
1. Central Gutter (panel depth = 505mm) 
 






























Module Roof Section 1
1:20










Figure 176: Option One, Central Gutter - Transverse Section 
(JM) 
 
2. Transverse Gable Roof & Large Gutters (panel 
depth = 480mm) 
 




Figure 178: Option Two, Gable Roof & Large Gutters - 
Transverse Section (JM) 
 
3. Transverse Gable & Edge Gutters (panel depth = 
475mm) 
 
Figure 179: Option Three, Transverse Gable & Edge Gutters - 
Roof Plan (JM) 
 
 
Figure 180: Option Three, Gable & Edge Gutters - 
Longitudinal Section (JM) 
 
 
Figure 181: Option Three, Gable & Edge Gutters - Transverse 
Section (JM) 
 
4. Longitudinal Gable Roof (panel depth = 480mm) 
 




Figure 183: Option Four, Long. Gable Roof - Transverse 
Section (JM) 
 
As with the floors, the roofs would require extensive 
framing in order to achieve the 5.4m span. The greater the 
volume of framing the less space there would be for 
insulation. It would have proven difficult to accurately 
form the very shallow roof falls with standard timber 
framing. In consultation with the engineer, a CNC 
(computer numerical control) cut plywood “ribbed” 
arrangement was developed to address this issue [Figure 
184]. Through detailed CAD modelling each plywood rib 
could be uniquely documented and cut [Figure 186]. 
When assembled, these ribs would create the gradiated 
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1. ROOF TYPE 1 OCCURS AT RF01-1 & RF04-4
2. CCA OR LOSP TREATED TIMBER MUST NOT BE USED. REFER
SPECIFICATION FOR CORRECT TREATMENT
3. REFER DRAWING A-441 FOR ASSEMBLED ISOMETRIC
4. 1 - 15 DESIGNATES PLYWOOD RIB PROFILES
5. ALL FIXINGS TO BE S/S
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The high level of accuracy afforded by the CNC cutting 
process enabled the falls and construction of the roofs to 
be even further optimised. A combination of options two 
& three above resulted in an extremely efficient roof 
panel depth while providing adequate rainwater drainage. 
It was a possibility to cut the plywood ribs using the 
VUW SOAD (Victoria University of Wellington School 
of Architecture and Design) Workshop CNC router. Some 
concerns were however raised with respect to; the 
availability of equipment and staff, the cutting limitations 
of the machine itself, and more importantly issues 
surrounding insurances and liability on behalf of the 
University. It was therefore decided that an independent 
joinery company would be engaged to carry out the CNC 
cutting. A joinery company would also bring the 
necessary skills, tools, and workspace required to 
accurately construct the complex roof panels. 
Furthermore, through a positive relationship with our 
sponsor and main contractor Mainzeal, local joinery 
company Ferndale Furniture Ltd agreed to fabricate the 
complete roof panels and at a discounted cost.  
 
5.6.3 Thermal Bridging 
The CNC cut frame consisted primarily of 21mm thick 
plywood ribs [Figure 186]. This thin profile minimised 
the amount of thermal bridging occurring through the 
structure while at the same time accommodating a large 
volume of insulation. To further reduce the impacts of 
thermal bridging, the initially proposed LVL primary 
beams were replaced with hollow plywood boxbeams 
[Figure 187 & Figure 191]. These beams could be filled 
with insulation and would also provide the parapeted edge 
to each roof panel. The structurally spanning boxbeams 
were constructed with 63x45mm LVL top and bottom 
chords. Boxbeams located above load bearing walls, and 
hence not required to span structurally, were constructed 
with lighter framing. The outer layer of plywood was left 
unattached during fabrication so that the beams could 
later be packed with “Ecofleece” insulation [Figure 189 & 
Figure 190]. 
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Figure 187: Fabrication Drawing Showing Framing Elements of Roof Panel
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Figure 189: Construction Photo Showing Non-Load Bearing 
Box-Beam 




Figure 190: Construction Photo Showing Insulated Box-Beam 
 
Figure 188: Construction Photo Showing Prefabricated Roof Frames at Ferndale Furniture Ltd 
 
p121 
The variation in boxbeam width, for spanning and non-
spanning beams, meant that three different roof module 
types were needed to achieve the total five roof panels. 
The roof fall profile was essentially kept the same with 
the dimension of one of the longitudinal gutters adjusted 
to achieve the correct overall panel width [Figure 191]. 
This enabled the same CAD profiles to be used on the 
CNC machine with only minor adjustments. 
 
 
Figure 191: Fabrication Drawing Showing Change in Rib 
Width for Different Roof Types 
 
Great care was taken during documentation to ensure that 
these small variations were noted and carried out correctly 
by the joiners and carpenters. Unique names were given 
to the roof types and three separate drawing sets were 
provided for each. A standard key and module count was 
included in the sheet title block to provide clarity during 
fabrication [Figure 192]. 
 
 
Figure 192: Fabrication Drawing - Example of Roof Type Key 
5.6.4 Air Tightness 
The roofs entailed the same set of circumstances, in terms 
of airtightness, as the wall construction. They consisted of 
an impermeable exterior RAB plywood layer, a large 
volume of insulation and a potentially permeable internal 
layer. The same method for achieving air and moisture 
control was adopted with the use of ProClima Intello 
vapour check membrane behind a white-washed T&G 
pine ceiling finish (chapter 8.1.4 Air Tightness for further 
explanation of methods for achieving air tightness).  
 
5.6.5 Damage 
Careful consideration was paid to the treatment of any 
corners on the roof so as to provide a sound substrate for 
the EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer) roofing 
membrane. Every ninety degree corner was either filleted 
or chamfered forming the correct substrate for the 
membrane [Figure 193]. Given the extent of foot traffic 
incident on the roof surface during assembly and 
disassembly, it would have proven greatly beneficial to 
have used a thicker gauge membrane. A 1.5mm EPDM 




Figure 193: Fabrication Drawing Showing Fillets and 
Chamfers to Roof Surface (JM) 
 
All chamfered or cut edges and untreated timber on the 
roofs surface were protected against rot with Metalex 
Concentrated Timber Preservative Green by Holdfast. 
This brush-applied preservative uses CuAz which is an 
accepted means of treatment in the USA AWPA. 
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To ensure the longevity of the roof as a watertight system, 
two downpipes per module were specified along the north 
parapet [Figure 194]. One downpipe essentially provides 
a blockage overflow for the other. This is an important 
consideration given that both the scuppers and the 
downpipes are fully concealed within the exterior cavity. 
Proprietary ‘All-Proof’ scuppers were used with a plastic 
welded 90 degree downpipe adaptor to enable a tight 
junction within the confines of the cladding cavity [Figure 
195]. It is recommended that regular maintainance be 
undertaken to keep the scuppers and downpipes clear 
from blockages.  
 
 




Figure 195: 3D Sketch Showing Scupper and Downpipe 
Components 
5.6.6 Assembly 
Hardwood locating dowels were again specfied as a 
means of accurately realigning the modules during 
assembly [Figure 196] These were designed on the same 
principle as the floors, with 3x dowels per module roof. 
Again, the roof locating dowels were overlooked during 
construction and had to be installed retrospectively before 
reassembly. The dowels worked to join the modules on 
Frank Kitts Park with any minor misalignments (likely 
caused by retrospective installation of dowels) concealed 
by adjusting the internal finishes. During the assembly in 
Washington DC however, the dowels proved to be 
significantly out of line with their corresponding holes, 
preventing the modules from coming together. 
Consequently these dowels were cut so that assembly 
could resume. Some misalignment was apparent between 
the modules but not enough to account for the significant 
misalignment of the dowels. This could only be caused by 
independent deformation of the modules during transport 
either through structural racking or the 
expansion/contraction of the timber. 
 
 




An EPDM parapet strip is installed at the module join to 
create a continuous waterproof membrane [Figure 197]. 
At the time of disassembly this strip is simply cut along 
the module join. 
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Figure 197: EPDM Parapet strip to Module Join Detail 
 
Flashings 
Clip-on parapet flashings were used to ensure a watertight 
envelope that was quick to install and could be removed 
for tranport. These consist of colorsteel tags that are fixed 
to the inside of the parapet which the colorsteel flashing 
“clips” onto [Figure 198]. The flashing face is extended 
down to clip under the edge of the top cedar cladding 
block [Figure 199]. All joins in the flashings are then 
glued with silicon and riveted. A dedicated flashing 
assembly drawing was prepared to ensure the correct 
placement of each flashing [Figure 200]. This system was 
effective for 2x assemblies only and new flashings will 
need to be fabricated for the final installation due to wear 
and tear.  
 
 
Figure 198: Clip-on Parapet Flashing Detail 
 
 




Figure 200: Clip-on Parapet Flashings - Assembly Drawing 
 
Fall Protection 
Access to the roof was required for three main purposes: 
To apply the parapet membrane strip at the module joins, 
to assist with the mounting of the top cladding panels and 
parapet flashings, and to assembly the canopy.  
To comply with NZ OSH Laws; fall protection measures 
must be put in place for any work at a height of 3 metres 
or more. USA OSHA Laws are more onerous in this 
respect requiring fall protection from any height in excess 
of 1.8m. In either case the First Light house would require 
fall protection due to a roof height of 3.8m. This can be 
achieved through the use of guardrail systems, safety net 
systems, or personal fall arrest systems. For work on low-
slope roofs of 15.25m or less in width USA OSHA 
permits “the use of a safety monitoring system alone (i.e. 
without the warning line system)” (Occupational Health 
& Safety Administration, 1982). This method entails a 
dedicated safety monitor who supervises the work being 
performed and advises the workers of any unsafe 
practice/situation and how to correct it. A safety 
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COLORSTEEL PARAPET FLASHING, 5° FALL
WITH CONTINUOUS COLORSTEEL CLIP FIXING,
SIDE FIXED OVER NEOPRENE SPACER.
WIDER PARAPET OCCURS AT END WALLS
TO ACCOMODATE ADDITIONAL PLY LAYER
PROPRIETRY 'h' FLASHING AT HORIZONTAL
JOINT. FLASHING TAPE ALL VERTICAL PLYWOOD
JOINS
12 x 60 DRESSED TIMBER SKIRTING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
D05 END MODULE PARAPET DETAIL: SECTION
1:5A-301
D08 END MODULE FLOOR EDGE DETAIL: SECTION
1:5A-301
D09 TYPICAL MODULE FLOOR JOINT: SECTION
1:5A-301
OVERHANG CLADDING 35mm FROM
UNDERSIDE OF FLOOR, INSTALL 60mm
PERFORATED CAVITY CLOSURE STRIP
D06 TYPICAL MODULE JOINT: ROOF
1:5A-301
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE CUSTOM FORMED WITH
CONCEALED HEAD CONNECTION, REFER
ELEVATION DETAIL BELOW. SUPPLIER
SUBSTITUTIONS ACCEPTABLE. PRE-SEAL
PERIMETER OPENING TO HEAD BEFORE






20 DIA STAINLESS STEEL OVERFLOW,
WELDED FLANGES BOTH SIDES.
SCREW FIXES TOGETHER FOLLOWING
CLADDING INSTALLATION ON SITE.
REFER DIAGRAM BELOW
WELDED FLANGE, 60mm HIGH,
REBATE TO PLY, LAP WPM OVER.
WELD PIPE 2 -3 mm MAX HEIGHT
FROM BASE OF FLANGE
20mm OVERFLOW PIPE,
SCREW FIXED ON SITE
40 DIA STAINLESS COVERPLATE,
INSTALL BETWEEN WEATHERBOARD
WITH NEOPRENE SPACER

















COLORSTEEL PARAPET FLASHING, 5°
FALL WITH CONTINUOUS COLORSTEEL
CLIP FIXING, SIDE FIXED OVER NEOPRENE
SPACER
OVERFLOW INTENT IS A BLOCKAGE INDICATOR AS SECOND DP IS PROVIDED FOR OVERFLOW CAPACITY
12mm PLYWOOD TO GIVE FLUSH FINISH TO
WALL AND ASSIST IN MODULE ROOF TO WALL
FIXING
SECLECTED WPM LAPED OVER PARAPET
'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION BETWEEN
21mm PLYWOOD RIBS
21mm PLYWOOD BLOCKING FOR SUPPORT OF
PLYWOOD TOP SHEET
LINE OF 140x45 TIMBER STUDS @735 MAX
CRS
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL
LININGS ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE
WASHED PINE
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
240x45 TIMBER TOP PLATE
WALL LINING MATERIAL
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
COLORSTEEL PARAPET FLASHING, 5°
FALL WITH CONTINUOUS COLORSTEEL
CLIP FIXING.

















INTERNAL LININGS ON 25mm
CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
WALL LINING MATERIAL
1
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS ON 60mm CAVITY, FIXED @
735 MAX CRS TO ALU. CAVITY BATTENS.
SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS ON 60mm CAVITY, FIXED @
735 MAX CRS TO ALU. CAVITY BATTENS.
SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
12mm PLYWOOD SHEETS LAID VERTICALLY
WITH PROPRIETRY 'h' FLASHING AT
HORIZONTAL JOINT. FLASHING TAPE TO ALL
PLYWOOD VERTICAL JOINS
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS ON 60mm CAVITY, FIXED @
735 MAX CRS TO ALU. CAVITY BATTENS.
SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
360x87mm INSULATED
PLYWOOD BOXBEAM - 63x45 LVL
TOP AND BOTTOM CHORDS,
12mm PLY WEBS




CNC ROUTED STRANDBOARD CEILING
PANEL ON 30mm TIMBER CAVITY.
MATERIAL SELECTION TO BE
CONFIRMED WITH SUPPLIER
ADHESIVE MEMBRANE STRIP
TO SUIT SELECTED MEMBRANE,
RUN OVER MODULE PARAPET JOIN SKELLERUP 'IMT 100' SCUPPER, 65 x
100, DRESS WPM INTO SCUPPER ALL
ROUND
ELEVATION: DP WITH WELDED HEAD
SELECTED WPM ON 18mm PLY
(H3.2 TREATED), 1.5° FALL.
D07
A-302
RAINWATER SECTION DETAIL: DOWNPIPE ASSEMBLY
D10
-
RAINWATER SECTION DETAILS: BLOCKAGE INDICATOR
SELECTED WPM 1.5° ROOF &
GUTTER ON 18mm PLY, H3.2,
DRESSED OVER PLYWOOD
BOXBEAM
AUTEX AAB 35-17 ACOUSTIC
BLANKET
AUTEX AAB 35-17 ACOUSTIC
BLANKET
CNC ROUTED STRANDBOARD
CEILING PANEL ON 30mm
TIMBER CAVITY. MATERIAL
SELECTION TO BE CONFIRMED
REMOVABLE 300mm ROUTED
STRANDBOARD CEILING COVER
PANEL ON 30mm TIMBER CAVITY.
MATERIAL SELECTION TO BE
CONFIRMED WITH SUPPLIER
420x69mm INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM -
45x45 TIMBER TOP AND BOTTOM CHORDS,
12mm PLY WEBS. REFER ENGINEER'S SKETCH
SK12 & SK15 FOR ROOF BOXBEAM FIXING
DETAILS
21mm PLYWOOD RIBS @400
CRS, CNC CUT TO FALLS
PANELIZED  25 X 140mm DECKING
TIMBERS ON INDEPENDENT
SUBSTRUCTURE. NB: DECK SITS 10mm
LOWER THAN FINISHED FLOOR LEVEL
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS @500 MAX CRS.
NOTCHED 50mm AT DOOR SILL
420x69mm INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM -
45x45 TIMBER TOP AND BOTTOM CHORDS, 12mm
PLY WEBS. REFER ENGINEER'S SKETCH SK12 &
SK15 FOR ROOF BOXBEAM FIXING DETAILS
240x45 TIMBER TOP PLATE
SELECTED WPM 1.5° ROOF & GUTTER ON 18mm
PLY, H3.2 TREATED
21mm PLYWOOD BOTTOM PLATE
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION






2x SELECTED RAVEN SEALS











50mm FLEXUS CONCRETE FLOOR
TOPPING. REFER  ENGINEER'S
SKETCHES & SPECIFICATION FOR
DETAILS
21mm PLYWOOD COVER PLATE
ONESIDE. REFER ENGINEER'S
SKETCH SK16 DETAILS
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monitoring system alone would not require any additional 
fall protection structures or equipment to be installed on 
the house. However, The SD Health & Safety Template 
supersedes this option stating; “Monitoring systems are 
not allowed to be used to mitigate fall hazards from 
elevated heights”.  
To meet both NZ and USA standards, the house would 
need to employ fall protection measures. These measures 
would be governed by the more onerous regulations set 
out in the US OSHA Standard 1926.502 Fall protection 
systems criteria and practices. Given the low height and 
small scale of the First Light house it was not practical to 
incorporate a safety net or guardrail system. The team 
would have to provide the means for a Personal Fall 
Arrest or Restraint System.  
 
 
Figure 201: Fall Arrest/Restraint Equipment (Capital Safety, 
2012) 
 
A Personal Fall Arrest/Restraint system typically includes 
a harness, lanyards, and anchor points [Figure 201]. Due 
to the relatively low height of the First Light house (3.2m 
above foundation) the system would have to operate in 
restraint i.e. There was insufficient height to enable the 
necessary deceleration distance and safety factors for a 
fall arrest system [Figure 202]. Fall restraint systems are 
designed to prevent a worker from accessing the fall 
hazard altogether by restraining their range of movement 
[Figure 203].  
 
Figure 202: Calculating Fall Clearance Distance  
 
 
Figure 203: A Fall Restraint System (OSH Academy: 
Occupational Safety & Health Training, 2010) 
 
Five anchor points were specified for the Fall Restraint 
System [Figure 204]. These are positioned so as to 
provide workers with the range of movement needed to 
perform all necessary tasks on the roof. The anchors are 
DBI Sala L4544 Roof Anchors with a rating of 22kN 
[Figure 205 & Figure 206] Access to the roof is from 





Figure 205: DBI Sala L4544 Roof Anchors - Installation 
 
Figure 206: DBI Sala L4544 Roof Anchor 
 
The requirement for a fall arrest system was identified 
very late in the design process, and the provision for it 
was not included until construction had already begun. 
This required a hasty design and fitting of the anchors 
before the internal linings were installed. Fortunately the 
roofs were structurally capable of resisting the specified 
22kN load of the anchors. With only minor changes to 
construction, one anchor per roof module was installed 
[Figure 207]. The anchors had to be located near the box 
beam parapets for structural strength and thus within the 
longitudinal gutter. A gutter is not the ideal place for a 
penetration of this kind however, given the very flat 
nature of the roof, a penetration anywhere is not ideal. 
Close attention was paid to the waterproofing of these 
penetrations in both the detailing and the installation. 
INSTALLATION OPTION A
Prior to steel roof sheeting installation
INSTALLATION OPTION B
Retrofitting to an existing steel roof
Step One: Position the flat stainless steel plate with elongated nut welded to it, level with the top
of the timber. Mark the location for the holes to be drilled through the timber truss using the steel
plate as a template. Drill the holes in the truss with a 9mm drill.
Step Two: Fit the 8mm bolts through the drilled holes. Now position the stainless steel backing
plate to the opposite side of the truss and attach the washers and Nylock nuts to the bolts.
Tighten the assembly to the truss to ensure a tight fit.
Step Three: Determine the location for the hole to be made in the roof sheet. Use an 
appropriate hole saw to drill the hole in the roof sheet to a diameter of 32mm. Once the hole is
drilled in the sheet it can be fitted to the roof. Ensure the hole is located directly above the
threaded nut.
Step Four: Insert the threaded eye bolt assembly through the roof material and screw the
assembly into to the threaded portion of the stainless steel truss plate in a clockwise direction.
Tighten the eye nut assembly to a torque of approximately 140Nm. To facilitate the correct 
orientation of the anchor, tighten the eye bolt using a bar.
Step Five: Push the weather seal down the body of the assembly and form the lower portion to
the contour of the sheeting (if applicable). After ensuring that the roof sheeting is free of all dust
and contaminants, use an appropriate sealant on the underside of the weather seal as required.
Note: Ensure that the eyelet is aligned correctly before final tightening.
Step Six: Secure the data tag to the stainless steel tube using the plastic ties.
All roof anchors are required by law to be inspected and recertified for use 
annually. Further details can be obtained from AS/NZS 1891.4:2000. Alternatively, contact
Sala on 1800 245 002 if you require any details regarding the certification of anchor
points. Additional inspection data tags can be purchased from your local Sala distributor.
Step One: Drill a 32mm hole from underneath the roof using a 32mm hole saw/drill.
Step Two: Position the flat stainless steel plate with elongated nut welded to it, level with the top
of the timber and in line with the hole in the roofing material. Mark the location for the holes to
be drilled through the timber truss using the steel plate as a template. Drill the holes in the truss
with a 9mm drill.
Step Three: Fit the 8mm bolts through the drilled holes. Now position the stainless steel back-
ing plate to the opposite side of the truss and attach the washers and Nylock nuts to the bolts.
Tighten the assembly to the truss to ensure a tight fit.
Step Four: Insert the threaded eye bolt assembly through the roof material and screw the
assembly into to the threaded portion of the stainless steel truss plate in a clockwise direction.
Tighten the eye nut assembly to a torque of approximately 140Nm. To facilitate the correct ori-
entation of the anchor, tighten the eye bolt using a bar.
Step Five: Push the weather seal down the body of the assembly and form the lower portion to
the contour of the sheeting (if applicable). After ensuring that the roof sheeting is free of all dust
and contaminants, use an appropriate sealant on the underside of the weather seal as required.
Note: Ensure that the eyelet is aligned correctly before final tightening.
Step Six: Secure the data tag to the stainless steel tube using the plastic ties.
All roof anchors are required by law to be inspected and recertified for use 
annually. Further details can be obtained from AS/NZS 1891.4:2000. Alternatively, contact
Sala on 1800 245 002 if you require any details regarding the certification of anchor








THESE INSTRUCTIONS SHOULD BE READ IN FULL BEFORE COMMENCING INSTALLATION
PREPARATION
L4544Roof Anchor
Fitting Instructions for Steel or Tiled Roof with Timber Truss
NOTES
· The roof anchor complies with the requirements AS/NZS 1891.1, able to sustain a load of up to 22kN and will distort if 
a load is applied, such as may occur during a fall.
· Capital Safety Group cannot warrant the roof structure. If in doubt, consult an engineer or the strut/roof frame 
manufacturer to verify structural adequacy prior to installation.
· It is recommended that all anchors only be fitted by competent persons.
· All roof anchors are required by law to be inspected and recertified annually. Further details can be obtained from 
AS/NZS 1891.4:2000, or contact Sala on 1800 245 002.
· The Sala roof anchors can be installed during roof construction, or retrofitted after the building is completed.
The roof anchors can be installed by a single person, however two people working together can decrease the time 
taken for installation.
The Threaded Eye Bolt Assembly (200mm) is made up 
of 3 components:
(a) 1 x eye bolt with 16mm threaded bar
(b) 1 x (25 mm x 140mm) stainless tube
(c) 1 x M16 relieved nut
Assemble these components as shown in diagram one, ensuring the relieved side of the nut is located within the stainless
steel tube, and tighten by hand. Trim a hole in the conical end of the weather seal to ensure a tight fit to the stainless steel
tube.
Now slide the weather seal onto the assembly from the bottom and position on the stainless steel tube. The roof anchor is
now ready for installation.
Diagram 1
1
20 Fariola St, Silverwater NSW 2128, Australia
FREE CALL: 1800 245 002
Phone: +61 2 9748 0335  Fax:+61 2 9748 0336.  
Email: sales@capitalsafety.com.au  www.sala.com.au
A Division of the Capital Safety Group (Australia) Pty Ltd
A012
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ANCHORS (DBI SALA L4544)
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ANCHOR POINTS ROOF PLAN
H&S 15-08-11 FOR H&S PLAN
GENERAL SHEET NOTES
REFERENCE KEYNOTES
07 58 00.A1 BUTYNOL ROOFING MEMBRANE ON
PLYWOOD SUBSTRATE.  1.5° FALL TO ROOF.
08 80 00.A3 TRIPPLE GLAZED THREE PART CUSTOM
SKYLIGHT STRUCTUALLY SEALED TO MS
ANGLE FRAMES.  42MM, 3° FALL
12 21 00.A1 MOTORISED ROLLOUT THERMAL SKYLIGHT
INSULATION UNDER SKYLIGHT.
SHEET KEYNOTES
85 ROOF PANELS SCUPPERED ON NORTH EDGE.
DOWNPIPES RUN IN CAVITY BETWEEN WALL
AND REMOVABLE CLADDING PANELS.
86 PARAPET FLASHING OVER EXTERIOR
CLADDING PANELS INSTALLED AFTER
MODULE ASSEMBLY
96 INDIVIDUAL ROOFING MODULES
PREFABRICATED OFF SITE




Figure 207: Fall Arrest Anchor - Structural Detail 
 
A 15m lifeline with a manual rope-grab adjuster is used to 
enable a large range of movement while maintaining the 
correct length of lanyard at all times [Figure 208]. A 
potential swing down hazard existed due to the length of 
the lanyard at certain locations on the roof [Figure 209 & 
Figure 210]. This hazard was managed through the 
appropriate training and education of workers at height 
and mitigated with the provision of Fall Arrest.  
 
 




Figure 209: Swing Down Hazard - Roof Plan 
 
 
Figure 210: Swing Down Hazard 
 
The system is designed to also function in fall arrest, as a 
last resort. Should a fall occur at any point on the roof, 
and provided the lanyard is being used correctly, the  
system will prevent the worker from coming into contact 
with the ground (thus anchors are rated to 22kN and 
lanyards include a shock absorber). This scenario 
however would facilitate a safety factor of only 0.5m as 
opposed to the desired 0.9m [Figure 211]. The roof top 
anchors provide sufficient fall protection while applying 
the membrane parapet strips, the mounting of the top 
cladding panels and the installation of the parapet 
flashings. 
46      Guidelines for the Prevention of Falls
8.6 Type 2 and Type 3 Fall-
Arrest Devices (Inertia Reels)
These are a spring-loaded reels that fix
to an anchorage. An anchor line plays
out as a person moves away from the
reel and is reeled back as the person
approaches.
The difference between types 2 and 3 is
that type 3 can be used as a winch to
allow a person to be wound back after
loading the unit. With this equipment, the
anchor line is attached directly to the
dorsal position on the harness.
Do not use a lanyard in conjunction
with a Type 2 or 3 arrest device: the
anchorage line attaches directly to
the harness.
PENDULUM EFFECT
This is a potential hazard with the use of
individual fall-arrest systems.
SWING DOWN
This can occur if an inertia reel or work-positioning device is extended diago-
nally so that the line makes an extreme angle with the perimeter edge of the
structure. In this situation, the forces generated in an arrested fall over the edge
will cause the line to rotate back along the perimeter edge until it reaches a
position directly in line with the anchorage point of the inertia reel and at right
angles with the perimeter edge.
As the line moves back in this way, its unsupported section lengthens,
thus dropping the attached worker further than the original (arrested) fall
distance. If the length of the unsupported line equals the height of the
building, then the worker will hit the ground.
To eliminate the pendulum effect, place the anchorage point perpendicu-
lar to the position of the line at the perimeter edge.A mobile anchorage
helps here. The use of second anchorages and belay devices is another
way of minimising this effect.
SWING BACK
In an arrested fall, particularly from a perpendicular edge, a person will
swing back into the building structure and collide with any obstructions
in the path of the swing. If this situation can arise, the use of an individual
fall-arrest system should be re-assessed.
The “pendulum effect” requires consideration prior to deciding









below the static line
=6.55m +       S minimum
Fig. 28  Required minimum clearance below the
level of the line anchorages
Static line
deflection =        S
ig. 29  wing down




Figure 211: Fall Clearance Distance - First Light House 
 
Once the glulam (glue laminated) canopy structure is 
erected and adequately braced, a secondary fall restraint 
system is utilized. This works on the same principles of 
restraint as previously described however in this case the 
Glulam structure is used as the anchor points [Figure 
212]. Webstrap Anchor Webslings by Protecta are used to 
connect the lifelines to the canopy structure [Figure 213]. 
The Webslings are attached at specific locations to the 
primary 90 x 315mm Glulam beams and the lanyards can 
either pass over or under the rafters to the workers [Figure 
214]. This system provides sufficient fall protection to 
workers installing the cedar slats, solar panels, and 
undertaking any roof top maintenance. 
 
Figure 213: Webstrap Anchor Webslings 
 
 
Figure 214: Websling Attached to Beam, Lanyard Over Rafters 
 
The proposed Fall Restraint System with the ability to 
prevent serious injury if used in fall arrest, along with the 
correct training of workers was deemed by the US DOE 
Health & Safety Inspector to be acceptable for 
construction at the Solar Decathlon 2011. 
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AVAILABLE LOCATIONS FOR WEBSLING
ANCHOR STRAPS (E849). FIXED TO
PRIMARY 315 x 90MM GL01 GLULAM
BEAMS
ROOF OF MODULES BELOW SHOWN
HATCHED IN RED
1 2 3 4 5 6 7


















































AVAILABLE LOCATIONS FOR WEBSLING
ANCHOR STRAPS (E849). FIXED TO
PRIMARY 315 x 90MM GL01 GLULAM
BEAMS
ROOF OF MODULES BELOW SHOWN
HATCHED IN RED
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05 50 00.L13 STRUCTURAL STEEL SUPPORT BRACKETS
06 11 00.A1 75X19MM CEDAR SLATS AT 100MM CENTRES
FIXED TO 65X35MM BATTENS.
CONSTRUCTED IN PANELISED SYSTEM FOR
ONSITE ASSEMBLY.
06 18 00.A1 318X90MM GLUE-LAMINATED TIMBER BEAM
SPANNING BETWEEN COLUMNS, TAPERING
TO 135X90 @ CANTILEVERED ENDS. REFER
FABRICATION DRAWINGS.
06 18 00.A2 135X42MM GLULAM GL8 RAFTERS AT 750MM
NOM. CENTRES SPANNIG FULL LENGTH OF
CANOPY, TAPERING TO 70X42MM @




ANCHOR WEBSTRAPS CANOPY PLAN
1 : 48C1
ANCHOR WEBSTRAPS CANOPY STRUCTURAL PLAN
H&S 15-08-11 FOR H&S PLAN




Initial RLB US estimate = US$15,590 
Final DOE QS US estimate = US$25,900 
Final RLB NZ estimate = $62,700 
Actual NZ Cost = Unknown 
 
A direct cost comparison between timber framing and the 
proposed plywood rib system was undertaken by quantity 
surveyors, RLB. Ferndale Furniture had provided the 
following quote for the work both including and 




RLB compared this to their built up rates for the proposed 
timber framing option. It was anticipated that the complex 
plywood rib system would significantly increase costs. 
Upon RLB’s assessment it was found that the Ferndale 
quote was very economic and in fact cheaper than the 
estimated cost of a timber framed option. 
Budget position for typical roof panel is: 
Roof panel                  $2,844  
($3,710 less insulation, connection bolts & cover plates - 
not included in Ferndale’s price) 
Parapets      $2,325 
Form gutter outlets        $100 
Poly sheet to form falls     $1,375 
Total (panel installed)     $6,644 
X5 Roof Panels (installed)  $33,220 
Ferndale’s corresponding price is: 
Roof Panel  (supply)     $5,040  
Allowance p/p for installation        $500 
X5 Roof Panels (installed)  $27,700 
 
NB: With the central module still under development, 
costs for the 5x typical module roofs only were 
considered for comparison. 
The plywood rib frame system proved to be a total of 
$5,520 cheaper when compared with timber framed 
construction. Although surprising, these sorts of 
economies can be attributed to the efficiencies generated 
by the prefabrication process. The economic use of 
materials afforded by CNC cutting and the elimination of 
external influences such as the weather and other site 
specific delays markedly reduces material wastage, 
improves labour efficiency and reduces manufacturing 
time. Furthermore, by providing complete and accurate 
fabrication drawings a fixed quote can be obtained. It is 
important to note that a degree of complexity is added to 
this particular project due to the modular nature of the 
roofs and the shallow falls necessary for transportation. 
For this specific design it was cheaper to prefabricate the 
roofs in a joinery workshop, however further research 
would be needed to determine the most economic 
approach should the house be built on a permanent site. 
 
  
CLIENT: Mainzeal Construction ATTENTION:    Dave O'Donovan
PROJECT: First Light - Solar Decathlon QUOTE DATE: 22 November 2010
QUOTE REF:   27-11-10
Drawing Description - Notes Quantity Unit Price Total
We are pleased to submit our quotation for roof components :
A-441 to A-444 Roof structure panel - 5478 x 2200 mm overall 5 $5,040.00 $25,200.00
   - Timber is allowed as Radiata No 1 H3 MG
   - LVL's are allowed as H3.1 Hyspan, ripped as necessary
   - Plywood is allowed as H3.2 CD Construction grade
A-445 Roof structure panel - 3000 x 1972 mm overall 1 $5,779.00 $5,779.00
   - Timber is allowed as Radiata No 1 H3 MG
   - LVL's are allowed as H3.1 Hyspan, ripped as necessary
   - Plywood is allowed as H3.2 CD Construction grade
   - T&G Rimu ceiling is included, excluding decoration
Alternative prices for labour only, all materials supplied by others :
A-441 to A-444 Roof structure panel - 5478 x 2200 mm overall 5 $3,336.00 $16,680.00
A-445 Roof structure panel - 3000 x 1972 mm overall 1 $3,336.00 $3,336.00
TERMS All prices exclude GST
Freight to Wellington store is included
Quote valid for 30 days
Off site payments required for labour and materials
Payment terms as per contract conditions
All goods remain the property of Ferndale Furniture Ltd until paid in full
Overdue accounts will incur a penalty of 3% per month



















































Do not scale off drawings.
All dimensions to be checked on site.
The work executed from, and all information contained within the
drawings, specifications and other documents falls under Copyright law,
and remains the property of Victoria University of Wellington.
All drawings to be read in conjunction with relevant Specifications and
supplementary documents.
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287 x 90 LVL BEAM - HARDWOOD
DOWEL PINS TO NEIGHBOURING
MODULE AS PER ENGINEER'S
DETAIL SK16
90x45 H1.2 BORON TREATED TIMBER
BLOCKING AND FRAMING
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS) - INNER PLY UNTREATED
EXT PLY TREATED H3.2 ACQ
21mm H3.2 ACQ TREATED PLYWOOD
90x45 H1.2 BORON TREATED TIMBER
BLOCKING AND FRAMING
PLYWOOD BOX COLUMN AS PER DETAIL
D30, A-533 (12mm ACQ TREATED




6    MODULE THREE 
CONSTRUCTION 
In terms of performance Module Three (M3) proved to be 
the most challenging of the house modules. The space that 
it creates is central to the design and it is through module 
three that the core concept of openness, social interaction, 
and connection with the outdoors would come to life. The 
decision making hierarchy below [Figure 216] presents 
the performance criteria surrounding module three. In this 
instance however, aesthetics, user experience and 
functionality were of far more importance than in the 
detailing of the building envelope [Chapter 5 ENVELOPE 
CONSTRUCTION]. 
 
         Regulations 
 
 Design: Aesthetics, User Experience, Functionality 
 
Shading Insulation Bridging  Air Tight 
 Assembly Damage Cost  
Figure 216: Decision Making Hierarchy - Module Three 
 
Technical criteria were therefore challenged extensively 
by design and aesthetic motivations. It was agreed by the 
building performance team that this module might see a 
reduction in energy efficiency but only in so far as was 
necessary to achieve the desired architectural impact. A 
balance between performance and concept would again 




Regulatory requirements remained of high importance, 
particularly given the larger size of M3. A reduction in the 
width of Module Three was explored to meet the already 
established maximum module width for flat rack 
transportation of 2.2m [Figure 217 & Figure 218]. Fitting 
M3 to the same dimensions as the other five house 
modules would greatly simplify the transportation and 
assembly process. This would however be a significant 
change when compared with the 2.8m module width of 
the conceptual design submission. 
 
 
Figure 217: 2.2m Wide Module Three - Plan 
 
 
Figure 218: 2.2m Wide Module Three - Elevation 
 
The shrinking of M3 was investigated at great length, 
pursuing many different dining and kitchen arrangements 
(Farrow, 2012). Through discussion with the Interior 
Design team it was agreed that it would not be possible to 
compress the central module to 2.2m wide and still 
achieve the important sense of openness, connection with 
the outside, and degree of accessibility required by the 
competition. Consequently, M3 would be constructed 
oversize at a width of at least 2.8m and any transportation 
issues would have to be overcome by breaking down the 
module into smaller components or otherwise. This 
decision had significant implications for detailing, 
construction and assembly, the development of which is 







Thermal Performance, Shading, Damage and Cost 
implications will be discussed here in combination since 
all are inseperably affected by the type of skylight used. 
Through computer simulation modelling it quickly 
became obvious that overheating was the biggest problem 
facing Module Three (Jagersma, 2012). This was 
predominantly due to the large glazed area of the skylight 
allowing significant amounts of solar heat gains. The 
highly insulated envelope then traps this heat inside 
causing a “greenhouse effect” within the house. As the 
temperature rises above the comfort zone band, 
mechanical systems would need to be used to cool the 
house back down resulting in an increase in energy use. 
After thorough investigation it was found that the overall 
impact of the skylight on energy consumption during the 
competition would be nearly 30kWh more than if a solid 
roof was used (Jagersma, 2012). The contradiction of 
achieving lightness, openness, and views while at the 
same time preventing excessive energy use presented a 
significant challenge to the design team. 
The impact that the skylight would have at the 
competition was rationalised through an understanding of 
the relationships between each of the contest criteria. The 
skylight would have a direct and significantly positive 
impact on the Architecture, Market Appeal, and 
Engineering contests. The negative effects that it would 
have on Comfort Zone, Affordability, and Energy Balance 
could all be deferred to indirectly impact on the 
Affordability contest alone. I.e. The mechanical systems 
could be sized to appropriately mitigate the overheating 
effects of the skylight and additional shading elements 
could be installed to reduce heat gains, both at a cost. The 
increased energy demands of the mechanical system could 
then be offset with the inclusion of more solar panels.  
The skylight itself already entailed a significant cost to the 
project and, with the additional deferred costs, it would 
prove to be even more expensive. The team had 
implemented the strategy of aiming for an overall 
construction cost of < US$350,000 [4.1.7 Cost]. The 
projected construction cost was sitting well within this 
limit at the detailed design phase. Hypothetically, if the 
direct and indirect costs of the skylight totalled say 
US$20,000, only two points would be lost in the 
affordability contest. These would be two points out of a 
possible 1000 for the overall competition or 0.2%. It was 
predicted that the architectural impact of the skylight 
would earn far more than an additional two points across 
the Architecture, Market Appeal, and Engineering 
contests. The inclusion of a skylight was well justified.  
The first step towards improving the energy efficiency of 
the skylight was to reduce its size. The initial computer 
simulations modeled a double glazed skylight with an 
area of 16m2. The simulations were then repeated for a 
glazed area that was 80%, 60%, 40%, 20% and 0% of the 
skylight’s original size [Figure 219]. A significant change 
in internal air temperature can be seen here relative to the 
area of glazing.  




















Time (September 1st - October 31st) 
100% 80% 60% 40% 20% 0% Exterior 
Figure 219: Variations in hourly internal air temperature with glazing area between 0% and 100% of original skylight size for the 
period from Sept 15 - Oct 15 (Jagersma, 2012) 
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by the building performance team so as to alleviate the 
extremes in internal air temperature. A smaller skylight 
would both improve thermal performance as well as 
provide some much needed roof space for services. With 
these two considerations in mind the design team agreed 
to the reduced skylight size and in fact saw some spatial 
strength in continuing the solid line of the interior core 
through the central space. The skylight was subsequently 
reduced to a maximum of 10m2, roughly 62% of the 
original size, with the bulkhead extending across Module 
Three [Figure 220]. This decision occurred mid-way 
through the detailed design phase and was implicated by 
other factors such as the achievable falls of the skylight. 
Hence, the detailing of skylight options prior to this 
decision, including Danpalon, triple glazing, ETFE, and 




Figure 220: Section through Module Three showing reduced 
size of skylight and services bulkhead 
 
Many skylight design iterations were explored in an 
attempt to reach the crucial medium between concept and 
performance. It was important that sufficient 
consideration was given to each option with respect to the 
technical criteria described above [Figure 216]. The most 
viable options were then reassessed through computer 
simulation modeling so as to determine their impact on 
thermal comfort and overall energy consumption. The 
results of the simulations are presented at the end of this 
chapter. These results and the systems described here are 
based on the following skylight options: 
1. Triple Glazing 
2. Double Glazing 
3. 2x Double Glazing (Quad) 
4. Polycarbonate 
5. ETFE 
6. Aerogel (Nano-Gel) 
 
6.2.1 Triple Glazing 
A series of triple glazed systems were explored with 
varying falls and supplementary blinds and shading 
devices. The desired performance characteristics of the 
triple glazed IGU’s were as follows: 
LT% SHGC R-value 
>40% 0.3 - 0.4 >1.1 
LT% = % of visible light transmission (400 – 700 nm) 
SHGC – Solar Heat Gain Coefficient, total solar energy 
transmitted through the panel 
 
Option One: Central Ridge & Internal Louvres [Figure 
221] 
 





DOORS SHOWN TWO WAYS: FLUSH WITH GUTTER & SET BACK.
THERMAL PERFORMANCE & AESTHETICS TO BE FURTHER INVESTIGATED.
DOOR SHOWN AT 2400 - FULL HEIGHT.
WEATHERBOARD COULD CONTINUE INSIDE WITH WING WALLS & DROPPED
THRESHOLD (IE. 2000 OR 2200 OPENING) MAY ENHANCE OUTDOOR DECK FEEL?
















ISSUES/ ITEMS TO RESOLVE:
TALL TIMBER BEAMS ARE SHOWN TO FINISH FLUSH WITH THE BOTTOM OF THE LOUVRES
(180° CEDAR LOUVRE PROFILE SHOWN)
THE CENTRAL BEAM IS SHOWN AT 350mm -  EXPENSIVE & DIFFICULT TO SOURCE.
SCUPPERING DP THROUGH INTO BDG MAY BE TRICKY - HENCE DOOR IS SET BACK
150mm - INTENT IS TO AVOID PIERCING INSULATION TO EXTERNAL WALLS,
THOUGH MAY NEED TO COME BACK PAST 265 THICK WALL (PLAN DETAIL INCLUDED)
INSULATION / THERMAL SEPARATION AT BEAM STILL AN ISSUE.
POSSIBLE CONSENT ISSUES WITH GERMAN PROFILES (LOWER THAN STANDARD





















SKYLIGHT SECTIONS APPROX 1200 x 3000
CHECK AVAILABILITY & SPAN WITH SUPPLIER
TIMBER BEAMS SHOWN DOTTED BELOW TO REDUCE
WEIGHT OF SKYLIGHT BY DIVIDING INTO SECTIONS
ENGINEER TO CHECK SPAN & WEIGHT CAPABILITY
2000 ABOVE FINISHED FLOOR, OR COULD DO 2200
OPTION 1: 2400 CEILING THROUGHOUT &/or SPOUTING SITS FORWARD
SEE 1:5 DETAILS FOR CRITICAL JUNCTIONS
OPTION 2: CREATE THRESHOLD THROUGH INTERNAL DECK &/or SPOUTING FLUSH
SEE 1:5 DETAILS FOR CRITICAL JUNCTIONS
2400 CEILING BEYOND OCCURS FLUSH WITH BASE OF BEAMS
NOTE: 2400 CEILING BEYOND OCCURS FLUSH WITH BASE OF BEAMS
PARAPETS SHADED IN GREY
DOTTED LINE INDICATES RING CUT
OCCURRING BELOW PARAPET
EACH RING HAS ITS OWN DOWN PIPE:
LOCATE TO FALL DIRECTLY DOWN THROUGH
SERVICE CORE OR SCUPPER ACROSS
WITHIN JOINERY TO REACH SERVICE CORE
* SHOWER MAY BE TRICKY AREA
CALDER STEWART (OR SIMILAR) 'HI-LINE' BOX GUTTER,
COPPER / STAINLESS OR COLORSTEEL
(FLAT FRONT, NO SWAGE) INTERNAL BRACKETS.
SCUPPER DP WITHIN BUILDING PERIMETER































































Figure 222: Central Ridge and IGU Connection Details - Triple 
Glazed Skylight (RM) 
 
This system utilized German-made skylight profiles as 
provided by Nelson based distributer ‘Eurovision’. These 
were available in New Zealand however there may have 
been some consent issues surrounding the 
weatherproofing details [Figure 222]. Tall timber beams 
are shown to finish flush with the bottom of the louvres 
(180º cedar louvre profile shown). This resulted in a 
central timber beam of 350mm which would potentially 
be expensive and difficult to source. Initial development 
of junction details and materials for the surrounds of the 
skylight were explored. These included bringing the 
exterior cladding through into the interior of Module 
Three [Figure 223 & Figure 224] and the insetting of the 
doors relative to the rest of the house [Figure 225 & 
Figure 226]. The location and treatment of the gutters was 
also investigated with a possibility of scuppering the 
downpipe through into the adjacent module wall [Figure 
227]. This may have however proven difficult and could 
lead to reduced insulation and impaired weathertightness. 
The skylight jamb fixed directly into the tapered support 
beam [Figure 228]. The jamb frame was then flashed up 
and under the parapet cap flashing of the adjacent module. 
The vertical timber slats of the canopy were hoped to 
conceal this flashing. Further explanation as to the 
aesthetic intent and execution of the junction and 
finishing details is given in 6.6 Module Three – As Built, 
 




Figure 224: Ceiling Threshold Below Louvres, Flush Gutter 
and Vertical Weatherboard Linings (RM) 
 
 




USE OF PLY CEILING LINING OVER THRESHOLD
WOULD ALLOW SPACE AS NEED FOR STRUCTURE
& THERMAL BREAKS / INSULATION.
THIS COULD BE MADE AS WIDE AS IS NECESSARY
- PROVIDED ADEQUATE STRUCTURAL SUPPORT FOR
THE BI-FOLD CAN BE TRANSFERRED BACK TO THE BEAM.
ISSUES: NO STRUCTURAL HEIGHT UNDER SPOUTING




SEE ISSUES AS NOTED ABOVE
DETAIL OPTION:
GUTTER SITS FORWARD
'EURO-VISION' DOOR HEAD AS PER DETAILS
SHOWN ON THEIR WEBSITE
NOTE: THEIR WEBSITE SHOWS DOUBLE
GLAZING ONLY BUT THEY USE THE SAME PROFILES
& SIMPLY REBATE THE TIMBER SLIGHTLY WIDER
NOTE: AS PER NEXT DETAIL, PLY LINING
COULD BE EXTENDED TO GIVE EXTRA







SKYLIGHT SUPPORT AT BASE UTILIZES 'APL' STANDARD DETAIL
EUROVISION DOES NOT GIVE A DETAIL FOR THIS & TOLERANCES ARE LOW
SKYLIGHT SHOWN CAPPED TO PREVENT UV DAMAGE AT EDGE
SHOWN INSTALLED WITH FLASHING BELOW SKYLIGHT FIXING, FIXED OVER SEALANT IN 3 PLACES
+ SECONDARY FLASHING BEHIND SPOUTING & OVER FACE OF BI-FOLD HEAD
CALDER STEWART (OR SIMILAR) 'HI-LINE' BOX GUTTER,
COPPER / STAINLESS OR COLORSTEEL
(FLAT FRONT, NO SWAGE) INTERNAL BRACKETS.
SCUPPER DP WITHIN BUILDING PERIMETER
ALTERNATIVE (AS PER GLASSTECH MANUAL):
'SLOPED ROOF LIGHT BUTT-JOINT' INSTEAD OF THE ANGLE I HAVE SHOWN
'SLOPED ROOF LIGHT BUTT-JOINTS' ARE FORMED TO GLASS SUPPLIERS
SPECIFICATIONS, INSTALLED COMPLETE WITH STRUCTURAL SEALANT,
SPACERS, SILICONE & PEF BOND BREAKERS AS REQUIRED.
NOTE: ITS NOT A FAVOURITE DETAIL OF GLASS SUPPLIERS
PROPOSED DETAIL (REQUIRES CHECKING WITH MANUFACTURER):
RECESS ALUM. T-PROFILE INTO TIMBER BEAM SO WEIGHT
TRANSFERS TO BEAM INSTEAD OF LOADING ONTO SECTION
OF SKYLIGHT OCCURRING BELOW
'EURO-VISION' (NELSON) SKYLIGHT DETAIL AT RIDGE:
[DRAWN FROM PDF] OCCURS AS BELOW,
CAPPED TO PREVENT WATER ENTRY.
THIS MAY NOT BE SUFFICIENT TO GET THROUGH NZBC,
IT APPEARS TO RELY HEAVILY ON SEALANT!
NOTE: SINGLE TIMBER BEAM WOULD LOOK GREAT
BUT LIKELY EXPENSIVE & DIFFICULT TO SOURCE.
NEED ENGINEER TO CHECK GLASS WEIGHTS
& TIMBER SIZES REQ. TO SPAN.
ENGINEERED TIMBER MAY BE AN OPTION BUT
DELAMINATION DUE TO TEMP. CHANGE
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EACH RING HAS ITS OWN DOWN PIPE:
LOCATE TO FALL DIRECTLY DOWN THROUGH
SERVICE CORE OR SCUPPER ACROSS
WITHIN JOINERY TO REACH SERVICE CORE
* SHOWER MAY BE TRICKY AREA
CALDER STEWART (OR SIMILAR) 'HI-LINE' BOX GUTTER,
COPPER / STAINLESS OR COLORSTEEL
(FLAT FRONT, NO SWAGE) INTERNAL BRACKETS.
SCUPPER DP WITHIN BUILDING PERIMETER






























































DOORS SHOWN TWO WAYS: FLUSH WITH GUTTER & SET BACK.
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[DRAWN FROM PDF] OCCURS AS BELOW,
CAPPED TO PREVENT WATER ENTRY.
THIS MAY NOT BE SUFFICIENT TO GET THROUGH NZBC,
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Figure 226: Door Head Detail - Flush Gutter (RM) 
 
 
Figure 227: Scupper and Internal Spouting Plan Detail (RM) 
 
 
Figure 228: Jamb and Parapet Detail – Central Ridge Skylight 
(RM) 
Internal cedar louvres were employed as a means for 
reducing solar heat gains as well as improving insulation 
[Figure 229]. These could be automated to open and close 
depending on the weather and internal air temperature 
[Figure 230 & Figure 231]. Additional shading could also 
be provided to the glazed south bi-fold doors by extending 
the louvres out the front of the house. Although internal 
louvres would help reduce glare and direct radiant heat, 
they prove to have little effect on preventing the heating 
of the internal air temperature. If detailed correctly, the 
louvres could act as an additional layer of insulation 
thereby reducing heat losses through the skylight. This 
would be of significant advantage in New Zealand where 
heat losses in winter are equally as detrimental to annual 
energy consumption as the heat gains in summer. It was 
however predicted that, over the course of the competition 
in Washington DC, the biggest problem would be heat 
gains (Jagersma, 2012). Furthermore, the Comfort Zone 
contest takes into account the internal air temperature 
only and not the effects of radiant heat.  
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COULD FINISH WALL WITH CONTINUATION OF
TIMBER JAMB BUT LOOKS A BIT STUMPY,
COULD CONTINUE A LONGER, MORE ELEGANT WING WALL
OR CONTINUE WALL AS DOTTED LINE SHOWS (ALSO STUMPY).
NOTE: MOVING FRAME TO THE RIGHT
(IE. POSITIONED BEHIND THE INSULATED WALL)
WILL LIKELY CAUSE PROBLEMS HAVING TO REBATE
INSULATION AT DOOR HEAD (CEILING LEVEL)
FOLDED PARAPET FLASHING, 5° FALL
CLIP FIX INTO PLACE ON BOTH SIDES.
SCREW FIX CLIPS OVER SEALANT & MEMBRANE.
CUSTOM ALUM FLASHING TO CARRY OVER
SKYLIGHT FIXING & UNDER PARAPET CLIP.
FLASHING HEIGHT WILL DECREASE AS SKYLIGHT RISES.
ISSUES: DO WE NEED TO CLIP FIX A WEATHERBOARD
OVER OVER THIS FLASHING FOR AESTHETICS OR
WILL THE TIMBER CANOPY MASK IT FROM VIEW?
TIMBER SUPPORT SITS JUST BEYOND WALL LINE SO
AS NOT TO RECESS TO 265 CEILING INSULATION.
THERMAL BREAK OR CONTINUATION OF INSULATION
LINE IS STILL A PROBLEM
NEED TO RESOLVE:
HOW TO ATTACH MOTORISED CEDAR LOUVRES
FINISHING OPTIONS:
FINISH FLUSH WITH BASE OF BEAM
OR REBATE TO BASE OF BEAM.
MITRED EDGES LIKELY WON'T TRAVEL WELL.
GUTTER SHOWN DOTTED ABOVE .
HOW DO YOU SCUPPER FROM SPOUTING INTO A DP...?
PERHAPS WE CAN WELD METAL PLATES INTO THE GUTTER
TO DIRECT THE WATER TO A CIRCULAR DP THAT DROPS THROUGH THE WALL.
IT WOULD BE GOOD TO AVOID CUTTING THROUGH INSULATION IF WE CAN -
CONSTRUCTING A LONGER WING WALL & SETTING THE SPOUTING
BACK FURTHER MAY ACHIEVE
DOTTED LINE INDICATES SPOUTING
PLAN: POSSIBLE SPOUTING DETAIL
FLASHING DETAIL TO PARAPET
RUNS ALONG EDGE OF SKYLIGHTS
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HOW DO YOU SCUPPER FROM SPOUTING INTO A DP...?
PERHAPS WE CAN WELD METAL PLATES INTO THE GUTTER
TO DIRECT THE WATER TO A CIRCULAR DP THAT DROPS THROUGH THE WALL.
IT WOULD BE GOOD TO AVOID CUTTING THROUGH INSULATION IF WE CAN -
CONSTRUCTING A LONGER WING WALL & SETTING THE SPOUTING
BACK FURTHER MAY ACHIEVE
DOTTED LINE INDICATES SPOUTING
PLAN: POSSIBLE SPOUTING DETAIL
FLASHING DETAIL TO PARAPET
RUNS ALONG EDGE OF SKYLIGHTS





























































Figure 230: Example of Automated Internal Louvres - Closed 
(Atelier Workshop Aotearoa, 2005) 
 
 
Figure 231: Example of Automated Internal Louvres – Closed 
(Atelier Workshop Aotearoa, 2005) 
 
In terms of the aesthetics and user experience of the 
space, the louvres proved to be a disadvantage as they 
cannot be fully retracted to achieve uninterupted views 
out. The technical complexity of automation was again 
debated and a manual operating mechanism was 
investigated. This had the added advantage of providing 
occupants with the ability to manually control the 
performance of the house. This was very important to the 
concept in terms of creating a user connection with the 
surrounding environment [Figure 232]. 
 
 
Figure 232: Example of Manual User Control - Chicken Point 
Cabin (Olson Kundig Architects, 2012) 
 
 
Option Two: Central Ridge and Concealed Gutters 
[Figure 233] 
This option was explored with the purpose of gaining 
better thermal performance at the skylight edge. The 
embeding of the skylight into some form of insulation was 
hoped to reduce the extent of thermal bridging [Figure 
234]. This option would also promote a desireable 
symmetry to the central module with the ridge running 
North to South. Although internal concealed gutters could 
be achieved, the scupporing of them through to the 







Figure 233: Triple Glazed Skylight Option Two Roof Plan - 
Central Ridge and Concealed Gutters (RM) 
 
 
Figure 234: Triple Glazed Skylight Option Two - APL Profile 
Edge Detail (RM) 
 
Option Three: Internal Gutters [Figure 235] 
 
 
Figure 235: Roof Plan - Internal Gutters (RM) 
 
This four panel internal gutter arrangement was developed 
with the intent of providing a more slim overall skylight 
profile [Figure 235]. This system incorporated APL Metro 
Series Thermal Heart frames [Figure 236] – a thermally 
broken aluminium frame typically used for double glazing 
but that can be adapted for triple. This system would rely 
on transverse timber beams to support the skylight, 
achieving the same aesthetic as was proposed in the 
conceptual design submission [Figure 237 & Figure 238]. 
 
 
Figure 236: Metro Series Thermal Height Skylight Profiles by 
APL 
SCHEMATIC OF SKYLIGHT TO ROOF
DETAILS NOT PROPERLY COMPLETED -
SKYLIGHT WILL NEED TO SAIL OVER PARAPET TO ENSURE NO WATER EGRESS,
REFER SPOUTING DETAILS FOR SIMILAR DETAIL.
SCHEMATIC OF ROOF CONSTRUCTION


















































































































SELECTED W.P.M ON H3.2 TREATED PLY ON BATTENS, HEIGHTS TO SUIT
REMOVES CONSENT ISSUES AS INSULATION PANELS ARE WELL BELOW MEMBRANE.
























BEAM REQ. TO HOLD UP SKYLIGHTS (FLITCH ASSUMED) REDUCES
SPACE FOR INSULATION FROM 265 TO 195mm BELOW GUTTER
DOTTED LINE INDICATES RING CUT
OCCURRING BELOW PARAPET
EACH RING HAS ITS OWN DOWN PIPE:
LOCATE TO FALL DIRECTLY DOWN THROUGH
SERVICE CORE OR SCUPPER ACROSS
WITHIN JOINERY TO REACH SERVICE CORE
BULKHEAD IF REQUIRED BUT TRY TO AVOID
IE. SHOWER MAY BE A TRICKY AREA
THIS JUNCTION MAY BE DIFFICULT -
PARAPET WIDTH OVER DOOR MAY
NEED TO WIDEN TO ALLOW SKYLIGHT
TO BE SET BACK FROM FRONT EDGE
- RECOMMENDATION WOULD BE TO
DETAIL LIKE MATTERHORN WITH A PLY
CEILING THRESHOLD THAT SITS FLUSH
WITH THE BASE OF THE LOUVRES
NOTE: 3° IS AN ALTERNATIVE TO MOST
NZ MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS
HOWEVER MORE COMMON IN EUROPE.
WOULD NEED TO FIND AN NZ
MANUFACTURER HAPPY TO DO THIS &





















265mm TIMBER FACING REQUIRED AT ELEVATION TO MASK SKYLIGHT.
ONLY 95mm DROP FROM PARAPET -
DROPPING FURTHER NOT LIKELY ACHIEVABLE RE. BEAM REQUIREMENT
BELOW PARAPET & INSULATION COMPROMISES
ENGINEER / SKYLIGHT MANUFACTURER TO CONFIRM:
BEAM SIZES AS PERIMETER (ALLOWING FOR GLASS WEIGHT)
TIMBER BEAMS RUNNING ACROSS SPACE TO HOLD SKYLIGHT
SHOWN CURRENTLY: 230mm AT CENTRE, TAPERING TO 150mm EACH END
ISSUES/ ITEMS TO RESOLVE:
STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS & GUTTERING EAT INTO INSULATION - DOES THIS
CREATE MORE ISSUES THAN THE 'EXPOSED SPOUTING' OPTION.
SMALLER TIMBER BEAM SIZES THEN 'EXPOSED SPOUTING' OPTION ALLOWS.
JUNCTION AT FRONT CORNERS NOT YET DETAILED, WILL LIKELY REQUIRE
PLY CEILING THRESHOLD AT DOORWAYS TO GET STRUCTURE IN
& ALSO AS SKYLIGHT IS SET BACK.
POSSIBLE CONSENT ISSUES WITH GERMAN PROFILES (LOWER THAN STANDARD
SKYLIGHTS NZ COUNCILS ARE USED TO).
DETAIL ALTERNATIVES:
APL PROFILES COULD BE USED IF THE SKYLIGHT WAS LIFTED FLUSH WITH THE TOP
OF THE PARAPET - THIS WOULD MEAN A 365mm TIMBER FACING AT THE FRONT ELEVATION
















































































Sealant on Backing Rod
Stopped 50mm short at corners to provide passive drainage
Continuous Airseal
Ø10mm Drainage Holes
At glazing bars and max 450mm ctrs
EXTEND CAP OVER
INSULATION & GUTTER EDGE
ISSUE: NEED TO RUN INSULATION AS
CLOSE TO FRAME EDGE AS POSSIBLE
BUT CREATES ISSUES FOR DRAINAGE



































































































































































GUTTERS FALL TO REAR SPOUTING,
































TIMBER BEAMS SHOWN DOTTED BELOW SKYLIGHT
PREFERENCE: FORM SKYLIGHT IN 4 PANELS, APPROX. 780 x 4800
OPTION 2: BREAK SKYLIGHTS OVER BEAMS =
24 GLAZED PANELS, APPROX. 780 x 900 OR
12 GLAZED PANELS, APPROX. 1540 x 900














































































































Figure 237: Conceptual Design Section of M3 
 
 
Figure 238: Conceptual Design Render of M3 - The Central 
Space 
 
Custom formed gutters were required both for rainwater 
drainage and for structural support of the IGU’s. Attention 
to thermal bridging was critical in this area given that the 
gutter would likely be formed from metal. Three possible 
gutter details were developed [Figure 239, Figure 240 & 
Figure 241]. The skylight head detail would be very 
similar to the jamb detail proposed for the Central Ridge 
skylight, however the flashings would not need to be 
tapered with the fall [Figure 242]. The apex joint was yet 
to be resolved but would have likely incorporated the 
Metro Series Thermal Heart ridge detail [Figure 236]. 
 
Figure 239: Custom Formed Internal Gutter - S/S Casing (RM) 
 
 















SECTION DETAIL: GUTTERS RUNNING IN LONG DIRECTION
190 x45 TIMBER BEAM, SHOWN DOTTED,
780 CRS, 3m SPAN
SUPPORTS GUTTER AT 780 CRS
SKYLIGHT PANEL:  4800 x 780,
OR 24 PANELS AT  780 x 900
OR 12 PANELS AT  780 x 1540
IN METRO THERMAL HEART WINDOW FRAMES
5° FALL TO CENTRAL GUTTERS
GLAZING PANEL WIDTH =
TOP OF PARAPET SHOWN DOTTED BEYOND
75 X 120 (APPROX) 3mm STEEL CHANEL,
(WELD STEEL GUSSETS FOR STRENGTH).
FALL 45mm OVER 4800mm TO FORM GUTTER,
ZINC OR WATERPROOF  POWERCOAT.
WELD / FIX ALUM CHANEL FOR SEALANT
BEAD TO STEEL CHANNEL.
145 x 145 STAINLESS COVER TO GUTTER.
25mm POLY INSULATION BETWEEN & NEOPRENE
SEALERS TO THERMALLY BREAK JOINT AT TOP.
FIX SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING WITHIN TO
TRANSFER WIEGHT TO TIMBER BEAM BELOW.
APEX OCCURS BETWEEN SKYLIGHT PANELS:
CAN WE USE A STRUCTURAL SEALANT JOINT
OR DO WE NEED TO RETURN A FRAME AT THIS POINT
(WOULD PREFER NO FRAME AT APEX IF POSSIBLE).
NEIGHBOURING MODULE:
WPM ROOF TO 1.5°
SEAT TIMBER BEAM WITHIN MODULE EDGE
250 LVL
PLY BOX OPTION OPTION 2: CUSTOM WELDED SUPPORT
WELDED V-SUPPORT RUNS
CONTINUOUSLY BELOW SKYLIGHT,
ROD SUPPORTS OCCUR EVERY 780mm
TO TRANSFER WEIGHT TO BEAM BELOW.
FLAT WELD PLATE AT BASE TO FIX TO BEAM.
CUSTOM WELD CHAIR SUPPORTS FOR TRIPLE GLAZED UNITS
TO FORM DRAINAGE CHANNEL TO REAR OF BUILDING.
OPTION 2: FALL ENTIRE SKYLIGHT CONSTRUCTION
0.5° TOWARDS REAR OF BUILDING
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SECTION DETAIL: GUTTERS RUNNING IN LONG DIRECTION
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Figure 242: Skylight Head and Parapet Detail - Internal Gutter 
(RM) 
 
Several options were explored for the treatment of the end 
gutter and downpipes. Option One was to scupper the 
internal gutters into the cladding cavity of the adjacent 
module [Figure 243]. Option Two scuppered the internal 
gutters into an exposed rectangular spouting, which was 
then taken through the cladding cavity and connected with 
the internal downpipe of the neighbouring module [Figure 
244]. Option Three utilised the exposed spouting as a 
form of cladding in itself, with the downpipe again 
scuppered through to the neighbouring module [Figure 
245]. Option Three would conceal any visible gutter and 
scupper details of the skylight and also distinguish 
Module Three from the rest of the house. 
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REAR PLAN DETAIL WITH DP OPTION NOTE: DETAIL NEEDS AMENDING FOR THERMAL PERFORMANCE
HORIZONTAL BATTEN SHOWN DOTTED
NOTE: FOR CEDAR 65mm DEPTH REQ.
VERTICAL BATTENS,


















BACK SECTION DETAIL: ROOF JUNCTION AT BI-FOLD
CONCEALED DOWNPIPES
  CUSTOM SKYLIGHT GUTTER
  SHOWN SHADED BEYOND
   THERMALLY RATED ROLLER BLIND
   SLIDES OUT FROM BEHIND PLY
   & RUNS BETWEEN TIMBER BEAMS.
   DETAIL TO BE CONFIRMED
LINE OF GUTTER SHOWN
DOTTED WITHIN
DRAINAGE OPTION 1 :
SCUPPER TO CONCEALED
DOWNPIPES THAT RUN TO FALLS
WITHIN A LARGER EXTERNAL CAVITY
BACK SECTION DETAIL: OPTION 2
NOTE: A REAR SPOUTING COULD BE
USED TO AVOID OVERFLOW REQ'S
DRAINAGE OPTION 2:
SCUPPER FROM CUSTOM GUTTER
TO EXTERNAL SPOUTING
THEN SCUPPER THROUGH WALL EDGE





ALUM CAVITY CLOSURE STRIP,
PERFORATED TO ALLOW DRAINAGE
DRAINAGE OPTION 3 :
SCUPPER TO CUSTOM FORMED
METAL RAINHEAD
THAT DOUBLES AS WALL FACING.
FORM WITH OVERFLOWS CUT IN.
SCUPPER TO DP IN WALL
OF ADJACENT MODULE.
BACK SECTION DETAIL: OPTION 3
NOTE: A REAR SPOUTING COULD BE
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OF ADJACENT MODULE.
BACK SECTION DETAIL: OPTION 3
NOTE: A REAR SPOUTING COULD BE
























































Figure 245: Option Three Rear Section Detail - Custom Formed 
Rain Head (RM) 
 
Roller blinds could be incorporated beneath the skylight 
to improve thermal performance [Figure 246]. Provision 
was made for these to run in-between the supporting 
timber beams from a concealed roller blind at either side 
of the module [Figure 247]. Spaceloft insulation could 
also be incorporated in the form of a highly insulated 
upholstered blind (Cabot Corporation, 2010). Difficulty 
would be experienced in the rolling of a blind of this 
thickness so provision had to be made to allow it to draw 
back flat into a ceiling cavity of the adjacent module 
[Figure 248].  
 
Figure 246: Triple Glazed Skylight Option Three Section - 
Thermal Roller Blinds (RM) 
 
 
Figure 247: Triple Glazed Skylight Option Three Section - 
Roller Blind Concealment (RM) 
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ALUM CAVITY CLOSURE STRIP,
PERFORATED TO ALLOW DRAINAGE
DRAINAGE OPTION 3 :
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CONFIRM SUPPLIER & TYPE
PACK OUT WALL AS REQUIRED
TO FIT SELECTED ROLLER BLIND
(PROBABLY AROUND 80 -160mm)
DETERMINE HEIGHT/ POSITION TO
STOP BLIND SAGGING, SEE DIAGRAMS
20mm HIGH SLOT (SHOWN SHADDED) RUNS FULL LENGTH BETWEEN BEAMS
FOR ROLLER BLIND TO PULL OUT FROM
RECESS CHANNELS FLUSH WITH BEAM EDGCES TO RUN BLIND WITHIN
TO ENSURE NO GAPS OCCUR WHEN BLIND IS CLOSED
(MAX THERMAL PERFORMANCE)
ELEVATION OF SLOT + WIDTH OF ROLLER BLIND SECTION: BLIND CONCEALMENT
OPTION 01
REQUIREMENTS:
BLIND MUST STAY TAUT
ANY GAPS BETWEEN BLIND EDGE & BEAM
WILL LOWER THERMAL PERFORMANCE
ACHIEVE BY




OVERSIZE BLIND SO BULK/ FABRIC
CREATES A CAMBER = TAUT
OR
RUN WIRE ACCROSS CEILING &
ATTACH TO BLIND CHORDS WITH
SMALL RINGS TO RUN ACCROSS WIRE
= CONTINULOUSLY CONNECTED TO WIRE
QUESTION: WILL STRINGS CAUSE ISSUES
WHEN BLIND IS ROLLED UP
NOTE: CLASP/ FIXING REQUIRED AT
OPPOSITE END OF SKYLIGHT OPENING
TO HOLD BLIND CLOSED.
SUPPLIER TO SPECIFIY & PROVIDE DETAILS
SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS - SUPPLIER PLEASE RECCOMEND:
1. BLIND REQUIRES HIGH PERFORMING THERMAL PROPERTIES - TO KEEP HEAT IN  AT NIGHT
2. BLIND MUST BE TAUT WHEN CLOSED - NO GAPS ALLOWED BETWEEN BLIND & BEAMS TO COMPROMISE PERFORMANCE
    HENCE A SYSTEM REQUIRED TO ACHEIVE: EITHER WIRE SUSPENDED ABOVE OR RUN IN CHANNELS ETC.
3. A FIXING MECHANISM REQUIRED TO KEEP THE BLIND CLOSED AT THE FAR END.
4. SUPPLIER TO SUGGEST A POSSIBLE PULL HANDLE/ EDGE TO PREVENT MOTORIZATION (IF POSSIBLE)
    NOTE: THIS WOULD REMAIN VISIBLE WITHIN THE 20mm GAP SO NEEDS TO LOOK SHARP
5.  BLIND SIZE: 700- 750 WIDE x 2900 LONG x 6 BLINDS
WIRE - CENTRALLY LOCATED ON EACH CURTAIN
            OR WOULD 2 BE REQUIRED AT EACH OPENING?
OPTION 03
FIX MECHANISM ON TOP OF BEAM
IE. CUT HEIGHT DOWN BY 15 -20mm
TO HOLD MECHANISM
WOULD NEED TO BE STRONG AS
SKYLIGHT SUPPORTS WILL REST
ON TOP OF MECHANISM & WEIGHT
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Figure 248: Triple Glazed Skylight Option Two Section - 
Spaceloft Upholstered Blind Concealment (RM) 
 
An external roller blind or a retractable louvre system was 
proposed as a means to control solar heat gains [Figure 
249]. The parallel skylight jamb and parapet edge 
provided sufficient space and flexibility for the roller 
blind or louvre hardware [Figure 250]. It was determined 
that the retractable louvre/shutter system would be too 
bulky and complicated to install. Future shading options 
would consider the use of roller blinds only. 
 
 
Figure 249: Triple Glazed Skylight Option Two Section - 
Retractable Louvres (RM) 
 
 
Figure 250: Triple Glazed Skylight Option Two - 3D Model 
Showing Concealed Louvre or Roller Blind Track 
ELEVATION OF SLOT + WITH UPHOLSTERED BLIND SECTION: 'SPACELOFT'
UPHOLSTERED BLIND
2 x LAYERS OF 10mm 'ULTRA THIN SPACELOFT' (NZ R-VALUE = 1.45 AT 20mm THICK)
[SUPPLIED BY ASPEN AEROGELS, USA]
IN UPHOLSTERED PILLOWS: SELECTED FABRIC BY INTERIORS TEAM
EQUIP. TO BE SPECIFIED:
RUN IN SUITABLE ROLLERS (THIN DIMS REQ, 45mm HEIGHT ALLOWED)
BETWEEN CEILING BATTENS - BATTENS AT 780 CRS, IN LINE WITH BEAMS.
EDGE FIXINGS REQUIRE SPECIFICATION, INCLUDING PULL HANDLE AT EDGE.
OPTIONS FOR KEEPING UPHOLSTERED BLIND FLAT
(IE. TO MAKE SURE NO GAPS TO CUT DOWN THERMAL PEFORMANCE)
1. RUN CHANNELS RECESS TO BEAMS
2. RUN WIRE ACCROSS WITH RING'S ATTACHED TO UPHOLSTERED CURTAIN





2 WIRES LOCATED EVENLY ACROSS SPACE
BLIND SIZE: 700- 750 WIDE x 2900 LONG x 6 BLINDS
NOTE: BLIND WILL EXTEND BACK INTO CEILING CAVITY 2900mm ON ONE SIDE













































































DETAILS TO BE CONFIRMED






FORM EXTERNAL RETRACTABLE LOUVRES (FIXED) IN 45 X 45 TIMBER FRAMES.
RUN IN ALUM / STEEL CHANNEL (ROLLERS REQUIRED?)
HINGE & ROLLING GEAR REQUIRES SPECIFICATION.
CONFIGURE 2 & 4 IN ORDER TO FIX DOWN TO CHANNEL
PLAY WITH RECESSING TO CANOPY EDGE IF POSSIBLE - DEPENDING ON FINALISED
CANOPY DETAIL, MAY ACHIEVE 2 PANELS FLUSH/ HIDDEN BEHIND LINE OF VERTICAL BATTENS
(ESP. IF LARGER SPACE IS ALLOWED FROM MODULE EDGE TO SKYLIGHT EDGE)
NOTE: CHANNEL WILL BE CONCEALED BEHIND FRONT PARAPET











































































Option Four: Two Falls, Thermal Heart Skylight  
A new roof drainage arrangement was sought to 
accommodate the reduced size of the skylight and the 
solid bulkhead section. Option Four saw the skylight 
divided into three falls and utilised the APL Thermal 
Heart frame [Figure 251 & Figure 252].  
 
 
Figure 251: Two Falls, Thermal Heart Skylight 
 
 
Figure 252: Two Falls, Thermal Heart Skylight - Roof Plan 
(RM) 
 
The APL frame is typically used with double glazing 
however, through the inclusion of an aluminium angle for 
increased strength, APL were able to customize the frame 
to support triple glazed IGU’s [Figure 253]. The thermal 
separation achieved by the plastic bridging component 
significantly improves the thermal performance of the 
Thermal Heart frame. It was proposed that the glazing 
bars get trimmed to fit with timber support beams [Figure 
254]. Drainage to the north of the skylight could be easily 
detailed so as to fall onto the now solid section of roof 
[Figure 255]. An exposed gutter could be used along the 
front edge of the skylight to be scuppered through the 
cladding to connect with the neighbouring module 
downpipe [Figure 256]. 
 
 
Figure 253: Thermal Heart Skylight Frame by APL - 
Customized for 42mm IGU 
 
 
Figure 254: Thermal Heart Skylight - Glazing Bar Trimmed to 
Fit with Timber Beam (RM) 
 
 
Figure 255: Thermal Heart Skylight - North Panel Draining 
Onto Solid Section of Roof (RM) 
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PARTIAL SECTION SHOWING SKYLIGHT TRANSITIONING ABOVE PARAPET
TURN DRAWING 90° TO READ
THERMAL HEART SKYLIGHT: PROPOSED DETAILS
16.09.10 [DRAWN BY R.M.] SCALE 1:5 @ A3
SKYLIGHT AT FRONT GUTTER SKYLIGHT DISCHARGING ONTO REAR ROOF
TIMBER BEAMS AT 1100 CRS
CENTRAL ALUM BAR AS SUPPLIED BY APL
SHOWN BEYOND (54 x 70) RUNS WITH FALL


























































SKYLIGHT AT FRONT GUTTER SKYLIGHT DISCHARGING ONTO REAR ROOF
TIMBER BEAMS AT 1100 CRS
CENTRAL ALUM BAR AS SUPPLIED BY APL
SHOWN BEYOND (54 x 70) RUNS WITH FALL





























































Figure 256: Thermal Heart Skylight - Exposed Front Gutter 
(RM) 
 
The proposed falls and heights caused the skylight to 
begin lower than the neighbouring module, but then to 
rise above its parapet [Figure 257]. This would require the 
skylight jamb to have a custom formed tapered flashing to 
waterproof the join between the skylight and the adjacent 
module [Figure 258 & Figure 259].  
 
 
Figure 257: Thermal Heart Skylight - Partial Section Showing 
Falls Above and Below Neighbouring Module (RM) 
 
 
Figure 258: Thermal Heart Skylight Jamb Detail - Skylight 
Below Parapet (RM) 
 
 
Figure 259: Thermal Heart Skylight Jamb Detail - Skylight 
Below Parapet (RM) 
SKYLIGHT AT FRONT GUTTER SKYLIGHT DISCHARGING ONTO REAR ROOF
TIMBER BEAMS AT 1100 CRS
CENTRAL ALUM BAR AS SUPPLIED BY APL
SHOWN BEYOND (54 x 70) RUNS WITH FALL
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PARTIAL SECTION SHOWING SKYLIGHT TRANSITIONING ABOVE PARAPET
TURN DRAWING 90° TO READ
THERMAL HEART SKYLIGHT: PROPOSED DETAILS
16.09.10 [DRAWN BY R.M.] SCALE 1:5 @ A3
FLASHINGS FIXED TO ANGLES THOUGH SEALANT,
TO CREATE PRESSURE EQUALISED CAVITY
CUSTOM WELDED PARAPET FLASHING
[NOTE: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARAPET
& SKYLIGHTLIGHT RAKE VARIES]
WELDED FLASHING: BELOW PARAPET
WELDED FLASHING: ABOVE PARAPET
DO WE NEED THE DOUBLE FLASHINGS OR
CAN WE GET AWAY WITH A SINGLE WELDED FLASHING?


























































FLASHINGS FIXED TO ANGLES THOUGH SEALANT,
TO CREATE PRESSURE EQUALISED CAVITY
CUSTOM WELDED PARAPET FLASHING
[NOTE: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARAPET
& SKYLIGHTLIGHT RAKE VARIES]
WELDED FLASHING: BELOW PARAPET
WELDED FLASHING: ABOVE PARAPET
DO WE NEED THE DOUBLE FLASHINGS OR
CAN WE GET AWAY WITH A SINGLE WELDED FLASHING?




























































Option Five: One Fall, Thermal Heart Skylight 
 
 
Figure 260: One Fall, Thermal Heart Skylight - Roof Plan (RM) 
 
This skylight utilised the same APL Frames to Option 
Four, however only one fall towards the front of the house 
was specified [Figure 260]. This had the advantage of 
running the joins in the IGU’s parallel to the fall and 
therefore achieving a better level of weathertightness and 
longevity at the silicon seal. Generally these frames will 
not accommodate a skylight with a pitch of less than 5º. 
There was however a possibility, through some minor 
adjustments, that APL could manufacture these frames fit 
for 3º. Both options were detailed to determine the effects 
of each [Figure 261]. Should the skylight have to fall at 5º 
then the jamb frame would ascend higher than the 
neighbouring parapet [Figure 262]. At 3º the frame would 
remain below the parapet. A 3º skylight was the preferred 
option as it would achieve a cleaner, and more easily 
weatherproofed connection and remain within the land 
transport height restrictions [Figure 263].  
 
 
Figure 261: One Fall at Both 3º and 5º (RM) 
 
 
Figure 262: Skylight Jamb Detail Ascending Above 






















































































SPOUTING AT FRONT DOOR, DRAINS 2 /3 rds OF SKYLIGHT,




















































GLASS CANOPY ON TIMBER FRAME SHOWN DOTTED





























































































ROOF / SKYLIGHT PLAN



















































SECTION: SKYLIGHT AT 5° FALL - TRAVERSES ABOVE PARAPET
SECTION THROUGH PARAPET EDGE
° SKYLIGHT FALL, HIGHEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT
CUSTOM WELDED PARAPET FLASHING
TO MATCH RAKE OF SKYLIGHT
FLASHING SHOWN AT HIGHTEST POINT
OPTION 2: BOX BEAM OF ADJACENT
MODULE COULD BE SHAPED TO RISE
WITH SKYLIGHT RAKE IF BENEFICIAL
FOR PARPET FLASHING DETAIL
SECTION THROUGH PARAPET EDGE
5° SKYLIGHT FALL, LOWEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT
CUSTOM WELDED PARAPET FLASHING
TO MATCH RAKE OF SKYLIGHT





5° SKYLIGHT FALL, LOWEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT
240 x 60 TIMBER RAFTER
RUNS CONTINUOUSLY BELOW
ALUM SKYLIGHT PROFILE,
INSTALL WITH 5 x 5 OR 5x 10























































Figure 263: Skylight Jamb Detail Remaining Below 
Neighbouring Parapet at 3º (RM) 
 
The skylight head and gutter details would be very similar 
to those of Option Four [Figure 264 & Figure 265]. A 
thermal roller blind could be incorporated within the solid 
bulkhead section of the roof [Figure 264]. The blind could 
then be drawn lengthwise with any tracks or hardware 
detailed along the jambs of the skylight frames. The new 
bulkhead roof also provided a space to install an external 
roller blind that could run parallel to the internal blind but 
on the outside of the skylight.  A variation of this skylight 
arrangement was also developed using APL’s Metro 
Thermal Heart Series frames [Figure 236]. 
 
 
Figure 264: One Fall, Skylight Head Detail at 3º (RM) 
 
 
Figure 265: One Fall, Skylight Gutter Detail at 3º (RM) 
 
 
SECTION THROUGH PARAPET EDGE
3° SKYLIGHT FALL, HIGHEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT
SECTION THROUGH PARAPET EDGE




CUSTOM WELDED DOUBLE LAYER PARAPET
FLASHING TO MATCH RAKE OF SKYLIGHT
DOUBLE FLASHING MAY BE ACHIEVABLE
TO GIVE PRESSURISED CAVITY ...WILL THIS
HELP TO CREATE A THERMAL AIR SEAL?
SECTION ABOVE BEAM
3° SKYLIGHT FALL, LOWEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT
240 x 60 TIMBER RAFTER
RUNS CONTINUOUSLY BELOW
ALUM SKYLIGHT PROFILE,
INSTALL WITH 5 x 5 OR 5x 10



















































3° OPTION: DETAIL 2
SECTION THROUGH PARAPET EDGE
3° SKYLIGHT FALL, LOWEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT
300 x 90 LVL BEAM,
SHOWN DOTTED BEHIND LININGS
AS PER ENGINEERS SELECTION
NOTE: SITS BEYOND LINE OF SKYLIGHT
PLY CARRIED UP TO UNDERSIDE OF GLASS
ALUM ANGLE TO CAP TOP OF WALL
200 x 90 LINTEL
IN LINE WITH POSTS BEYOND
(CONNECTS TO STRUCTURAL FRAME)
240 x 70mm TIMBER RAFTERS, 1000 CRS
RUN TO SKYLIGHT FALLS,
INSTALL FLUSH WITH ALUM SECTION
(SEE CORRESPONDING DETAIL)
EXTERNAL GLAZED (SINGLE) CANOPY ON TIMBER FRAME
2° FALL, FIXINGS TO BE CONFIRMED
TIMBER FRAME FIXES TO
EXTERNAL CANOPY FRAME NOT SHOWN IN DETAIL
THERMALLY BROKEN ALUM. SKYLIGHT FRAME
WITH DRAINAGE THROUGH BOTTOM EDGE AS SHOWN
3° FALL OPTION - REMAINS BELOW PARAPET LEVEL
GLAZING SUPPLIER TO CONFIRM BEST PERFORMANCE
TRIPLE / DOUBLE GLAZED COMBINATIONS
BOX SPOUTING (CUSTOM SIZE)
FLUSH WITH CLADDING EDGE
INSTALL WITH CONTINUOUS UNDERFLASHING
THERMALLY BROKEN ALUM
OR TIMBER BIFOLD DOORS
3 PANELS 2250 high x 910 - 1000 wide
MATERIAL DECISION T.B.C. BASED ON
PRICE/ SPONSERSHIP/ PERFORMANCE
INTERNAL JAMB DETAILS TO BE CONFIRMED:
OPTION 1 - RETURN PLY TO PROFILE EDGE
SECTION THROUGH PARAPET EDGE
3° SKYLIGHT FALL, HIGHEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT
PLY CARRIED UP TO UNDERSIDE OF GLASS
ALUM ANGLE TO CAP TOP OF WALL
THERMALLY RATED ROLLER BLIND
IN CUSTOM FORMED PLY NICHE



















































SECTION THROUGH PARAPET EDGE
3° SKYLIGHT FALL, LOWEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT
300 x 90 LVL BEAM,
SHOWN DOTTED BEHIND LININGS
AS PER ENGINEERS SELECTION
NOTE: SITS BEYOND LINE OF SKYLIGHT
PLY CARRIED UP TO UNDERSIDE OF GLASS
ALUM ANGLE TO CAP TOP OF WALL
200 x 90 LINTEL
IN LINE WITH POSTS BEYOND
(CONNECTS TO STRUCTURAL FRAME)
240 x 70mm TIMBER RAFTERS, 1000 CRS
RUN TO SKYLIGHT FALLS,
INSTALL FLUSH WITH ALUM SECTION
(SEE CORRESPONDING DETAIL)
EXTERNAL GLAZED (SINGLE) CANOPY ON TIMBER FRAME
2° FALL, FIXINGS TO BE CONFIRMED
TIMBER FRAME FIXES TO
EXTERNAL CANOPY FRAME NOT SHOWN IN DETAIL
THERMALLY BROKEN ALUM. SKYLIGHT FRAME
WITH DRAINAGE THROUGH BOTTOM EDGE AS SHOWN
3° FALL OPTION - REMAINS BELOW PARAPET LEVEL
GLAZING SUPPLIER TO CONFIRM BEST PERFORMANCE
TRIPLE / DOUBLE GLAZED COMBINATIONS
BOX SPOUTING (CUSTOM SIZE)
FLUSH WITH CLADDING EDGE
INSTALL WITH CONTINUOUS UNDERFLASHING
THERMALLY BROKEN ALUM
OR TIMBER BIFOLD DOORS
3 PANELS 2250 high x 910 - 1000 wide
MATERIAL DECISION T.B.C. BASED ON
PRICE/ SPONSERSHIP/ PERFORMANCE
INTERNAL JAMB DETAILS TO BE CONFIRMED:
OPTION 1 - RETURN PLY TO PROFILE EDGE
SECTION THROUGH PARAPET EDGE
3° SKYLIGHT FALL, HIGHEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT
PLY CARRIED UP TO UNDERSIDE OF GLASS
ALUM ANGLE TO CAP TOP OF WALL
THERMALLY RATED ROLLER BLIND
IN CUSTOM FORMED PLY NICHE





















































Option Six: One Fall, Thermosash 
Facing potential difficulty in achieving a fall of ≤ 3º, the 
design team approached commercial window 
manufacturer Thermosash for an alternative solution. 
Thermsash proposed the use of one of their typical 
extruded aluminium mullion frames to achieve the 3º fall. 
The IGU’s would each be structurally sealed to 
independent frames with the connection between skylight 
panels achieved by the ‘clicking’ together of the two 
frames [Figure 266]. This joint would then be 
weathersealed with silicon. This seal could be easily cut 
out and the frames disconnected to enable quick and easy 
disassembly. Although the integration of the Thermosash 
details were not fully explored, it was assumed that very 
similar waterproofing and flashing details to the APL 
Option Five would be used. Thermosash were quick to 
come back with an alternative frame arrangement which 
was very simple and proved to be the most well suited to 
the house. The detailing of this option is explained further 
in Chapter 6.2.8 Skylight Selection. 
 
 




6.2.2 Double Glazing 
Double glazing skylight options were explored only in so 
far as a change in the IGU specification from the triple 
glazed options described above. Most of the frames had 
been adapted from proprietry double-glazed frames and 
hence required little further investigation [Figure 267].  
 
 
Figure 267: APL - Thermally Broken Double Glazed Skylight 
Details 
 
The primary reason for exploring the use of double 
glazing was for comparative purposes only. Their analysis 
would give an understanding as to their impact on 
performance should other skylight options be infeasible, 
either due to expense or unavailability. The results of the 




6.2.3 2x Double Glazing 
Quadruple Glazing was again only hypothetically 
explored for the purpose of aquiring a thermal 






A proposal for the use of a polycarbonate material such as 
Danpalon was made for its potential to achieve a high R-
value, a diffusing of direct solar gains while also keeping 
costs down.  
 
Figure 268: Danpalon Panels (Everlight NZ Ltd, 2009) 
 
Performance characteristics of possible Danpalon options 
are summarised below. Double glazing is also presented 
here for comparative purposes. 
 
16mm Clear Multicell 
LT% ST% SR% SHGC R-value 
63.00 51.00 40.00 0.53 0.65 
 
16mm Double Glazed Clear Multicell + 16mm Clear 
Multicell* 
LT% ST% SR% SHGC R-value 
25.01 13.27 78.40 0.15 1.60 
 
2x 10mm Clear Multicell + Wool* 
LT% ST% SR% SHGC R-value 





10mm Double Glazed Clear Multicell + 16mm Clear 
Multicell* 
LT% ST% SR% SHGC R-value 
40.32 22.22 68.90 0.24 1.36 
 
Double Glazed Argon Fill Low-E* 
LT% ST% SR% SHGC R-value 
64.00 - - 0.27 0.83 
 
LT% = % of visible light transmission (400 – 700 nm) 
ST% = % of total solar radiation transmission (300 – 2800 
nm) 
SR% = % of total solar reflection (300 – 2800 nm) 
SHGC – Solar Heat Gain Coefficient, total solar energy 
transmitted through the panel 
 
It is important to note that many possible skylight options 
needed to be explored and in quick succession. Attention 
had to be paid to performance however time did not 
permit the development of each option to its full 
conclusion. Again, judgements had to be made based on 
the best evaluation of the information available. In this 
instance, the performance characteristics of the multi-
layered Danpalon systems were collated from a variety of 
sources with some estimations needed to fill in the gaps. 
I.e. thermal performance of some of the proposed 
combinations had not been verified, and data on the 
accumulative impact on light transmission and the SHGC 
was not available. The figures shown for the above 
options are not verified. 
 
Although the R-value and SHGC is improved with 
multiple layers of Danpalon, the visible light transmission 
is significantly reduced. The preferred Danpalon option 
would be the three layers of 16mm Clear Multicell 
achieving an R-value of R1.6, an SHGC of 0.15 and a 
visible light transmission of 25%. This option achieves 
superior thermal performance when compared to double 
glazing which has an R-Value of 0.83 and a SGHC of 
0.27, however the visible light transmission is far less 
(Double glazing LT% = 64%). Danpalon panels are also 
 
p147 
extremely light weight (4kg per m2) and flexible, both 
important factors considering assembly and transportation 
requirements. 
Draft details were prepared to help determine the 
appropriateness of a 3 layer Multicell option for use in the 
skylight [Figure 269, Figure 270, Figure 271, Figure 272 
& Figure 273]. A layer of 6mm PSP ‘Satin Ice’ Perspex 
was added to the underside of the skylight to help conceal 
the framing and flatten the striped appearance of the 
multicell. This would further reduce the visible light 
transmission down 23% (Crystal Satin Ice LT% = 92%). 
The impact of the Perspex layer on the overall R-value 
and the SHGC is unknown but assumed to be minimal.  
An initial cost estimate from supplier Everlight for single 
layer 16mm x 1040mm panels with AB bar = $350 – 370 
per m2. If, for arguments sake, this cost was applied to the 
3x 16mm option the skylight would cost a total of approx. 
$350 x 3 x 9 = $9,450.  
 
 
Figure 269: Danpalon Skylight - Drainage Plan (RM) 
 
Figure 270: Danpalon Skylight - Gutter Detail (RM) 
 
 
Figure 271: Danpalon Skylight - Apex Detail (RM) 
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SELECTED CLADDING OVER DOOR HEAD:
WEATHERBOARD OR ETCHED ALUM PANEL
NOTE: CANOPY WILL FIX TO THIS WALL
APL 'THERMAL HEART' ALUM BI-FOLD DOOR PROFILE SHOWN
NOTE: WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS APPLY, 2400 X 700 IS CLOSE TO
MAXIMUM PANEL SIZE
TOP OF ADJACENT PARAPET SHOWN BEYOND
VERTICAL BATTENS SHOWN BEYOND
DANPALON SKYLIGHT: OPTION 1
LONG DIRECTION SHOWN
ALUM / COLOURSTEEL FLASHING,
NOTE: SKYLIGHT RAKES ACROSS FRONT ELEVATION
INTERIOR LININGS (PLY?) RETURN DOWN TO 2400 CEILING LEVEL
&  RETURN TO FORM WINDOW JAMB
GAP REQ. BETWEEN BASE OF VERTICAL BATTENS & TOP OF PARAPET; 25 OR 50mm?
   TIMBER LOUVRED CANOPY BI-FOLDS DOWN OVER SKYLIGHT FROM THIS POINT.
    METAL CHANNEL REQ. TO RUN ACCROSS TOP OF SKYLIGHT TO RUN BIFOLD ROLLERS.
    DETAIL TO BE CONFIRMED.
DANPALON EDGE SEALED IN 'F-SECTION,' 150mm FLASHING, SEALANTS
& COMPRESSIBLE FOAM INSTALLED AS PER SUPPLIERS DETAILS


















INTERIOR CEILING LINING: 6mm PSP 'SATIN ICE' PERSPEX,
SUPPORTED ON 25-35 x 135 TIMBER BATTENS
CONCERN: LIGHT QUALITY, CHECK PRODUCT SAMPLES
DANPALON ROOF (WATERTIGHT LAYER, 5° FALL)
ON DANPALON 'AB BARS' SET TO FALLS,
INSTALL CAPS AS PER DANPALON'S STANDARD SYSTEM
2 LAYERS OF 16mm DANPALON BELOW ROOFLINE (INSULATION)











INTERIOR CEILING LINING: PSP 'SATIN ICE' PERSPEX,
SUPPORTED ON 25-35 x 135 TIMBER BATTENS
CONCERN: LIGHT QUALITY, CHECK PRODUCT SAMPLES
NOTE: PACK SOFT INSULATION (BATTS)
UDNER RIDGE & AROUND SADDLE FLASHING
TO CREATE CONTINUOUS INSULATION
LINE BETWEEN ALL DANPALON ELEMENTS
190 x 90 FLITCH BEAM AT RIDGE
ENGINEER TO CONFIRM SIZE & FIXING
DANPALON EDGE SEALED IN 'F-SECTION,'
WITH 200mm RIDGE FLASHING.
INSTALL SEALANTS & COMPRESSIBLE























NOTE: CAN BE NARROWED DEPENDING
ON DESIRED INSULATION VALUES
DANPALON SKYLIGHT: OPTION 1
SHORT DIRECTION SHOWN
PARAPET TO NEIGHBOURING MOUDULE
(1.5° WPM ROOF OVER PLY)
CONSTRUCT TO NZBC:E2 REQUIREMENTS
DANPALON EDGE FORMED WITH ALL
ENDCAPS AS PER SUPPLIERS DETAILS.
UNDERFLASHING SEALED TO GUTTER EDGE
MEMBRANE GUTTER, 0.5° FALL,
TO DRAIN 1/2 SKYLIGHT [AREA = 6.5m]
NOTE: DETAIL SHOWS LOWEST POINT
ADDITIONAL LAYERS OF DANPALON SUPPORTED
EITHER SIDE ON 45 x 45 ANGLES, FIXED TO 'AB BAR'
CUSTOM WELDED SADDLE FLASHING TO






















































SELECTED CLADDING OVER DOOR HEAD:
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SELECTED CLADDING OVER DOOR HEAD:
WEATHERBOARD OR ETCHED ALUM PANEL
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NOTE: CAN BE NARROWED DEPENDING
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Figure 273: Danpalon Skylight – AB Bar Detail (Everlight NZ 
Ltd, 2009) 
 
Danpalon would certainly diffuse direct sunlight and 
reduce solar heat gains, however there was some doubt as 
to just how visually effective it would be in situ. With the 
skylight directly between two large glazed bi-fold doors, 
it may in fact appear a lot duller than anticipated relative 
to the very light (particularly if open) doors. Figure 274 
presents an example of Danpalon used within what 
appears to be an otherwise very dark space with few, if 
any, windows. Figure 275 & Figure 276 demonstrate 
Danpalon’s use in very light situations resulting in the 
panels appearing quite dull in comparison. Alternative 
skylight options continued to be explored in an attempt to 
achieve a better visual quality while still maintaining a 
high level of thermal performance. 
 
 
Figure 274: Example of Danpalon - Skylight 
 
 
Figure 275: Example of Danpalon - Lincoln Rd, Auckland 
(Everlight NZ Ltd, 2009) 
 
 





SELECTED CLADDING OVER DOOR HEAD:
WEATHERBOARD OR ETCHED ALUM PANEL
NOTE: CANOPY WILL FIX TO THIS WALL
APL 'THERMAL HEART' ALUM BI-FOLD DOOR PROFILE SHOWN
NOTE: WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS APPLY, 2400 X 700 IS CLOSE TO
MAXIMUM PANEL SIZE
TOP OF ADJACENT PARAPET SHOWN BEYOND
VERTICAL BATTENS SHOWN BEYOND
DANPALON SKYLIGHT: OPTION 1
LONG DIRECTION SHOWN
ALUM / COLOURSTEEL FLASHING,
NOTE: SKYLIGHT RAKES ACROSS FRONT ELEVATION
INTERIOR LININGS (PLY?) RETURN DOWN TO 2400 CEILING LEVEL
&  RETURN TO FORM WINDOW JAMB
GAP REQ. BETWEEN BASE OF VERTICAL BATTENS & TOP OF PARAPET; 25 OR 50mm?
   TIMBER LOUVRED CANOPY BI-FOLDS DOWN OVER SKYLIGHT FROM THIS POINT.
    METAL CHANNEL REQ. TO RUN ACCROSS TOP OF SKYLIGHT TO RUN BIFOLD ROLLERS.
    DETAIL TO BE CONFIRMED.
DANPALON EDGE SEALED IN 'F-SECTION,' 150mm FLASHING, SEALANTS
& COMPRESSIBLE FOAM INSTALLED AS PER SUPPLIERS DETAILS


















INTERIOR CEILING LINING: 6mm PSP 'SATIN ICE' PERSPEX,
SUPPORTED ON 25-35 x 135 TIMBER BATTENS
CONCERN: LIGHT QUALITY, CHECK PRODUCT SAMPLES
DANPALON ROOF (WATERTIGHT LAYER, 5° FALL)
ON DANPALON 'AB BARS' SET TO FALLS,
INSTALL CAPS AS PER DANPALON'S STANDARD SYSTEM
2 LAYERS OF 16mm DANPALON BELOW ROOFLINE (INSULATION)











INTERIOR CEILING LINING: PSP 'SATIN ICE' PERSPEX,
SUPPORTED ON 25-35 x 135 TIMBER BATTENS
CONCERN: LIGHT QUALITY, CHECK PRODUCT SAMPLES
NOTE: PACK SOFT INSULATION (BATTS)
UDNER RIDGE & AROUND SADDLE FLASHING
TO CREATE CONTINUOUS INSULATION
LINE BETWEEN ALL DANPALON ELEMENTS
190 x 90 FLITCH BEAM AT RIDGE
ENGINEER TO CONFIRM SIZE & FIXING
DANPALON EDGE SEALED IN 'F-SECTION,'
WITH 200mm RIDGE FLASHING.
INSTALL SEALANTS & COMPRESSIBLE























NOTE: CAN BE NARROWED DEPENDING
ON DESIRED INSULATION VALUES
DANPALON SKYLIGHT: OPTION 1
SHORT DIRECTION SHOWN
PARAPET TO NEIGHBOURING MOUDULE
(1.5° WPM ROOF OVER PLY)
CONSTRUCT TO NZBC:E2 REQUIREMENTS
DANPALON EDGE FORMED WITH ALL
ENDCAPS AS PER SUPPLIERS DETAILS.
UNDERFLASHING SEALED TO GUTTER EDGE
MEMBRANE GUTTER, 0.5° FALL,
TO DRAIN 1/2 SKYLIGHT [AREA = 6.5m]
NOTE: DETAIL SHOWS LOWEST POINT
ADDITIONAL LAYERS OF DANPALON SUPPORTED
EITHER SIDE ON 45 x 45 ANGLES, FIXED TO 'AB BAR'
CUSTOM WELDED SADDLE FLASHING TO

























































Figure 277: ETFE - Pasadena Art Centre by Daly Genik 
Architects (Woyke, 2007)  
 
ETFE (ethylene tetrafluoroethylene) was explored for its 
ability to accommodate; high levels of light transmission, 
variable shading, insulation, large spans, self-cleaning, 
lightweight and high strength, all in one system. The 
insulation and visible light transmission properties of 





U-Value (Wm-2K) R-Value LT%* 
2 2.94 0.34 93 
3 1.96 0.51 86 
4 1.47 0.68 80 
5 1.18 0.85 74 
* Compound LT% estimated based on 93% LT of single 
layer of ETFE. 
The Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) for Etfe foils 
can range between 0.05 – 0.85 depending on the types of 
additional coatings and colorings (Robinson, 2004). 
Furthermore, systems such as Vector Foiltech’s Texlon 
multi-layered construction can change their insulation and 
solar transmission as required (Vector Foiltec, 2010). 
With overlapped graphics and patterns the Texlon foils 
can be pneumatically reconfigured to allow more or less 
direct solar gains [Figure 278, Figure 279 & Figure 280]. 
By inflating and deflating the internal ETFE foils, the 
inverted patterns either align to provide shade or open to 
allow light to pass through. These ambitious properties 
were of great appeal to the design team considering the 
overheating issues that the house was facing. There would 
obviously be significant cost in incorporating a complex 
system of this nature. Some of these costs, however, 
would be offset by the fact that an additional shading 
system is not required. 
 








Figure 280: ETFE Variable Texlon - Duxford Visitors Centre 
(Vector Foiltec, 2010) 
 
p150 
Detailed drawings were again quickly established for 
review by engineers, suppliers and the rest of the design 
team [Figure 281, Figure 282 & Figure 283]. An option of 
utilising ETFE for variable shading and rainwater 
drainage in combination with a triple-glazed skylight was 
also explored. This had the main advantage of increased 
insulation and management of thermal bridging while also 
providing an effective means of shading [Figure 284 & 
Figure 285] The complexity and cost for this option were 




Figure 281: ETFE Skylight - Roof Plan (RM) 
 
Figure 282: ETFE Skylight - Gutter Detail at Pillow Edge (RM) 
 
 








































































SELECTED W.P.M ON H3.2 TREATED PLY ON BATTENS, HEIGHTS TO SUIT
REMOVES CONSENT ISSUES AS INSULATION PANELS ARE WELL BELOW MEMBRANE.
BATTENS MUST OCCUR AT 400 CRS, GUTTER LOCATIONS COULD BE PLANNED TO OPTIMISE
60mm RECTANGULAR ALUM DP TO EACH
MODULE, SCUPPER FROM GUTTER.
60 -65mm CAVITY REQUIRED TO REAR
OF DWELLING TO FIT DP.
WELD OVERFLOW TO FRONT OF DP TO TRAVEL
BEYOND / FLUSH WITH TIMBER CLADDING
IF REQ. UNDER CODE STOP CLADDING EITHER
SIDE OF DP & WPM BEHIND IE. ISOLATE FROM
CAVITY RATHER THAN RUNNING THROUGH
CAVITY (NZBC COMPLIANCE)
DOTTED LINE INDICATES RING CUT
OCCURRING BELOW PARAPET





























































FLOOR TO CEILING HEIGHT = 2400
ROOF ENCLOSURE
PILLOW SIZE
APPROX 3000 x 5200
DRAINS TO GUTTER EACH SIDE (DETAIL PROVIDED)
CORNER IS CUT OUT IN DISCONTINUOUS OPTION
CLAMP TO TRAVEL AROUND 90° (SHOWN LEFT IN PLAN VIEW)
OR CAN CLAMP BE DISCONTINUED (AS SHOWN RIGHT)?
PLEASE CONFIRM OPTIONS FOR THIS DETAIL
WHERE PILLOWS JOIN - IS A GUTTER REQUIRED?
PLEASE CONFIRM HOW FRAME MUST BE FORMED AT CORNER
(DOTTED) AS THIS AFFECTS OUR GUTTER & PARAPET OPTIONS:




PRELIMINARY DETAIL DRAWN AT 1:5





APPROX 3000 x 1600
NO DRAINAGE INTENDED AS AREA IS LESS THAN 6m2
(ALLOWABLE UNDER NZBC)
FIXINGS: TO VERTICAL TIMBER STRUCTURE OCCURRING ALONG SHORT EDGES (NOT SHOWN HERE)
AND WHERE JOINS TO MAIN ROOF PILLOW
NOTE: FRONT EDGE PROPOSED TO BE VERY FINE, MODIFIED CLAMP ONLY IF SPAN IS POSSIBLE
(NO SECONDARY SUPPORT ALONG FRONT EDGE IF NOT REQUIRED)
EXTERNAL VERANDAH
PILLOW SIZE
APPROX 3000 x 1600
NO DRAINAGE INTENDED AS AREA IS LESS THAN 6m2
(ALLOWABLE UNDER NZBC)
FIXINGS: TO VERTICAL TIMBER STRUCTURE OCCURRING ALONG SHORT EDGES (NOT SHOWN HERE)
AND WHERE JOINS TO MAIN ROOF PILLOW
NOTE: FRONT EDGE PROPOSED TO BE VERY FINE, MODIFIED CLAMP ONLY IF SPAN IS POSSIBLE




EXTERNAL PARAPET EXTENDS HIGHER AT FRONT EDGE,
REFER PLAN & ADDITIONAL DETAILS
CONCEALED GUTTER ALONG FRONT EDGE.
MEMBRANE STEEL/ ALUM CHANNEL TO KEEP MIN DEPTHS.
ISSUE: SCUPPER/ DRAIN TO WHERE?
EXTERNAL (VERANDAH) ETFE PILLOW
ISSUE:
REALLY HEAVY AESTHETICALLY!
PARAPET COULD END HERE -
IE. BE MUCH THINNER THAN WALL!
OPTIONS: ALUM TO MATCH BI-FOLD JOINERY
OR USE FALSE FIXED WINDOW ABOVE TO KEEP
THE EXTERNAL LOOK CONSISTENT
EXTERNAL CLADDING LINE (BOARD)
NOTE: WILL BE MASKED BY VERTICAL SLATS
FROM SOLAR PANEL CANOPY
" !
#
EXTERNAL PARAPET EXTENDS HIGHER AT FRONT EDGE,
REFER PLAN & ADDITIONAL DETAILS
SKYLIGHT PARAPET SET 125mm BELOW EXTERNAL PARAPET.
ETFE PILLOW FIXING DOUBLES AS FLASHING - ASK SUPPLIER
IF THIS CAN BE ANGLED 5° TOWARD GUTTER
(MIN PARAPET FALL TO COMPLY WITH NZBC)
BOTTOM EDGE OF ETFE PILLOW (250mm OVERALL)
RETURN PLY TO SKYLIGHT OR
CONTINUE EXTERNAL WEATHERBOARD INTERNALLY
TOP OF ETFE PILLOW LEVEL WITH TOP OF PARAPET
NOTE: COULD SHIFT PILLOW UP ABOVE PARAPET
LEVEL - WOULD ALLOW 265mm CEILING INSULATION
TO CONTINUE RIGHT BELOW ETFE GUTTER
EFTE PILLOW CLAMP SHOWN SIMILAR TO
'BEIJING WATER CUBE' FIXING, BIRD WIRE
FIXING OPTIONAL.
STEEL BEAM OR TIMBER, MUST BE DETAILED
APPROPRIATELY FOR THERMAL BREAKS
ETFE - PRELIMINARY DETAILS
GUTTER DETAIL AT PILLOW EDGE
SCALE 1:25
FIRST SHOT AT DETAILS, 05.08.10 [DRAWN BY R.M.]
SCALES: 1:25 & 1:5 AT A2
PRELIMINARY DETAIL WHERE PILLOWS MEET
SCALE 1:25
NOTE: WE ARE WORKING THROUGH VARIOUS OPTIONS ON THIS
BUT THOUGHT TO SHOW IT TO INDICATE WHAT WE MEAN BY








































































SELECTED W.P.M ON H3.2 TREATED PLY ON BATTENS, HEIGHTS TO SUIT
REMOVES CONSENT ISSUES AS INSULATION PANELS ARE WELL BELOW MEMBRANE.
BATTENS MUST OCCUR AT 400 CRS, GUTTER LOCATIONS COULD BE PLANNED TO OPTIMISE
60mm RECTANGULAR ALUM DP TO EACH
MODULE, SCUPPER FROM GUTTER.
60 -65mm CAVITY REQUIRED TO REAR
OF DWELLING TO FIT DP.
WELD OVERFLOW TO FRONT OF DP TO TRAVEL
BEYOND / FLUSH WITH TIMBER CLADDING
IF REQ. UNDER CODE STOP CLADDING EITHER
SIDE OF DP & WPM BEHIND IE. ISOLATE FROM
CAVITY RATHER THAN RUNNING THROUGH
CAVITY (NZBC COMPLIANCE)
DOTTED LINE INDICATES RING CUT
OCCURRING BELOW PARAPET





























































FLOOR TO CEILING HEIGHT = 2400
ROOF ENCLOSURE
PILLOW SIZE
APPROX 3000 x 5200
DRAINS TO GUTTER EACH SIDE (DETAIL PROVIDED)
CORNER IS CUT OUT IN DISCONTINUOUS OPTION
CLAMP TO TRAVEL AROUND 90° (SHOWN LEFT IN PLAN VIEW)
OR CAN CLAMP BE DISCONTINUED (AS SHOWN RIGHT)?
PLEASE CONFIRM OPTIONS FOR THIS DETAIL
WHERE PILLOWS JOIN - IS A GUTTER REQUIRED?
PLEASE CONFIRM HOW FRAME MUST BE FORMED AT CORNER
(DOTTED) AS THIS AFFECTS OUR GUTTER & PARAPET OPTIONS:




PRELIMINARY DETAIL DRAWN AT 1:5





APPROX 3000 x 1600
NO DRAINAGE INTENDED AS AREA IS LESS THAN 6m2
(ALLOWABLE UNDER NZBC)
FIXINGS: TO VERTICAL TIMBER STRUCTURE OCCURRING ALONG SHORT EDGES (NOT SHOWN HERE)
AND WHERE JOINS TO MAIN ROOF PILLOW
NOTE: FRONT EDGE PROPOSED TO BE VERY FINE, MODIFIED CLAMP ONLY IF SPAN IS POSSIBLE
(NO SECONDARY SUPPORT ALONG FRONT EDGE IF NOT REQUIRED)
EXTERNAL VERANDAH
PILLOW SIZE
APPROX 3000 x 1600
NO DRAINAGE INTENDED AS AREA IS LESS THAN 6m2
(ALLOWABLE UNDER NZBC)
FIXINGS: TO VERTICAL TIMBER STRUCTURE OCCURRING ALONG SHORT EDGES (NOT SHOWN HERE)
AND WHERE JOINS TO MAIN ROOF PILLOW
NOTE: FRONT EDGE PROPOSED TO BE VERY FINE, MODIFIED CLAMP ONLY IF SPAN IS POSSIBLE




EXTERNAL PARAPET EXTENDS HIGHER AT FRONT EDGE,
REFER PLAN & ADDITIONAL DETAILS
CONCEALED GUTTER ALONG FRONT EDGE.
MEMBRANE STEEL/ ALUM CHANNEL TO KEEP MIN DEPTHS.
ISSUE: SCUPPER/ DRAIN TO WHERE?
EXTERNAL (VERANDAH) ETFE PILLOW
ISSUE:
REALLY HEAVY AESTHETICALLY!
PARAPET COULD END HERE -
IE. BE MUCH THINNER THAN WALL!
OPTIONS: ALUM TO MATCH BI-FOLD JOINERY
OR USE FALSE FIXED WINDOW ABOVE TO KEEP
THE EXTERNAL LOOK CONSISTENT
EXTERNAL CLADDING LINE (BOARD)
NOTE: WILL BE MASKED BY VERTICAL SLATS
FROM SOLAR PANEL CANOPY
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#
EXTERNAL PARAPET EXTENDS HIGHER AT FRONT EDGE,
REFER PLAN & ADDITIONAL DETAILS
SKYLIGHT PARAPET SET 125mm BELOW EXTERNAL PARAPET.
ETFE PILLOW FIXING DOUBLES AS FLASHING - ASK SUPPLIER
IF THIS CAN BE ANGLED 5° TOWARD GUTTER
(MIN PARAPET FALL TO COMPLY WITH NZBC)
BOTTOM EDGE OF ETFE PILLOW (250mm OVERALL)
RETURN PLY TO SKYLIGHT OR
CONTINUE EXTERNAL WEATHERBOARD INTERNALLY
TOP OF ETFE PILLOW LEVEL WITH TOP OF PARAPET
NOTE: COULD SHIFT PILLOW UP ABOVE PARAPET
LEVEL - WOULD ALLOW 265mm CEILING INSULATION
TO CONTINUE RIGHT BELOW ETFE GUTTER
EFTE PILLOW CLAMP SHOWN SIMILAR TO
'BEIJING WATER CUBE' FIXING, BIRD WIRE
FIXING OPTIONAL.
STEEL BEAM OR TIMBER, MUST BE DETAILED
APPROPRIATELY FOR THERMAL BREAKS
ETFE - PRELIMINARY DETAILS
GUTTER DETAIL AT PILLOW EDGE
SCALE 1:25
FIRST SHOT AT DETAILS, 05.08.10 [DRAWN BY R.M.]
SCALES: 1:25 & 1:5 AT A2
PRELIMINARY DETAIL WHERE PILLOWS MEET
SCALE 1:25
NOTE: WE ARE WORKING THROUGH VARIOUS OPTIONS ON THIS
BUT THOUGHT TO SHOW IT TO INDICATE WHAT WE MEAN BY








































































SELECTED W.P.M ON H3.2 TREATED PLY ON BATTENS, HEIGHTS TO SUIT
REMOVES CONSENT ISSUES AS INSULATION PANELS ARE WELL BELOW MEMBRANE.
BATTENS MUST OCCUR AT 400 CRS, GUTTER LOCATIONS COULD BE PLANNED TO OPTIMISE
60mm RECTANGULAR ALUM DP TO EACH
MODULE, SCUPPER FROM GUTTER.
60 -65mm CAVITY REQUIRED TO REAR
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WELD OVERFLOW TO FRONT OF DP TO TRAVEL
BEYOND / FLUSH WITH TIMBER CLADDING
IF REQ. UNDER CODE STOP CLADDING EITHER
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CAVITY RATHER THAN RUNNING THROUGH
CAVITY (NZBC COMPLIANCE)
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FLOOR TO CEILING HEIGHT = 2400
ROOF ENCLOSURE
PILLOW SIZE
APPROX 3000 x 5200
DRAINS TO GUTTER EACH SIDE (DETAIL PROVIDED)
CORNER IS CUT OUT IN DISCONTINUOUS OPTION
CLAMP TO TRAVEL AROUND 90° (SHOWN LEFT IN PLAN VIEW)
OR CAN CLAMP BE DISCONTINUED (AS SHOWN RIGHT)?
PLEASE CONFIRM OPTIONS FOR THIS DETAIL
WHERE PILLOWS JOIN - IS A GUTTER REQUIRED?
PLEASE CONFIRM HOW FRAME MUST BE FORMED AT CORNER
(DOTTED) AS THIS AFFECTS OUR GUTTER & PARAPET OPTIONS:




PRELIMINARY DETAIL DRAWN AT 1:5





APPROX 3000 x 1600
NO DRAINAGE INTENDED AS AREA IS LESS THAN 6m2
(ALLOWABLE UNDER NZBC)
FIXINGS: TO VERTICAL TIMBER STRUCTURE OCCURRING ALONG SHORT EDGES (NOT SHOWN HERE)
AND WHERE JOINS TO MAIN ROOF PILLOW
NOTE: FRONT EDGE PROPOSED TO BE VERY FINE, MODIFIED CLAMP ONLY IF SPAN IS POSSIBLE
(NO SECONDARY SUPPORT ALONG FRONT EDGE IF NOT REQUIRED)
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NOTE: FRONT EDGE PROPOSED TO BE VERY FINE, MODIFIED CLAMP ONLY IF SPAN IS POSSIBLE




EXTERNAL PARAPET EXTENDS HIGHER AT FRONT EDGE,
REFER PLAN & ADDITIONAL DETAILS
CONCEALED GUTTER ALONG FRONT EDGE.
MEMBRANE STEEL/ ALUM CHANNEL TO KEEP MIN DEPTHS.
ISSUE: SCUPPER/ DRAIN TO WHERE?
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ISSUE:
REALLY HEAVY AESTHETICALLY!
PARAPET COULD END HERE -
IE. BE MUCH THINNER THAN WALL!
OPTIONS: ALUM TO MATCH BI-FOLD JOINERY
OR USE FALSE FIXED WINDOW ABOVE TO KEEP
THE EXTERNAL LOOK CONSISTENT
EXTERNAL CLADDING LINE (BOARD)
NOTE: WILL BE MASKED BY VERTICAL SLATS
FROM SOLAR PANEL CANOPY
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EXTERNAL PARAPET EXTENDS HIGHER AT FRONT EDGE,
REFER PLAN & ADDITIONAL DETAILS
SKYLIGHT PARAPET SET 125mm BELOW EXTERNAL PARAPET.
ETFE PILLOW FIXING DOUBLES AS FLASHING - ASK SUPPLIER
IF THIS CAN BE ANGLED 5° TOWARD GUTTER
(MIN PARAPET FALL TO COMPLY WITH NZBC)
BOTTOM EDGE OF ETFE PILLOW (250mm OVERALL)
RETURN PLY TO SKYLIGHT OR
CONTINUE EXTERNAL WEATHERBOARD INTERNALLY
TOP OF ETFE PILLOW LEVEL WITH TOP OF PARAPET
NOTE: COULD SHIFT PILLOW UP ABOVE PARAPET
LEVEL - WOULD ALLOW 265mm CEILING INSULATION
TO CONTINUE RIGHT BELOW ETFE GUTTER
EFTE PILLOW CLAMP SHOWN SIMILAR TO
'BEIJING WATER CUBE' FIXING, BIRD WIRE
FIXING OPTIONAL.
STEEL BEAM OR TIMBER, MUST BE DETAILED
APPROPRIATELY FOR THERMAL BREAKS
ETFE - PRELIMINARY DETAILS
GUTTER DETAIL AT PILLOW EDGE
SCALE 1:25
FIRST SHOT AT DETAILS, 05.08.10 [DRAWN BY R.M.]
SCALES: 1:25 & 1:5 AT A2
PRELIMINARY DETAIL WHERE PILLO S EET
SCALE 1:25
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BUT THOUGHT TO SHOW IT TO INDICATE HAT E MEAN BY





Figure 284: ETFE & Triple-Glazing - Gutter Detail and Bi-
Fold Door Junction (RM) 
 
 
Figure 285: ETFE & Triple-Glazing - Jamb Detail at Module 
Join (RM) 
 
Although complex an ETFE system could be adapted for 
the First Light house, however there still existed many 
uncertainties as to its appropriateness. The insulating 
advantages that ETFE offered were minimal and the 
variable shading system might be susceptible to problems 
through multiple assemblies. It was also felt that this level 
of technical and mechanical complexity was moving away 
from the simplistic “bach” concept. An ETFE skylight 
would undoubtably open up the house to the sky but at the 
risk of poor thermal performance and confusing the core 
concept. The risks involved with an ETFE skylight option 
far outweighed its advantages, returning the design team 
to the drawing board to find a more suitable solution. 
 
 
6.2.6 Aerogel Profilit 
An Aerogel skylight option was explored in an attempt to 
achieve the best possible thermal performance while still 
maintaining a high level of visible light transmission. 
Pilkington Profilit channel glazing can be integrated with 
25mm of polycarbonate encased Lumira Aerogel to create 
a highly insulated and transluscent panalised system 
(Technical Glass Products, 2011) [Figure 286].  
 
 
Figure 286: Pilkington Profilit Channel Glass with Luminaire 
Aerogel 
 
The performance characteristics of Profilit channel 
glazing with Luminaire Aerogel are as follows (Technical 
Glass Products, 2011): 
Profilit Luminaire 
LT% SHGC U-Value  R-Value 
38.0% 0.31 0.19 5.26 
 
This system achieves an extremely high R-value to Light 
Transmission ratio. Although it is reported to have an R-
value of R5.26 there is some concern as to the amount of 
thermal bridging that may be occurring at the joint 
between channels. In any case, this option presented the 
best possible thermal performance characteristics, on 
paper, out of any of the skylight options explored. Details 
for the integration of the Profilit channel glazing were 
developed to test for its appropriateness to the First Light 





















SIZE & SPACING TO BE CONFIRMED
HORIZONTAL BATTEN SHOWN DOTTED






























SECTION DETAIL: ROOF JUNCTION AT BI-FOLD DOOR
PLAN DETAIL: BI-FOLD DOOR JAMB
NO DRAINAGE ALLOWED
COPPER (OTHER METAL) FLASHING
MAY NEED TO BE CUSTOM FORMED TO
FIT SPACE AVAILABLE (100mm DEPTH)
WEATHERBOARD CLADDING TO BEAM
NOTE: CANOPY WILL FIX TO THIS WALL
APL 'THERMAL HEART' ALUM BI-FOLD DOOR PROFILE SHOWN
NOTE: WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS APPLY, 2400 X 700 IS CLOSE TO
MAXIMUM PANEL SIZE
TOP OF ADJACENT PARAPET SHOWN BEYOND
VERTICAL BATTENS SHOWN BEYOND
DRAINAGE WHERE?
TOBIAS SUGGESTS FREE FALLING TO
 A PEBBLE DRAIN AT GROUND LEVEL
BEAM CENTRES T.B.C.



































































TOP OF ETFE PILLOW LEVEL

























































EDGE OF COPPER SPOUTING BELOW
MAY REQUIRE CUSTOM PROFILE





























EDGE OF TRIPLE GLAZED SKYLIGHT PROFILE
SHOWN DOTTED BELOW EFTE ROOF
MO D U LE
165
ATTACH ED  TO  M OD ULE
WELDED SUPPORT




1. ETFE FRAME SET TO A CONSTANT
 0.5° FALL (50mm HEIGHT REQ.)
2. SET EFTE FRAME ON CONTSTANT
RADIUS TO ACHIEVE HIGH POINT AT CETNRE
NOTE: HEIGHT TO ACHIEVE 1.5° FALL = 150mm
PLAN DETAIL: ROOF AT CORNER
SECTION DETAIL: ROOF JUNCTION TO MODULE
RETURN PLY CEILING LINING TO SKYLIGHT EDGE
MITRED OR SQUARE JOINT T.B.C.
TRIPLE GLAZING SHOWN IN THERMALLY
BROKEN FRAME (APL) FOR EASE OF
CONSTRUCTION/ TRANSPORT & WEIGHT
CONFIRM NECESSITY WITH GLAZING SUPPLIER
250 LVL
WELDED STEEL CHANNEL & PLATE TO SUPPORT
PROPRIETRY ETFE FRAME
(COMES COMPLETE WITH SECONDARY DRAINAGE
& DRAINAGE CAP) SIDE FIX STEEL PLATE TO MODULE.











































































































































CENTERING CLIP FOR 
LUMIRA AEROGEL SYSTEM
Light Transmission
U Value (Glass Only)
0.63
0.49
UninsulatedK 25/60 Series Profilit
Solar Heat Gain Coeff. (SHGC)
Coeff. (SHGC) (NFRC 200)
70%









































Figure 287: Profilit Aerogel Channel Glazing - Roof Plan (RM) 
 
 
Figure 288: Profilit Aerogel Channel Glazing – Section (RM) 
 
Great difficulty was found in the detailing of this system 
due to the team’s inexperience with its use coupled with 
the unavailability of any examples of its application in 
New Zealand. Extensive correspondence with Pilkingtons 
would have been necessary to develop the skylight to a 
level fit for use in the First Light house, including the 
requirements of disassembly and transportation. The 
rudimentary details presented here were sufficient to 
predict the Profilits viability and to give the Building 
Performance team the data required to assess its thermal 
performance [Figure 289 & Figure 290 & Figure 291]. 
The results of this are presented in Chapter 6.2.7 
Performance Comparison. 
 
Figure 289: Profilit Channel Glazing - Gutter Detail (RM) 
 
 
Figure 290: Profilit Channel Glazing - Gutter Detail 2 (RM) 
 
 
Figure 291: Profilit Channel Glazing - Ridge Detail (RM) 
















































































PLAN: ROOF CHANNEL GLAZED
SCALE 1:50
GUTTERS FALL TO REAR SPOUTING,


























































TIMBER BEAMS SHOWN DOTTED BELOW SKYLIGHT
CHANNEL DIRECTION: OPEN TO WHICHEVER


































































































240 x45 TIMBER B EAM (OVE RS IZED FOR AESTHETICS),
NOTCHE D HEAV ILY AT ENDS,  780 CRS, 3m  SPAN
SUPPORTS  SK YLIGHT A PEX AT 780 CRS
FORM MEMB RANE PA RPA ET
OVER E DGE OF CHANNE L GLAZING
OR IS THERE A NOTHER DE TA IL
AVAILAB LE  THAT WOULD ALLOW A
PARAPE T FLASHING OVER THIS EDGE ?
REFER DIAGRAM AB OV E
NEIGHB OURING MODULE:
WPM  ROOF TO 1.5°
250 LV L250 LV L
CREATE RIDGE BY S TA CKING PROFILE S OVE R
EACH OTHER. FIX WITH CONTINUOUS  TIMB ER?
PLEA SE RECCOM MEND REQUIREMENTS HERE.
BLOCK DOWN TO BEAM S OCCURING AT
APPROX 780 CRS BELOW.
ENS URE 20mm INS ULATION RUNS UP E DGE OF
FRAM ES FOR THERMAL PERFORMA NCE.
TOP  COV ER:  STAINLES S/ A LUM/ COLORSTE EL
(MATCH TO PARAPET MATERIAL)
SEAL TO CHANNEL PROFILE OR DOWN
TO GLA SS. IS THIS S UITA BLE ?
STAINLESS / A LUMINIUM INTERIOR COV ER FIX ED BELOW.






OVER EDGE OF CHANNEL GLAZING
OR IS THERE ANOTHER DETAIL
AVAILABLE THAT WOULD ALLOW A




1.PRESUMABLY CHANELS WILL NEED TO RUN IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION TO THAT DRAWN IN ORDER FOR WATER RUN
OFF TO OCCUR PARALELL WITH SEALANTS & NOT OVER THE TOP?
2.CAN END CHANNELS BE SHORTED?
EG. CHANNEL AT LEFT HAS BEEN SHORTENED BY 20mm TO FIT (RELATIVE TO THAT SHOWN IN MANUAL) - IS THIS SUITABLE?
240 x45 TIMBER BEAM (OVERSIZED FOR AESTHETICS),
NOTCHED HEAVILY AT ENDS, 780 CRS, 3m SPAN
SUPPORTS SKYLIGHT APEX AT 780 CRS
SECTION DETAIL:
CENTRE SUPPORT
CREATE RIDGE BY STACKING PROFILES OVER
EACH OTHER. FIX WITH CONTINUOUS TIMBER?
PLEASE RECCOMMEND REQUIREMENTS HERE.
BLOCK DOWN TO BEAMS OCCURING AT
APPROX 780 CRS BELOW.
ENSURE 20mm INSULATION RUNS UP EDGE OF
FRAMES FOR THERMAL PERFORMANCE.
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TO GLASS. IS THIS SUITABLE?









DISTANCE FROM MODULE EDGE
1 5
NOTE: IN THIIS EXAMPLE FLASHING COULD BE SEALED TO THE FRAME
BUT WOULD CREATE A 15mm LIP FOR WATER TO GATHER & BREAK
DOWN SEALS.
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Although this option initially presented superior thermal 
performance characteristics there were simply too many 
risks involved for it to be used. It would have to be 
imported (potentially significant lead times), it had not 
been used in New Zealand (code compliance issues), the 
team had no experience in its use, there was little known 
as to how it would disassemble and transport, and it 
would be significantly more expensive than any other 
skylight option. It also later proved to underperform 
greatly in the thermal analysis. 
  
6.2.7 Performance Comparison 
Figure 292 below illustrates the average daily HVAC 
energy use, both in heating and cooling, for each of the 
skylight options (Jagersma, 2012). The analysis was 
carried out for two months in Washington, DC. This 
provided a good approximation of the conditions likely to 
be experienced during the competion period. The results 
show that the Nanogel, ETFE and Danpalon options did 
not perform as well as was hoped. The triple-glazing 
options however proved to work quite well across the 
board with the reflective coating or tint greatly reducing 
cooling loads. These results lead to the recommendation 
to use triple glazed, argon filled, Low-e, and tinted IGUs 
for the skylight. The integration of an internal thermal 
blind was also recommended to help reduce average 
heating loads. More detailed explanation of the 
performance characteristics and analysis of each skylight 
option can be found in, The Ten Day Bach: A Net Zero 
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Figure 292: Graph Showing Average Heating and Cooling Loads for the Various Skylight Constructions for September 1 - October 31 




6.2.8 Skylight Selection 
With a sound understanding of construction and assembly 
details, weatherproofing issues, performance 
characteristics, and overall aesthetic qualities of each 
skylight option; a decision on the most appropriate 
method could be made. The comparatively good thermal 
performance of the triple glazed, argon filled, low-E, and 
tinted IGU, coupled with its local availability and 
relatively typical detailing, made it the most viable and 
visually suitable option.  
 
Final performance characteristics of the IGUs: 
LT% ST% SR% SHGC R-value 
24.75 12.90 32.20 0.24 1.1 
 
Thermosash proved to be the most appropriate supplier 
considering their business relationship with main 
contractor Mainzeal, their willingness to provide 
sponsorship, and ability to achieve a 3º fall. The initially 
proposed extruded aluminium mullion details were 
superseded with a far more simplified aluminium angle 
[Figure 293]. This enables the skylights to be dropped in 
place side by side and bolted together. Any tolerance is 
then taken out either side of the skylight through the use 
of plastic packers. 
 
 
Figure 293: Construction Drawing Showing Skylight Inter-
Panel Jamb Detail 
 
 
Figure 294: Thermosash Triple Glazed Skylight - Section 
Showing Transverse Orientation of Skylight Panels (RM) 
 
With this new detail an alternative orientation of the 
skylight panels was explored for aesthetic purposes 
[Figure 294]. This however proved to have three main 
disadvantages; rainwater drainage was now perpendicular 
to the silicon weatherseal, the integration of an internal 
roller blind would be difficult, and the spacing of the 
internal beams would be uneven if each skylight panel 
was to be the same width (critical to enable a ‘one-size-
fits-all’ spare skylight panel to be used). It was 
consequently decided that the original 3º fall to the front 
of the house would be used with an exposed gutter. The 
scuppering of the gutter through into the cladding cavity 
of the neighbouring module was changed to an exposed 
zincalume downpipe to avoid complexity and 
weatherproofing issues. The final details and visual 
outcome of the skylight are presented at the end of this 
chapter in Section 6.6 Module Three – As Built. 
 
 
6.3 MODULE THREE ROOF 
The roof of module three is constructed using typical 
timber framing techniques. The main requirements were 
that it would achieve the following: 
1. A self supporting unit that could be detached and 
packed into a container for transport 
2. Sufficient clear space for the provision of 
services 
3. Sufficient cavity for the installation of the 




As discussed below in Chapter 6.5 Assembly, the roof is 
suspended between two primary LVL beams [Figure 
295]. Timber framing is used to achieve the correct 
ceiling height and maintain a clear void for services 
[Figure 296].  
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D26 BI-FOLD SILL TO DECK DETAIL: SECTION
A-302
1:5




85 x 25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAL TO WALL LINING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND.
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
COLORSTEEL BACK FLASHING,
SEAL TO DOOR FRAME
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINTS
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
120mm COACH SCREW FIXING AT MID
HEIGHT OF WALL
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
90 x 25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAL TO WALL LINING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND.
1:5  OCCURS DO02-3
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3 (SAME CONSTRUCTION AS DO02-3)
90x45 INSULATED TIMBER & PLYWOOD
BOXPOST. PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK
MEMBRANE OVER
MODULE BOUNDARY
2 (110 x 45) DRESSED TIMBER RAFTERS
BOLT FIXED TO ANGLE FRAME (SKYLIGHT)
BOLT HEADS RECESSED FLUSH.
D28 SKYLIGHT BEAM DETAIL: SECTION
A-301
JOINT STRUCTURALLY GLAZED & SEALED
TO 'THERMOSASH' SPECIFICATIONS. SEE D24 &
D27 FOR HEAD AND SILL FIXING DETAILS
120mm COACH SCREW FIXING AT MID
HEIGHT OF WALL
REMOVABLE 180x25 TIMBER REVEAL
(SCREW FIXED), 20mm COVER TO
CLADDING PANEL
125x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
70x45 TIMBER BLOCKING. INSTALLED
DURING CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2
'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
70x45 TIMBER BLOCKING. INSTALLED DURING
CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2 BEFOR INSULATION
21mm PLYWOOD
90x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL, 10mm
NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING, SOLID
TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
90x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL, 10mm
NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING, SOLID
TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
A-302
INTERNAL LININGS ON 25mm CAVITY
LINE OF 70 x 45 HORIZONTAL TIMBERS
2250 HEAD OF REVEAL2250 BULK HEAD
2500 CEILING HEIGHT
2550 UNDERSIDE OF BEAM 2550 UNDERSIDE OF BEAM
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS ON 60mm CAVITY, FIXED @
735 MAX CRS TO ALU. CAVITY BATTENS.
SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
12mm PLYWOOD SHEETS LAID VERTICALLY WITH
PROPRIETRY 'h' FLASHING AT HORIZONTAL JOINT.
FLASHING TAPE VERTICAL JOIN
REMOVABLE 19x135mm VERTICAL TIMBER
MODULE JOIN COVER. SCREW FIXED ON SITE
287 x 90 LVL BEAM, SHOWN DOTTED BEHIND
PARAPET FLASHING
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED SKYLIGHT BY
'THERMOSASH' 42mm, 3° FALL. FORM IN 3
SECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION
45 x 110 x 6 MS ANGLE FRAMES (3 UNITS)
NOTE: WELDED ANGLE FRAME TO SKYLIGHT
RETURNS BEFORE BEAM CONNECTION
SCREW FIXED AT 400CRS (DRILL HOLES AT 200
CRS) TO  340 x 145 PLYWOOD BOXBEAM LINTEL
36mm TRIPLE GLAZED BI-FOLDS, TIMBER FRAMES
LOW PROFILE (ACCESSIBLE) ALU. BI-FOLD SILL
ALL SUPPLIED BY 'ECO WINDOWS'
140x45 TIMBER TRIMMER, FIXED THROUGH 20mm
PACKER OVER DOWNSTAND OF SILL FLASHING.
SECONDARY PACKING AT TOP TO FIX DECKING
COLORSTEEL SILL FLASHING BELOW BI-FOLD FRAME,
5°. ENCASE TOP EDGE OF FLASHING WITH NEOPRENE
SLEEVE TO REDUCE THERMAL BRIDGING
TRIM 25mm FLANGE OFF BI-FOLD SILL
(SHOWN DOTTED) TO ACHIEVE FLUSH
PROFILE AS SHOWN
PANELIZED  25 X 140mm DECKING TIMBERS. NB:
DECK SITS 10mm LOWER THAN INTERNAL
FINISHED FLOOR LEVEL
3m x 1.3m PANELIZED 25 x 140mm TIMBER
FLOORING ON 12mm PLYWOOD STRIP SPACERS
(PLY = 200mm WIDE @400 CRS)
THERMALLY RATED ROLLER BLIND.
HARDWARE TO BE CONFIRMED
BI-FOLD HEAD & SKYLIGHT DETAIL: SECTION
D25 BI-FOLD & WINDOW JAMB DETAIL: PLAN
A-111
1:5  OCCURS DO02-3
D29 BI-FOLD HEAD DETAIL: SECTION
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3
BI-FOLD JAMB DETAIL: PLAN
19x75 VERTICAL SLATS @100 CRS FIXED TO
CANOPY FRAMING
25mm DRESSED TIMBER FACING
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
CONTINUOUS ALU. ANGLE FLASHING
SEALED TO GLAZING & UPSTAND OF
WPM ROOF INSTALL NEOPRENE





SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON 18mm PLY,
H3.2 TREATED, ON 21mm PLYWOOD
RAFTERS (TO FALLS), 400 CRS
340 x 134 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(90 x 110 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS)
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE, COLORSTEEL
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE, COLORSTEEL
COLORSTEEL BACK FLASHING,
SEAL TO DOOR FRAME
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING
TAPE OVER MODULE JOINT
CONTINUOUS ALU. ANGLE WITH CUSTOM
UNDERFLASHING BY 'THERMOSASH'
SEALED TO SPOUTING. INSTALL NEOPRENE
PACKER BETWEEN ANGLE & GLAZING
WHITE PAINT FINISH TO GLASS TO PREVENT
OVERHEATING IN WALL CAVITY
45 x 45 ALU. ANGLE, REBATED TO
PLY, WPM RUN OVER.
SCAFFOLDING FOUNDATION
TUBE SHOWN BELOW
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINTS
90x45 INSULATED TIMBER & PLYWOOD
BOXPOST
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3
MODULE
BOUNDARY
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS. SEE DRAWING A-591
FOR CLADDING DETAILS




60 x 45 HORIZONTAL CEDAR SUPPORT BATTEN
90x45 TIMBER SUPPORT STUD
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°, BOLT
FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,
NOTCHED 30mm AND SCREW FIXED TO
SUPPORT BATTEN
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE SUPPORT BRACKET
60 x 45 HORIZONTAL CEDAR
SUPPORT BATTEN
90x45 TIMBER SUPPORT STUD
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°, BOLT
FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,
NOTCHED 30mm AND SCREW FIXED TO
SUPPORT BATTEN
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE SUPPORT BRACKET
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE
AIR SEAL
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT COLORSTEEL
GUTTER. OVER-FLOW HOLES AT HEIGHT OF
REAR GUTTER UPSTAND
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT
COLORSTEEL GUTTER
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°
AWNING TO CANOPY DETAIL: SECTION
12mm PLYWOOD ON 25mm CAVITY
COLORSTEEL FLASHING, FLASHING
TAPE TO PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,




SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON
18mm PLY, H3.2 TREATED, ON




CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT
COLORSTEEL GUTTER. OVER-FLOW
HOLES AT HEIGHT OF REAR GUTTER
UPSTAND
12mm PLYWOOD ON 25mm CAVITY
COLOR STEEL FLASHING, FLASHING
TAPE TO PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
19x75 VERTICAL SLATS @100
CRS
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED SKYLIGHT BY
'THERMOSASH' 42mm, 3° FALL. FORM IN
3 SECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION
340 x 134 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(90 x 110 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 45 x 90
BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm PLYWOOD
WEBS)
45 x 110 x 6 MS ANGLE FRAMES (3
UNITS) SCREW FIXED AT 400CRS (DRILL
HOLES AT 200 CRS) TO  2x 190x45 LVL
BEAMS
25mm DRESSED TIMBER FACING
100x20 RECLAIMED T&G RIMU FACING




190x45 LVL END JOIST
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR DOWNPIPE,
COLORSTEEL. WELDED DOG-LEG SECTION TO STEP
PAST LINE OF FLOOR AND DECK STRUCTURE
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
12mm PLYWOOD H3.2 TREATED & PAINTED
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS @500 MAX CRS.
NOTCHED 50mm AT DOOR SILL
90x90 TIMBER EDGE BLOCK
75 x 135 x 6 MS ANGLE BEARERS. SEE
DRAWING S-501 FOR FOUNDATION DETAILS
240x45 LVL STUD @ MODULE EDGE
2 (110 x 45) DRESSED TIMBER RAFTERS
BOLT FIXED TO ANGLE FRAME (SKYLIGHT)
BOLT HEADS RECESSED FLUSH. FINISH TIMBER
12mm SHORT OF TIMBER REVEAL
PERMANENT 16mm 'SUPERSTRAND'
STRANDBOARD SUBSTRATE FIXED TO
LVL FLOOR JOISTS
190x45 LVL ROOF BEAM
240x45 LVL ROOF BEAM. REFER
ENGINEER'S SKETCH SK03 FOR
ROOF LVL SET OUT
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300 x 90 LVL BEAM,
SHOWN DOTTED BEHIND LININGS
AS PER ENGINEERS SELECTION
NOTE: SITS BEYOND LINE OF SKYLIGHT
 
p155 
The roof is weatherproofed with an EPDM membrane 
over a plywood substrate. The unit is then packed with 
Ecoinsulation and an Intello membrane is installed to 
achieve airtightness. A clear void is preserved in the bulk 
head for the installation of services and the roller-blind. 
 
 
Figure 295: Construction Photo Showing Module Three Roof 
Suspended Between LVL Beams 
 
 




6.4 MODULE THREE FLOOR 
At 3.0 metres wide the floor panel would not fit into a 40’ 
Hi Cube container, even if it was placed on its side. The 
floor was consequently divided into two sections with the 
T&G floor boards panelised and reinstalled during 
assembly. To alleviate any deflection caused by the 
weight of the concrete dining table, the floor was divided 
off centre and double LVL joists were incorporated 
beneath the table [Figure 297 & Figure 299]. 
 
 
Figure 297: Module Three Floor Panels - Separated During 
Construction 
 
The floor panels are packed with 240mm of EcoInsulation 
and sealed on the bottom with 12mm plywood. The LVL 
joists were notched to allow for the insetting of the 
aluminium bi-fold door tracks [Figure 298]. This enabled 
the door sill to sit flush with the finished floor level. This 
flush finish was critical for meeting the accessibility 
requirements of the competition. Detailed drawings of the 
door sill can be seen in Chapter 6.6 Module Three – As 
Built, Figure 306. 
 
 
Figure 298: Module Three Floor Panels – LVL Joists Notched 
for Door Tracks 
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287 x 90 LVL BEAM - HARDWOOD
DOWEL PINS TO NEIGHBOURING
MODULE AS PER ENGINEER'S
DETAIL SK16
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS) - INNER PLY UNTREATED
EXT PLY TREATED H3.2 ACQ
10mm STEEL LOCATING / FIXING PIN
PLYWOOD BOX COLUMN AS PER DETAIL
D30, A-533 (12mm ACQ TREATED
PLYWOOD TO OUTSIDE FACES)
90x45 H1.2 BORON TREATED
FRAMING
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287 x 90 LVL BEAM - HARDWOOD
DOWEL PINS TO NEIGHBOURING
MODULE AS PER ENGINEER'S
DETAIL SK16
90x45 H1.2 BORON TREATED TIMBER
BLOCKING AND FRAMING
90x45 H1.2 BORON TREATED
TIMBER RAFTERS
21mm H3.2 ACQ TREATED PLYWOOD








3x TRIPLE GLAZED SKYLIGHT PANELS -
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED TO ALUMINIUM ANGLE
FRAME BY THERMOSASH
287 x 90 LVL BEAM - HARDWOOD
DOWEL PINS TO NEIGHBOURING
MODULE AS PER ENGINEER'S
DETAIL SK16




















340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS) - INNER PLY UNTREATED
EXT PLY TREATED H3.2 ACQ
287 x 90 LVL BEAM - HARDWOOD DOWEL
PINS TO NEIGHBOURING MODULE AS
PER ENGINEER'S DETAIL SK16
10mm STEEL LOCATING / FIXING PIN
PLYWOOD BOX COLUMN AS PER DETAIL
D30, A-533 (12mm ACQ TREATED





























21mm H3.2 ACQ TREATED PLYWOOD
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS) - INNER PLY UNTREATED
EXT PLY TREATED H3.2 ACQ
90x45 H1.2 BORON TREATED TIMBER
BLOCKING AND FRAMING
3x TRIPLE GLAZED SKYLIGHT PANELS - STRUCTURALLY
GLAZED TO ALUMINIUM ANGLE FRAME BY THERMOSASH
2782 ABOVE FFL TO TOP OF PLYWOOD
S1 LONGITUDINAL SECTION THROUGH EDGE LVL 1:20
S5 TRANSVERSE SECTION THROUGH BULKHEAD 1:20
S4 TRANSVERSE SECTION THROUGH SKYLIGHT 1:20
S3 TRANSVERSE SECTION THROUGH END BOXBEAM 1:20
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18mm PLYWOOD ON LVL JOISTS
(UNTREATED)
12mm H3.2 ACQ PLYWOOD
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOIST NOTCHED
50x185mm AT EACH END (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR
FIXING)
DOUBLE 240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS
NOTCHED 50x185mm AT EACH END
(REFER ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAIL
SK10 FOR FIXING)
240x45 H1.2 TIMBER BLOCKING AT MID SPAN
90x45 H1.2 TIMBER BLOCKING BETWEEN
JOISTS
90x45 H1.2 TIMBER BLOCKING BETWEEN
JOISTS
12mm H3.2 ACQ PLYWOOD
TOTAL WIDTH MAY REQUIRE ADJUSTMENT TO
ALLOW FOR TOLERANCE IN NEIGHBOURING
MODULE WIDTHS
190x45 LVL TRIMMING JOIST - FROM 4.8m
LENGTH SUPPLIED (REFER ENGINEERS
SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)
190x45 LVL TRIMMING JOIST - FROM 4.8m
LENGTH SUPPLIED (REFER ENGINEERS
SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)
397 398 45
840









18mm PLYWOOD ON LVL JOISTS
(UNTREATED)
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOIST NOTCHED
50x185mm AT EACH END (REFER ENGINEERS
SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)
12mm H3.2 ACQ TREATED & PAINTED
PLYWOOD
TOTAL WIDTH MAY REQUIRE ADJUSTMENT TO
ALLOW FOR TOLERANCE IN NEIGHBOURING
MODULE WIDTHS














18mm PLYWOOD ON LVL JOISTS
(UNTREATED)
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOIST NOTCHED
50x185mm AT EACH END (REFER
ENGINEERS SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR
FIXING)
240x45 H1.2 TIMBER BLOCKING AT MID SPAN
190x45 LVL TRIMMING JOIST - FROM 4.8m
LENGTH SUPPLIED (REFER ENGINEERS
SKETCH DETAIL SK10 FOR FIXING)
90x45 H1.2 TIMBER BLOCKING BETWEEN
JOISTS
12mm H3.2 ACQ PLYWOOD
12mm H3.2 ACQ TREATED & PAINTED
PLYWOOD









1. CCA OR LOSP TREATED TIMBER MUST NOT BE USED. REFER
SPECIFICATION FOR CORRECT TREATMENT
FOR CONSTRUCTION7/03/2011CN




To enable the packaging of Module Three into a standard 
40’ Hi Cube shipping container, it had to be broken down 
into many independent components [Figure 303 & Figure 
304]: 
1. Solid Roof Section 
2. 2x LVL Primary Beams 
3. 2x Plywood Boxbeam Lintels 
4. 2x Boxbeam Bi-Fold Door Frames 
5. 2x Floor Panels 
6. 3x Skylight Panels 
7. 3x Roller Blinds and Hardware 
8. 6x Bi-Fold Door Sashes 
9. T&G Floor Panels & Other Finishes 
The detailing of the module join, the slats, the downpipe, 
and the bi-fold doors proved to be one of the most 
challenging of the project. Figure 300 illustrates a sketch 
from the 3D computer model that was used to help solve 
this detail. The plywood boxbeams used as framing to the 
Bi-Fold Doors are filled with EcoInsulation to improve 
the performance at what what otherwise be a thermal 
weakpoint [Figure 301]. 
 
 
Figure 300: 3D Sketch Showing Inter-Module Junction 
 
 
Figure 301: Module Three - Insulated Box-Beams 
It was quickly realised that a period of ‘preassembly’ for 
Module Three would be required in order to complete 
assembly within the 7 days at the competition. This 
entailed the assembling of the major elements into a 
complete module that could be trucked to site and 
dropped in place, using the same method as with the other 
house modules [Figure 302]. 
 
 
Figure 302: Module Three - Crane-Lifted Into Place 
 
Once preassembly was complete module three is 
transported to site and assembled in exactly the same way 
as the other house modules. The locating dowels between 
module three and the adjacent modules were again left 
uninstalled both during construction and at the assembly 
on Frank Kitts Park. These dowels were essential for the 
structural support of module three against lateral loads. 
Without them module three had to rely on the weak 
corner connections and friction between modules to 
prevent it from collapsing – a significant risk given the 
weight of the triple glazed skylights. Although the dowels 
could not be utilised to realign the modules, other 
markings could be and the flexibility of the module 
enabled it to be ‘racked’ into place. Tek screws were then 
specified by the engineer to structurally hold the module 













Figure 303: Module Three Main Elements - Assembled 
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
FOR COMMENT25/01/2011
PREFABRICATED LVL FLOOR PANELS
INSULATED 90x45 TIMBER & 12mm PLYWOOD
BOXPOST. PERMANENTLY FIXED TO BIFOLD DOOR
FRAME. 30mm x 100mm LOCATING PIN HOLE AT TOP.
FIXING TO FLOOR PANEL TO BE CONFIRMED BY
ENGINEER
REMOVABLE 12mm PLYWOOD GUSSET. SCREW FIXED
FORMING STRUCTURAL CONNECTION BETWEEN
BOXPOST, BOXBEAM, AND LVL BEAM. ENGINEER TO
CONFIRM AND SPECIFY FIXINGS
340x134 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM (90x110
TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90x45 TIMBER BOTTOM
CHORD WITH 2x 12mm PLYWOOD WEBS). 30mm
LOCATING PIN HOLE THROUGH BOXBEAM
287 x 90 LVL BEAM. NOTCHED 12mm TO
ACCOMMODATE PLYWOOD GUSSET. 30mm x 100mm
LOCATING PIN HOLE THROUGH BOTTOM OF BEAM
8, 9 & 10. 3x TRIPLE GLAZED SKYLIGHT PANELS
REMOVABLE PLYWOOD CLADDING PANEL ON 25mm
TIMBER CAVITY BATTENS













Figure 304: Module Three Main Elements - Exploded 3D 
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
FOR COMMENT25/01/2011
1&2. PREFABRICATED LVL FLOOR PANELS
3. INSULATED 90x45 TIMBER & 12mm PLYWOOD
BOXPOST. PERMANENTLY FIXED TO BIFOLD DOOR
FRAME. 30mm x 100mm LOCATING PIN HOLE AT TOP.
FIXING TO FLOOR PANEL TO BE CONFIRMED BY
ENGINEER
7. REMOVABLE 12mm PLYWOOD GUSSET. SCREW
FIXED FORMING STRUCTURAL CONNECTION
BETWEEN BOXPOST, BOXBEAM, AND LVL BEAM.
ENGINEER TO CONFIRM AND SPECIFY FIXINGS
4. 30mm HARDWOOD DOWEL LOCATING PIN
5. 340x134 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM (90x110
TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90x45 TIMBER BOTTOM
CHORD WITH 2x 12mm PLYWOOD WEBS). 30mm
LOCATING PIN HOLE THROUGH BOXBEAM
6. 287 x 90 LVL BEAM. NOTCHED 12mm TO
ACCOMMODATE PLYWOOD GUSSET. 30mm x 100mm
LOCATING PIN HOLE THROUGH BOTTOM OF BEAM
8, 9 & 10. 3x TRIPLE GLAZED SKYLIGHT PANELS
11. REMOVABLE PLYWOOD CLADDING PANEL ON






















6.6 MODULE THREE – AS BUILT 
The drawings on the following pages have been included 
as a summary of the as-built details for the skylight and 






Figure 305: Construction Details Showing Bi-Fold Head & Skylight Junction and Bi-Fold Jamb and Inter-Module Join 
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D26 BI-FOLD SILL TO DECK DETAIL: SECTION
A-302
1:5




85 x 25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAL TO WALL LINING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND.
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
COLORSTEEL BACK FLASHING,
SEAL TO DOOR FRAME
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINTS
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
120mm COACH SCREW FIXING AT MID
HEIGHT OF WALL
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
90 x 25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAL TO WALL LINING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND.
1:5  OCCURS DO02-3
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3 (SAME CONSTRUCTION AS DO02-3)
90x45 INSULATED TIMBER & PLYWOOD
BOXPOST. PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK
MEMBRANE OVER
MODULE BOUNDARY
2 (110 x 45) DRESSED TIMBER RAFTERS
BOLT FIXED TO ANGLE FRAME (SKYLIGHT)
BOLT HEADS RECESSED FLUSH.
D28 SKYLIGHT BEAM DETAIL: SECTION
A-301
JOINT STRUCTURALLY GLAZED & SEALED
TO 'THERMOSASH' SPECIFICATIONS. SEE D24 &
D27 FOR HEAD AND SILL FIXING DETAILS
120mm COACH SCREW FIXING AT MID
HEIGHT OF WALL
REMOVABLE 160x25 TIMBER REVEAL
(SCREW FIXED), 20mm COVER TO
CLADDING PANEL
125x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
70x45 TIMBER BLOCKING. INSTALLED
DURING CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2
'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
70x45 TIMBER BLOCKING. INSTALLED DURING
CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2 BEFOR INSULATION
21mm PLYWOOD
90x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL, 10mm
NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING, SOLID
TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
90x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL, 10mm
NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING, SOLID
TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
A-302
INTERNAL LININGS ON 25mm CAVITY
LINE OF 70 x 45 HORIZONTAL TIMBERS
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT
COLORSTEEL GUTTER. OVER-FLOW
HOLES AT HEIGHT OF REAR GUTTER
UPSTAND
2250 HEAD OF REVEAL2250 BULK HEAD
2500 CEILING HEIGHT
2550 UNDERSIDE OF BEAM 2550 UNDERSIDE OF BEAM
2330 UNDERSIDE OF BOXBEAM2330 UNDERSIDE OF BOXBEAM
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS ON 60mm CAVITY, FIXED @
735 MAX CRS TO ALU. CAVITY BATTENS.
SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
12mm PLYWOOD SHEETS LAID VERTICALLY WITH
PROPRIETRY 'h' FLASHING AT HORIZONTAL JOINT.
FLASHING TAPE VERTICAL JOIN
REMOVABLE 19x135mm VERTICAL TIMBER
MODULE JOIN COVER. SCREW FIXED ON SITE
287 x 90 LVL BEAM, SHOWN DOTTED BEHIND
PARAPET FLASHING
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED SKYLIGHT BY
'THERMOSASH' 42mm, 3° FALL. FORM IN 3
SECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION
45 x 110 x 6 MS ANGLE FRAMES (3 UNITS)
NOTE: WELDED ANGLE FRAME TO SKYLIGHT
RETURNS BEFORE BEAM CONNECTION
SCREW FIXED AT 400CRS (DRILL HOLES AT 200
CRS) TO  340 x 145 PLYWOOD BOXBEAM LINTEL
36mm TRIPLE GLAZED BI-FOLDS, TIMBER FRAMES
LOW PROFILE (ACCESSIBLE) ALU. BI-FOLD SILL
ALL SUPPLIED BY 'ECO WINDOWS'
140x45 TIMBER TRIMMER, FIXED THROUGH 20mm
PACKER OVER DOWNSTAND OF SILL FLASHING.
SECONDARY PACKING AT TOP TO FIX DECKING
COLORSTEEL SILL FLASHING BELOW BI-FOLD FRAME,
5°. ENCASE TOP EDGE OF FLASHING WITH NEOPRENE
SLEEVE TO REDUCE THERMAL BRIDGING
TRIM 25mm FLANGE OFF BI-FOLD SILL
(SHOWN DOTTED) TO ACHIEVE FLUSH
PROFILE AS SHOWN
PANELIZED  25 X 140mm DECKING TIMBERS. NB:
DECK SITS 10mm LOWER THAN INTERNAL
FINISHED FLOOR LEVEL3m x 1.3m PANELIZED 20 x 140mm TIMBER FLOORING
ON PLYWOOD STRIP SPACERS (PLY = 200mm WIDE
@400 CRS) PLY THICKNESS TO BE DETERMINED
BASED ON CONCRETE FINISHED LEVEL
THERMALLY RATED ROLLER BLIND.
HARDWARE TO BE CONFIRMED
BI-FOLD HEAD & SKYLIGHT DETAIL: SECTION
D25 BI-FOLD & WINDOW JAMB DETAIL: PLAN
A-111
1:5  OCCURS DO02-3
D29 BI-FOLD HEAD DETAIL: SECTION
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3
BI-FOLD JAMB DETAIL: PLAN
19x75 VERTICAL SLATS @100 CRS FIXED TO
CANOPY FRAMING
25mm DRESSED TIMBER FACING
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
CONTINUOUS ALU. ANGLE FLASHING
SEALED TO GLAZING & UPSTAND OF
WPM ROOF INSTALL NEOPRENE





SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON 21mm PLY,
H3.2 TREATED
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS)
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE, COLORSTEEL
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE, COLORSTEEL
COLORSTEEL BACK FLASHING,
SEAL TO DOOR FRAME
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING
TAPE OVER MODULE JOINT
CONTINUOUS ALU. ANGLE WITH CUSTOM
UNDERFLASHING BY 'THERMOSASH'
SEALED TO SPOUTING. INSTALL NEOPRENE
PACKER BETWEEN ANGLE & GLAZING
WHITE PAINT FINISH TO GLASS TO PREVENT
OVERHEATING IN WALL CAVITY
45 x 45 ALU. ANGLE, REBATED TO
PLY, WPM RUN OVER
SCAFFOLDING FOUNDATION
TUBE SHOWN BELOW
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINTS
90x45 INSULATED TIMBER & PLYWOOD
BOXPOST
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3
MODULE
BOUNDARY
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS. SEE DRAWING A-591
FOR CLADDING DETAILS




60 x 45 HORIZONTAL CEDAR SUPPORT BATTEN
90x45 TIMBER SUPPORT STUD
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°, BOLT
FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,
NOTCHED 30mm AND SCREW FIXED TO
SUPPORT BATTEN
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE SUPPORT BRACKET
60 x 45 HORIZONTAL CEDAR
SUPPORT BATTEN
90x45 TIMBER SUPPORT STUD
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°, BOLT
FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,
NOTCHED 30mm AND SCREW FIXED TO
SUPPORT BATTEN
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE SUPPORT BRACKET
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE
AIR SEAL
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT COLORSTEEL
GUTTER. OVER-FLOW HOLES AT HEIGHT OF
REAR GUTTER UPSTAND
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT
COLORSTEEL GUTTER
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°
AWNING TO CANOPY DETAIL: SECTION
12mm PLYWOOD ON 25mm CAVITY
COLORSTEEL FLASHING, FLASHING
TAPE TO PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,




SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON
21mm PLY, H3.2 TREATED
ALU. UNDERFLASHING SEALED
TO SPOUTING
COLOR STEEL FLASHING, FLASHING
TAPE TO PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
19x75 VERTICAL SLATS @100
CRS
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED SKYLIGHT BY
'THERMOSASH' 42mm, 3° FALL. FORM IN
3 SECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS)
45 x 110 x 6 ALUMINIUM ANGLE FRAMES
(3 UNITS) SCREW FIXED AT 400CRS
(DRILL HOLES AT 200 CRS) TO 90x45
TIMBER BLOCKING FIXED TO LVL
25mm DRESSED TIMBER FACING
100x20 RECLAIMED T&G RIMU FACING




190x45 LVL TRIMMING JOIST. RIPPED SURFACE TO BE
PAINTED WITH HOLDFAST METALEX CONCENTRATED
PRESERVATIVE - GREEN
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR DOWNPIPE,
COLORSTEEL. WELDED DOG-LEG SECTION TO STEP
PAST LINE OF FLOOR AND DECK STRUCTURE
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
12mm PLYWOOD H3.2 TREATED & PAINTED
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS @500 MAX CRS.
NOTCHED 50x185mm AT DOOR SILL.
NOTCHED SURFACE TO BE PAINTED WITH
HOLDFAST METALEX CONCENTRATED
PRESERVATIVE - GREEN
90x90 TIMBER EDGE BLOCK
100 x 100 x 6 MS ANGLE BEARERS. REFER
ENGINEER'S SKETCHES FOR DETAILS
240x45 LVL STUD @ MODULE EDGE
2 (110 x 45) DRESSED TIMBER RAFTERS
BOLT FIXED TO ANGLE FRAME (SKYLIGHT)
BOLT HEADS RECESSED FLUSH. FINISH TIMBER
12mm SHORT OF TIMBER REVEAL
PERMANENT 18mm PLYWOOD FIXED TO
LVL FLOOR JOISTS (UNTREATED)
240x45 LVL ROOF BEAM




6mm S/S CABLE INSIDE CONDUIT
12mm H3.2 ACQ PLYWOOD
45° BRACING STRUT - 90x45 H1.2
BORON TREATED













Figure 306: Construction Details Showing Bi-Fold Head & Roof Junction and Bi-Fold Door Sill 
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D26 BI-FOLD SILL TO DECK DETAIL: SECTION
A-302
1:5




85 x 25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAL TO WALL LINING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND.
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
COLORSTEEL BACK FLASHING,
SEAL TO DOOR FRAME
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINTS
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
120mm COACH SCREW FIXING AT MID
HEIGHT OF WALL
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
90 x 25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAL TO WALL LINING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND.
1:5  OCCURS DO02-3
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3 (SAME CONSTRUCTION AS DO02-3)
90x45 INSULATED TIMBER & PLYWOOD
BOXPOST. PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK
MEMBRANE OVER
MODULE BOUNDARY
2 (110 x 45) DRESSED TIMBER RAFTERS
BOLT FIXED TO ANGLE FRAME (SKYLIGHT)
BOLT HEADS RECESSED FLUSH.
D28 SKYLIGHT BEAM DETAIL: SECTION
A-301
JOINT STRUCTURALLY GLAZED & SEALED
TO 'THERMOSASH' SPECIFICATIONS. SEE D24 &
D27 FOR HEAD AND SILL FIXING DETAILS
120mm COACH SCREW FIXING AT MID
HEIGHT OF WALL
REMOVABLE 160x25 TIMBER REVEAL
(SCREW FIXED), 20mm COVER TO
CLADDING PANEL
125x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
70x45 TIMBER BLOCKING. INSTALLED
DURING CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2
'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
70x45 TIMBER BLOCKING. INSTALLED DURING
CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2 BEFOR INSULATION
21mm PLYWOOD
90x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL, 10mm
NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING, SOLID
TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
90x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL, 10mm
NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING, SOLID
TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
A-302
INTERNAL LININGS ON 25mm CAVITY
LINE OF 70 x 45 HORIZONTAL TIMBERS
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT
COLORSTEEL GUTTER. OVER-FLOW
HOLES AT HEIGHT OF REAR GUTTER
UPSTAND
2250 HEAD OF REVEAL2250 BULK HEAD
2500 CEILING HEIGHT
2550 UNDERSIDE OF BEAM 2550 UNDERSIDE OF BEAM
2330 UNDERSIDE OF BOXBEAM2330 UNDERSIDE OF BOXBEAM
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS ON 60mm CAVITY, FIXED @
735 MAX CRS TO ALU. CAVITY BATTENS.
SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
12mm PLYWOOD SHEETS LAID VERTICALLY WITH
PROPRIETRY 'h' FLASHING AT HORIZONTAL JOINT.
FLASHING TAPE VERTICAL JOIN
REMOVABLE 19x135mm VERTICAL TIMBER
MODULE JOIN COVER. SCREW FIXED ON SITE
287 x 90 LVL BEAM, SHOWN DOTTED BEHIND
PARAPET FLASHING
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED SKYLIGHT BY
'THERMOSASH' 42mm, 3° FALL. FORM IN 3
SECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION
45 x 110 x 6 MS ANGLE FRAMES (3 UNITS)
NOTE: WELDED ANGLE FRAME TO SKYLIGHT
RETURNS BEFORE BEAM CONNECTION
SCREW FIXED AT 400CRS (DRILL HOLES AT 200
CRS) TO  340 x 145 PLYWOOD BOXBEAM LINTEL
36mm TRIPLE GLAZED BI-FOLDS, TIMBER FRAMES
LOW PROFILE (ACCESSIBLE) ALU. BI-FOLD SILL
ALL SUPPLIED BY 'ECO WINDOWS'
140x45 TIMBER TRIMMER, FIXED THROUGH 20mm
PACKER OVER DOWNSTAND OF SILL FLASHING.
SECONDARY PACKING AT TOP TO FIX DECKING
COLORSTEEL SILL FLASHING BELOW BI-FOLD FRAME,
5°. ENCASE TOP EDGE OF FLASHING WITH NEOPRENE
SLEEVE TO REDUCE THERMAL BRIDGING
TRIM 25mm FLANGE OFF BI-FOLD SILL
(SHOWN DOTTED) TO ACHIEVE FLUSH
PROFILE AS SHOWN
PANELIZED  25 X 140mm DECKING TIMBERS. NB:
DECK SITS 10mm LOWER THAN INTERNAL
FINISHED FLOOR LEVEL3m x 1.3m PANELIZED 20 x 140mm TIMBER FLOORING
ON PLYWOOD STRIP SPACERS (PLY = 200mm WIDE
@400 CRS) PLY THICKNESS TO BE DETERMINED
BASED ON CONCRETE FINISHED LEVEL
THERMALLY RATED ROLLER BLIND.
HARDWARE TO BE CONFIRMED
BI-FOLD HEAD & SKYLIGHT DETAIL: SECTION
D25 BI-FOLD & WINDOW JAMB DETAIL: PLAN
A-111
1:5  OCCURS DO02-3
D29 BI-FOLD HEAD DETAIL: SECTION
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3
BI-FOLD JAMB DETAIL: PLAN
19x75 VERTICAL SLATS @100 CRS FIXED TO
CANOPY FRAMING
25mm DRESSED TIMBER FACING
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
CONTINUOUS ALU. ANGLE FLASHING
SEALED TO GLAZING & UPSTAND OF
WPM ROOF INSTALL NEOPRENE





SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON 21mm PLY,
H3.2 TREATED
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS)
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE, COLORSTEEL
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE, COLORSTEEL
COLORSTEEL BACK FLASHING,
SEAL TO DOOR FRAME
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING
TAPE OVER MODULE JOINT
CONTINUOUS ALU. ANGLE WITH CUSTOM
UNDERFLASHING BY 'THERMOSASH'
SEALED TO SPOUTING. INSTALL NEOPRENE
PACKER BETWEEN ANGLE & GLAZING
WHITE PAINT FINISH TO GLASS TO PREVENT
OVERHEATING IN WALL CAVITY
45 x 45 ALU. ANGLE, REBATED TO
PLY, WPM RUN OVER
SCAFFOLDING FOUNDATION
TUBE SHOWN BELOW
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINTS
90x45 INSULATED TIMBER & PLYWOOD
BOXPOST
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3
MODULE
BOUNDARY
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS. SEE DRAWING A-591
FOR CLADDING DETAILS




60 x 45 HORIZONTAL CEDAR SUPPORT BATTEN
90x45 TIMBER SUPPORT STUD
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°, BOLT
FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,
NOTCHED 30mm AND SCREW FIXED TO
SUPPORT BATTEN
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE SUPPORT BRACKET
60 x 45 HORIZONTAL CEDAR
SUPPORT BATTEN
90x45 TIMBER SUPPORT STUD
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°, BOLT
FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,
NOTCHED 30mm AND SCREW FIXED TO
SUPPORT BATTEN
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE SUPPORT BRACKET
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE
AIR SEAL
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT COLORSTEEL
GUTTER. OVER-FLOW HOLES AT HEIGHT OF
REAR GUTTER UPSTAND
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT
COLORSTEEL GUTTER
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°
AWNING TO CANOPY DETAIL: SECTION
12mm PLYWOOD ON 25mm CAVITY
COLORSTEEL FLASHING, FLASHING
TAPE TO PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,




SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON
21mm PLY, H3.2 TREATED
ALU. UNDERFLASHING SEALED
TO SPOUTING
COLOR STEEL FLASHING, FLASHING
TAPE TO PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
19x75 VERTICAL SLATS @100
CRS
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED SKYLIGHT BY
'THERMOSASH' 42mm, 3° FALL. FORM IN
3 SECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS)
45 x 110 x 6 ALUMINIUM ANGLE FRAMES
(3 UNITS) SCREW FIXED AT 400CRS
(DRILL HOLES AT 200 CRS) TO 90x45
TIMBER BLOCKING FIXED TO LVL
25mm DRESSED TIMBER FACING
100x20 RECLAIMED T&G RIMU FACING




190x45 LVL TRIMMING JOIST. RIPPED SURFACE TO BE
PAINTED WITH HOLDFAST METALEX CONCENTRATED
PRESERVATIVE - GREEN
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR DOWNPIPE,
COLORSTEEL. WELDED DOG-LEG SECTION TO STEP
PAST LINE OF FLOOR AND DECK STRUCTURE
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
12mm PLYWOOD H3.2 TREATED & PAINTED
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS @500 MAX CRS.
NOTCHED 50x185mm AT DOOR SILL.
NOTCHED SURFACE TO BE PAINTED WITH
HOLDFAST METALEX CONCENTRATED
PRESERVATIVE - GREEN
90x90 TIMBER EDGE BLOCK
100 x 100 x 6 MS ANGLE BEARERS. REFER
ENGINEER'S SKETCHES FOR DETAILS
240x45 LVL STUD @ MODULE EDGE
2 (110 x 45) DRESSED TIMBER RAFTERS
BOLT FIXED TO ANGLE FRAME (SKYLIGHT)
BOLT HEADS RECESSED FLUSH. FINISH TIMBER
12mm SHORT OF TIMBER REVEAL
PERMANENT 18mm PLYWOOD FIXED TO
LVL FLOOR JOISTS (UNTREATED)
240x45 LVL ROOF BEAM




6mm S/S CABLE INSIDE CONDUIT
12mm H3.2 ACQ PLYWOOD
45° BRACING STRUT - 90x45 H1.2
BORON TREATED
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D26 BI-FOLD SILL TO DECK DETAIL: SECTION
A-302
1:5




85 x 25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAL TO WALL LINING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND.
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
COLORSTEEL BACK FLASHING,
SEAL TO DOOR FRAME
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINTS
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
120mm COACH SCREW FIXING AT MID
HEIGHT OF WALL
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
90 x 25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAL TO WALL LINING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND.
1:5  OCCURS DO02-3
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3 (SAME CONSTRUCTION AS DO02-3)
90x45 INSULATED TIMBER & PLYWOOD
BOXPOST. PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK
MEMBRANE OVER
MODULE BOUNDARY
2 (110 x 45) DRESSED TIMBER RAFTERS
BOLT FIXED TO ANGLE FRAME (SKYLIGHT)
BOLT HEADS RECESSED FLUSH.
D28 SKYLIGHT BEAM DETAIL: SECTION
A-301
JOINT STRUCTURALLY GLAZED & SEALED
TO 'THERMOSASH' SPECIFICATIONS. SEE D24 &
D27 FOR HEAD AND SILL FIXING DETAILS
120mm COACH SCREW FIXING AT MID
HEIGHT OF WALL
REMOVABLE 160x25 TIMBER REVEAL
(SCREW FIXED), 20mm COVER TO
CLADDING PANEL
125x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
70x45 TIMBER BLOCKING. INSTALLED
DURING CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2
'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
70x45 TIMBER BLOCKING. INSTALLED DURING
CONS RUCTION PHASE 2 BEFOR INSULATION
21mm PLYWOOD
90x25 DRESSED TIMB R REVEAL, 10mm
NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING, SOLID
TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
90x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL, 10mm
NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING, SOLID
TIMBER LOCKING BEHIND
A-302
INTERNAL LININGS ON 25mm CAVITY
LINE OF 70 x 45 HORIZONTAL TIMBERS
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT
COLORSTEEL GUTTER. OVER-FLOW
HOLES AT HEIGHT OF REAR GUTTER
UPSTAND
2250 HEAD OF REVEAL2250 BULK HEAD
2500 CEILING HEIGHT
2550 UNDERSIDE OF BEAM 2550 UNDERSIDE OF BEAM
2330 UNDERSIDE OF BOXBEAM2330 UNDERSIDE OF BOXBEAM
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS ON 60mm CAVITY, FIXED @
735 MAX CRS TO ALU. CAVITY BATTENS.
SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
12mm PLYWOOD SHEETS LAID VERTICALLY WITH
PROPRIETRY 'h' FLASHING AT HORIZONTAL JOINT.
FLASHING TAPE VERTICAL JOIN
REMOVABLE 19x135mm VERTICAL TIMBER
MODULE JOIN COVER. SCREW FIXED ON SITE
287 x 90 LVL BEAM, SHOWN DOTTED BEHIND
PARAPET FLASHING
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED SKYLIGHT BY
'THERMOSASH' 42mm, 3° FALL. FORM IN 3
SECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION
45 x 110 x 6 MS ANGLE FRAMES (3 UNITS)
NOTE: WELDED ANGLE FRAME TO SKYLIGHT
RETURNS BEFORE BEAM CONNECTION
SCREW FIXED AT 400CRS (DRILL HOLES AT 200
CRS) TO  340 x 145 PLYWOOD BOXBEAM LINTEL
36mm TRIPLE GLAZED BI-FOLDS, TIMBER FRAMES
LOW PROFILE (ACCESSIBL ) ALU. BI-FOLD SILL
ALL SUPPLIED BY 'ECO WINDOWS'
140x45 TIMBER TRIMMER, FIXED THROUGH 20mm
PACKER OVER DOWNST ND OF SILL FLASHING.
SECONDARY PACKING AT TOP TO FIX DECKING
COLORSTEEL SILL FLASHING BELOW BI-FOLD FRAME,
5°. ENCASE TOP EDGE OF FLASHING WITH NEOPRENE
SLEEVE TO REDUCE THERMAL BRIDGING
TRIM 25mm FLANGE OFF BI-FOLD SILL
(SHOWN DOTTED) TO ACHIEVE FLUSH
PROFILE AS SHOWN
PANELIZED  25 X 140mm DECKING TIMBERS. NB:
DECK SITS 10mm LOWER THAN INTERNAL
FINISHED FLOOR LEVEL3m x 1.3m PANELIZED 20 x 140mm TIMBER FLOORING
ON PLYWOOD STRIP SPACERS (PLY = 200mm WIDE
@400 CRS) PLY THICKNESS TO BE DETERMINED
BASED ON CONCRETE FINISHED LEVEL
THERMALLY RATED ROLLER BLIND.
HARDWARE TO BE CONFIRMED
BI-FOLD HEAD & SKYLIGHT DETAIL: SECTION
D25 BI-FOLD & WINDOW JAMB DETAIL: PLAN
A-111
1:5  OCCURS DO02-3
D29 BI-FOLD HEAD DETAIL: SECTION
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3
I-  JAMB I : PLAN
19x75 VERTICAL SLATS @100 CRS FIXED TO
CANOPY FRAMING
25mm DRESSED TIMBER FACING
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
CONTINUOUS ALU. ANGLE FLASHING
SEALED TO GLAZING & UPSTAND OF
WPM ROOF INSTALL NEOPRENE





SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON 21mm PLY,
H3.2 TREATED
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS)
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE, COLORSTEEL
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE, COLORSTEEL
COLORSTEEL BACK FLASHING,
SEAL TO DOOR FRAME
INS L HEAVY DUTY FLASHING
TAPE OVER MODULE JOINT
CONTINUOUS ALU. ANGLE WITH CUSTOM
UNDERFLASHING BY 'THERMOSASH'
SEALED TO SPOUTING. INSTALL NEOPRENE
PACKER BETWEEN ANGLE & GLAZING
WHITE PAINT FINISH TO GLASS TO PREVENT
OVERHEATING IN WALL CAVITY
45 x 45 ALU. ANGLE, REBATED TO
PLY, WPM RUN OVER
SCAFFOLDING FOUNDATION
TUBE SHOWN BELOW
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINTS
90x45 INSULATED TIMBER & PLYWOOD
BOXPOST
:    -
MODULE
BOUNDARY
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS. SEE DRAWING A-591
FOR CLADDING DETAILS




60 x 45 HORIZONTAL CEDAR SUPPORT BATTEN
90x45 TIMBER SUPPORT STUD
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°, BOLT
FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,
NOTCHED 30mm AND SCREW FIXED TO
SUPPORT BATTEN
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE SUPPORT BRACKET
60 x 45 HORIZONTAL CEDAR
SUPPORT BATTEN
90x45 TIMBER SUPPORT STUD
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°, BOLT
FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,
NOTCHED 30mm AND SCREW FIXED TO
SUPPORT BATTEN
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE SUPPORT BRACKET
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE
AIR SEAL
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT COLORSTEEL
GUTTER. OVER-FLOW HOLES AT HEIGHT OF
REAR GUTTER UPSTAND
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT
COLORSTEEL GUTTER
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°
AWNING TO CANOPY DETAIL: SECTION
12mm PLYWOOD ON 25mm CAVITY
COLORSTEEL FLASHING, FLASHING
TAPE TO PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
19x75 VE TICAL CEDA  SLATS,




SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON
21mm PLY, H3.2 TREATED
ALU. UNDERFLASHING SEALED
TO SPOUTING
COLOR STEEL FLASHING, FLASHING
TAPE TO PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
19x75 VERTICAL SLATS @100
CRS
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED SKYLIGHT BY
'THERMOSASH' 42mm, 3° FALL. FORM IN
3 SECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS)
45 x 110 x 6 ALUMINIUM ANGLE FRAMES
(3 UNITS) SCREW FIXED AT 400CRS
(DRILL HOLES AT 200 CRS) TO 90x45
TIMBER BLOCKING FIXED TO LVL
25mm DRESSED TIMBER FACING
100x20 RECLAIMED T&G RIMU FACING




190x45 LVL TRIMMING JOIST. RIPPED SURFACE TO BE
PAINTED WITH HOLDFAST METALEX CONCENTRATED
PRESERVATIVE - GREEN
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR DOWNPIPE,
COLORSTEEL. WELDED DOG-LEG SECTION TO STEP
PAST LINE OF FLOOR AND DECK STRUCTURE
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
12mm PLYWOOD H3.2 TREATED & PAINTED
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS @500 MAX CRS.
NOTCHED 50x185mm AT DOOR SILL.
NOTCHED SURFACE TO BE PAINTED WITH
HOLDFAST METALEX CONCENTRATED
PRESERVATIVE - GREEN
90x90 TIMBER EDGE BLOCK
100 x 100 x 6 MS ANGLE BEARERS. REFER
ENGINEER'S SKETCHES FOR DETAILS
240x45 LVL STUD @ MODULE EDGE
2 (110 x 45) DRESSED TIMBER RAFTERS
BOLT FIXED TO ANGLE FRAME (SKYLIGHT)
BOLT HEADS RECESSED FLUSH. FINISH TIMBER
12mm SHORT OF TIMBER REVEAL
PERMANENT 18mm PLYWOOD FIXED TO
LVL FLOOR JOISTS (UNTREATED)
240x45 LVL ROOF BEAM




6mm S/S CABLE INSIDE CONDUIT
12mm H3.2 ACQ PLYWOOD
45° BRACING STRUT - 90x45 H1.2
BORON TREATED










Figure 307: Construction Detail Showing Skylight Apex Detail and Roller Blind 
 
 
Figure 308: Construction Detail Showing Skylight Jamb and Inter-Module Join
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D26 BI-FOLD SILL TO DECK DETAIL: SECTION
A-302
1:5




85 x 25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAL TO WALL LINING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND.
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
COLORSTEEL BACK FLASHING,
SEAL TO DOOR FRAME
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINTS
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
120mm COACH SCREW FIXING AT MID
HEIGHT OF WALL
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
90 x 25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAL TO WALL LINING,
SOLID TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND.
1:5  OCCURS DO02-3
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3 (SAME CONSTRUCTION AS DO02-3)
90x45 INSULATED TIMBER & PLYWOOD
BOXPOST. PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK
MEMBRANE OVER
MODULE BOUNDARY
2 (110 x 45) DRESSED TIMBER RAFTERS
BOLT FIXED TO ANGLE FRAME (SKYLIGHT)
BOLT HEADS RECESSED FLUSH.
D28 SKYLIGHT BEAM DETAIL: SECTION
A-301
JOINT STRUCTURALLY GLAZED & SEALED
TO 'THERMOSASH' SPECIFICATIONS. SEE D24 &
D27 FOR HEAD AND SILL FIXING DETAILS
120mm COACH SCREW FIXING AT MID
HEIGHT OF WALL
REMOVABLE 160x25 TIMBER REVEAL
(SCREW FIXED), 20mm COVER TO
CLADDING PANEL
125x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL,
10mm NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
70x45 TIMBER BLOCKING. INSTALLED
DURING CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2
'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
70x45 TIMBER BLOCKING. INSTALLED DURING
CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2 BEFOR INSULATION
21mm PLYWOOD
90x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL, 10mm
NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING, SOLID
TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
90x25 DRESSED TIMBER REVEAL, 10mm
NEGATIVE DETAIL TO WALL LINING, SOLID
TIMBER BLOCKING BEHIND
A-302
INTERNAL LININGS ON 25mm CAVITY
LINE OF 70 x 45 HORIZONTAL TIMBERS
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT
COLORSTEEL GUTTER. OVER-FLOW
HOLES AT HEIGHT OF REAR GUTTER
UPSTAND
2250 HEAD OF REVEAL2250 BULK HEAD
2500 CEILING HEIGHT
2550 UNDERSIDE OF BEAM 2550 UNDERSIDE OF BEAM
2330 UNDERSIDE OF BOXBEAM2330 UNDERSIDE OF BOXBEAM
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS ON 60mm CAVITY, FIXED @
735 MAX CRS TO ALU. CAVITY BATTENS.
SEE DRAWING A-591 FOR CLADDING DETAILS
12mm PLYWOOD SHEETS LAID VERTICALLY WITH
PROPRIETRY 'h' FLASHING AT HORIZONTAL JOINT.
FLASHING TAPE VERTICAL JOIN
REMOVABLE 19x135mm VERTICAL TIMBER
MODULE JOIN COVER. SCREW FIXED ON SITE
287 x 90 LVL BEAM, SHOWN DOTTED BEHIND
PARAPET FLASHING
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED SKYLIGHT BY
'THERMOSASH' 42mm, 3° FALL. FORM IN 3
SECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION
45 x 110 x 6 MS ANGLE FRAMES (3 UNITS)
NOTE: WELDED ANGLE FRAME TO SKYLIGHT
RETURNS BEFORE BEAM CONNECTION
SCREW FIXED AT 400CRS (DRILL HOLES AT 200
CRS) TO  340 x 145 PLYWOOD BOXBEAM LINTEL
36mm TRIPLE GLAZED BI-FOLDS, TIMBER FRAMES
LOW PROFILE (ACCESSIBLE) ALU. BI-FOLD SILL
ALL SUPPLIED BY 'ECO WINDOWS'
140x45 TIMBER TRIMMER, FIXED THROUGH 20mm
PACKER OVER DOWNSTAND OF SILL FLASHING.
SECONDARY PACKING AT TOP TO FIX DECKING
COLORSTEEL SILL FLASHING BELOW BI-FOLD FRAME,
5°. ENCASE TOP EDGE OF FLASHING WITH NEOPRENE
SLEEVE TO REDUCE THERMAL BRIDGING
TRIM 25mm FLANGE OFF BI-FOLD SILL
(SHOWN DOTTED) TO ACHIEVE FLUSH
PROFILE AS SHOWN
PANELIZED  25 X 140mm DECKING TIMBERS. NB:
DECK SITS 10mm LOWER THAN INTERNAL
FINISHED FLOOR LEVEL3m x 1.3m PANELIZED 20 x 140mm TIMBER FLOORING
ON PLYWOOD STRIP SPACERS (PLY = 200mm WIDE
@400 CRS) PLY THICKNESS TO BE DETERMINED
BASED ON CONCRETE FINISHED LEVEL
THERMALLY RATED ROLLER BLIND.
HARDWARE TO BE CONFIRMED
BI-FOLD HEAD & SKYLIGHT DETAIL: SECTION
D25 BI-FOLD & WINDOW JAMB DETAIL: PLAN
A-111
1:5  OCCURS DO02-3
D29 BI-FOLD HEAD DETAIL: SECTION
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3
BI-FOLD JAMB DETAIL: PLAN
19x75 VERTICAL SLATS @100 CRS FIXED TO
CANOPY FRAMING
25mm DRESSED TIMBER FACING
19x135mm VERTICAL T&G INTERNAL LININGS
ON 25mm CAVITY: WHITE WASHED PINE
CONTINUOUS ALU. ANGLE FLASHING
SEALED TO GLAZING & UPSTAND OF
WPM ROOF INSTALL NEOPRENE





SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON 21mm PLY,
H3.2 TREATED
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS)
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE, COLORSTEEL
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING TAPE
OVER MODULE JOINT
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR
DOWNPIPE, COLORSTEEL
COLORSTEEL BACK FLASHING,
SEAL TO DOOR FRAME
INSTALL HEAVY DUTY FLASHING
TAPE OVER MODULE JOINT
CONTINUOUS ALU. ANGLE WITH CUSTOM
UNDERFLASHING BY 'THERMOSASH'
SEALED TO SPOUTING. INSTALL NEOPRENE
PACKER BETWEEN ANGLE & GLAZING
WHITE PAINT FINISH TO GLASS TO PREVENT
OVERHEATING IN WALL CAVITY
45 x 45 ALU. ANGLE, REBATED TO
PLY, WPM RUN OVER
SCAFFOLDING FOUNDATION
TUBE SHOWN BELOW
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINTS
90x45 INSULATED TIMBER & PLYWOOD
BOXPOST
1:5  OCCURS DO01-3
MODULE
BOUNDARY
REMOVABLE HORIZONTAL SHIPLAP CEDAR
WEATHERBOARDS. SEE DRAWING A-591
FOR CLADDING DETAILS




60 x 45 HORIZONTAL CEDAR SUPPORT BATTEN
90x45 TIMBER SUPPORT STUD
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°, BOLT
FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,
NOTCHED 30mm AND SCREW FIXED TO
SUPPORT BATTEN
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE SUPPORT BRACKET
60 x 45 HORIZONTAL CEDAR
SUPPORT BATTEN
90x45 TIMBER SUPPORT STUD
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°, BOLT
FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,
NOTCHED 30mm AND SCREW FIXED TO
SUPPORT BATTEN
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE SUPPORT BRACKET
50 x 50 STEEL ANGLE
AIR SEAL
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT COLORSTEEL
GUTTER. OVER-FLOW HOLES AT HEIGHT OF
REAR GUTTER UPSTAND
CUSTOM FORMED 0.55 BMT
COLORSTEEL GUTTER
METALCRAFT PROFILED
CORRUGATE ROOFING @ 3°
AWNING TO CANOPY DETAIL: SECTION
12mm PLYWOOD ON 25mm CAVITY
COLORSTEEL FLASHING, FLASHING
TAPE TO PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
19x75 VERTICAL CEDAR SLATS,




SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON
21mm PLY, H3.2 TREATED
ALU. UNDERFLASHING SEALED
TO SPOUTING
COLOR STEEL FLASHING, FLASHING
TAPE TO PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
19x75 VERTICAL SLATS @100
CRS
STRUCTURALLY GLAZED SKYLIGHT BY
'THERMOSASH' 42mm, 3° FALL. FORM IN
3 SECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION
340x114 INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM
(2x 45x90 TIMBER TOP CHORD AND 90 x 45
TIMBER BOTTOM CHORD WITH 2x 12mm
PLYWOOD WEBS)
45 x 110 x 6 ALUMINIUM ANGLE FRAMES
(3 UNITS) SCREW FIXED AT 400CRS
(DRILL HOLES AT 200 CRS) TO 90x45
TIMBER BLOCKING FIXED TO LVL
25mm DRESSED TIMBER FACING
100x20 RECLAIMED T&G RIMU FACING




190x45 LVL TRIMMING JOIST. RIPPED SURFACE TO BE
PAINTED WITH HOLDFAST METALEX CONCENTRATED
PRESERVATIVE - GREEN
'METALCRAFT' 55 x 75 RECTANGULAR DOWNPIPE,
COLORSTEEL. WELDED DOG-LEG SECTION TO STEP
PAST LINE OF FLOOR AND DECK STRUCTURE
240mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
12mm PLYWOOD H3.2 TREATED & PAINTED
240x45 LVL FLOOR JOISTS @500 MAX CRS.
NOTCHED 50x185mm AT DOOR SILL.
NOTCHED SURFACE TO BE PAINTED WITH
HOLDFAST METALEX CONCENTRATED
PRESERVATIVE - GREEN
90x90 TIMBER EDGE BLOCK
100 x 100 x 6 MS ANGLE BEARERS. REFER
ENGINEER'S SKETCHES FOR DETAILS
240x45 LVL STUD @ MODULE EDGE
2 (110 x 45) DRESSED TIMBER RAFTERS
BOLT FIXED TO ANGLE FRAME (SKYLIGHT)
BOLT HEADS RECESSED FLUSH. FINISH TIMBER
12mm SHORT OF TIMBER REVEAL
PERMANENT 18mm PLYWOOD FIXED TO
LVL FLOOR JOISTS (UNTREATED)
240x45 LVL ROOF BEAM




6mm S/S CABLE INSIDE CONDUIT
12mm H3.2 ACQ PLYWOOD
45° BRACING STRUT - 90x45 H1.2
BORON TREATED
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NOTE: WELDED ANGLE FRAME TO SKYLIGHT
OCCURS TO INSIDE EDGE OF LINTEL
(SHOWN DOTTED BEHIND)
DETAIL CUTS THROUGH
TIMBER FRAMING & BI-FOLD SECTION
NOT SHOWN
D35 SKYLIGHT PERIMETER DETAIL: SECTION
- 1:5  CONDITION AT HIGHEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT FALL
60 x 45 HORIZONTAL SUPPORT BATTEN
19x75 VERTICAL TIMBER SLAT, NOTCHED 25
TO ALLOW  5 DRAINAGE MARGIN BESIDE
PARAPET
COLORSTEEL PARAPET FLASHING, 5° FALL
WITH CONTINUOUS COLORSTEEL CLIP FIXING,
SIDE FIXED OVER NEOPRENE SPACER
90x45 TIMBER TO FIX FLASHINGS
PVC FLASHING CAP BY THERMOSASH' SEALED
TO GLAZING




REMOVABLE TONGUE & GROOVE TIMBER
FACING, CUT TO FALL OF SKYLIGHT
D36 ROOF EDGE DETAIL OVER KITCHEN: SECTION
A-302
FORM PLYWOOD ROOF UPSTAND WITH SOLID TIMBER
BLOCKING & APPLY WPM - ASSEMBLY IS PRE-WPM'D &
SLOTTED OVER LVL BEAM ON SITE
SELECTED WPM 3° ROOF ON 18mm PLY, H3.2 TREATED,
ON 90 x 45 RAFTERS (TO FALLS) @400 CRS
GLAZING UNITS STRUCTURALLY SEALED




315 x 90 GLULAM CANOPY BEAM
COLORSTEEL PARAPET FLASHING, 5° FALL
WITH CONTINUOUS COLORSTEEL CLIP FIXING,
SIDE FIXED OVER NEOPRENE SPACER
60 x 45 HORIZONTAL SUPPORT BATTEN
19x75 VERTICAL TIMBER SLAT, NOTCHED 25
TO ALLOW  5 DRAINAGE MARGIN BESIDE
PARAPET
90x45 TIMBER TO FIX FLASHINGS
REMOVABLE COLORSTEEL FLASHING
315 x 90 GLULAM CANOPY BEAM
PVC FLASHING CAP BY THERMOSASH' SEALED
TO GLAZING
287 LVL EAM, INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOINT
REMOVABLE TONGUE & GROOVE TIMBER
FACING, CUT TO FALL OF SKYLIGHT
GLAZING UNITS STRUCTURALLY SEALED
TO 45 x 110 x 6 MS ANGLE FRAMES (3 UNITS)
COLORSTEEL PARAPET FLASHING, 5° FALL
WITH CONTINUOUS COLORSTEEL CLIP FIXING,
SIDE FIXED OVER NEOPRENE SPACER
60 x 45 HORIZONTAL SUPPORT BATTEN
19x75 VERTICAL TIMBER SLAT, NOTCHED 25
TO ALLOW  5 DRAINAGE MARGIN BESIDE
PARAPET
90x45 TIMBER TO FIX FLASHINGS
REMOVABLE COLORSTEEL FLASHING
315 x 90 GLULAM CANOPY BEAM
PVC FLASHING CAP BY THERMOSASH' SEALED
TO GLAZING
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MODULE JOINT
COLORSTEEL PARAPET FLASHING, 5° FALL
WITH CONTINUOUS COLORSTEEL CLIP FIXING,
SIDE FIXED OVER NEOPRENE SPACER
60 x 45 HORIZONTAL SUPPORT BATTEN
19x75 VERTICAL TIMBER SLAT, NOTCHED 25
TO ALLOW  5 DRAINAGE MARGIN BESIDE
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90x45 TIMBER TO FIX FLASHINGS
315 x 90 GLULAM CANOPY BEAM
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90x45 TIMBER
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BOXBEAM DETAILS
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BOXBEAM DETAILS
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BOXBEAM DETAILS
D33 SKYLIGHT PERIMETER DETAIL: SECTION
- 1:5  CONDITION AT LOWEST POINT OF SKYLIGHT FALL
D34 SKYLIGHT PERIMETER DETAIL: SECTION
A-301 1:5  CONDITION AT MID - POINT OF SKYLIGHT FALL
360x87mm INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM -
63x45 LVL TOP AND BOTTOM CHORDS, 12mm
PLY WEBS. REFER ENGINEER'S SKETCH SK12 &
SK15 FOR ROOF BOXBEAM FIXING DETAILS
~285mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
SELECTED WPM ON 18mm PLY (H3.2
TREATED), 1.5° FALL
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
360x87mm INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM -
63x45 LVL TOP AND BOTTOM CHORDS, 12mm
PLY WEBS. REFER ENGINEER'S SKETCH SK12 &
SK15 FOR ROOF BOXBEAM FIXING ETAILS
~285mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
SELECTED WPM ON 18mm PLY (H3.2
TREATED), 1.5° FALL
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
CNC ROUTED STRANDBOARD CEILING
PANEL ON 30mm TIMBER CAVITY
AUTEX AAB 35-17 ACOUSTIC BLANKET
45 x 110 x 6 MS ANGLE FRAMES (3 UNITS), SCREW
FIXED AT 400CRS (DRILL HOLES AT 200 CRS) TO
287 x 90 LVL BEAM
360x87mm INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM -
63x45 LVL TOP AND BOTTOM CHORDS, 12mm
PLY WEBS. REFER ENGINEER'S SKETCH SK12 &
SK15 FOR ROOF BOXBEAM FIXING DETAILS
~285mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
SELECTED WPM ON 18mm PLY (H3.2
TREATED), 1.5° FALL
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
CNC ROUTED STRANDBOARD CEILING
PANEL ON 30mm TIMBER CAVITY
AUTEX AAB 35-17 ACOUSTIC BLANKET
45 x 110 x 6 MS ANGLE FRAMES (3 UNITS), SCREW
FIXED AT 400CRS (DRILL HOLES AT 200 CRS) TO
287 x 90 LVL BEAM
360x87mm INSULATED PLYWOOD BOXBEAM -
63x45 LVL TOP AND BOTTOM CHORDS, 12mm
PLY WEBS. REFER ENGINEER'S SKETCH SK12 &
SK15 FOR ROOF BOXBEAM FIXING DETAILS
~285mm 'ECOFLEECE' WOOL INSULATION
SELECTED WPM ON 18mm PLY (H3.2
TREATED), 1.5° FALL
PROCLIMA VAPOUR CHECK MEMBRANE
3.000 TOP OF PARAPET
2.500 CL
3.000 TOP OF PARAPET
3.000 TOP OF PARAPET
2.500 CL
3.000 TOP OF PARAPET
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOIN
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOIN
INSTALL 2 x PF RODS BETWEEN
MODULE JOIN
TIMBER BLOCKING TO ACHIEVE PARAPET HEIGHT TIMBER BLOCKING TO ACHIEVE PARAPET HEIGHT
TIMBER BLOCKING TO ACHIEVE PARAPET HEIGHT TIMBER BLOCKING TO ACHIEVE PARAPET HEIGHT
EN, JM, RM
GM, TD
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Considerable attention was given to all of the junction 
details and materials used in Module Three. The concept 
called for an architectural language that would separate 
M3 from the rest of the house and express it as an  
 
 
extension of the outdoors. These considerations, along 
with the technical requirements of the triple-glazed 
skylight, resulted in the as-built solution, presented here 
in a series of photographs. 




      
Figure 310: Interior Photos Showing Skylight During Wet Weather (left) and at Dusk (right) (Credit: Stefano Paltera/U.S. 















Figure 312: Construction Drawing Showing Assembled Canopy Timber Elements 
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The design of the canopy was critical for achieving the 
expression of lightness and openness that was so central 
to the First Light concept.  As the dominant exterior 
feature, it would make the first impression demanding the 
highest quality of materials, proportion and detailing. The 
canopy’s primary functional purpose was for the support 
of the solar panels and to shade the large southern glazing 
in summer. The separation of the solar panels from the 
roof, or any other part of the envelope, greatly advantages 
the assembly process and the extent and complexity of 
weatherproofing. Conceptually the canopy was intended 
to focus the form of the house on the central space, 
distinguishing it as an expression of the outdoors.  
The initial design as presented in the conceptual design 
submision proposed the following structure; 150x120mm 
timber columns, 250x120mm tapered timber primary 
flitch beams, 150x50mm tapered timber rafters, and 
50x22mm timber slats fixed with steel purlins [Figure 
313, Figure 314 & Figure 315]. The solar panels were 
supported with steel brackets mounted to the timber 
rafters [Figure 316]. Visible steel tension cross-bracing 
was used in four of the column bays to provide lateral 
bracing. All fixings were to be bolted for ease of 
assembly/disassembly and for the packaging of individual 
components into standard 40’ Hi Cube containers. 
Although little research had been undertaken into the use 
of materials, structural spans, shading efficiencies, and 
fixing details; this arrangement achieved the desired form 
and expression of elements that would be preserved 
throughout the detailed design phase. 
 
 




Figure 314: Conceptual Design Submission - 1:50 Scale Model 
 
 




Figure 316: Conceptual Design Submission - 1:50 Scale Model 
Showing Solar Panel Arrangement 
 
As developed design progressed, an understanding of the 
structural depth of the canopy framing elements, along 
with the overall size of the house, was gained. It was of 
upmost importance that the canopy appear to be 
lightweight  and almost temporary so as not to bear down 
on the house or make it look top-heavy. Several design 
iterations were explored in an attempt to refine the 
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structural composition of the canopy [Figure 317 & 
Figure 318]. An option of reducing the angle of the 
canopy to horizontal was also explored [Figure 319]. 
Although this might simplify things during construction 
and assembly, it was felt that the angled gesture towards 
the central space was important for the concept. It was 
also determined that the flipping of the slats to the 
underside of the timber rafters would have a great impact 
on slimming the canopy profile. 
 
 
Figure 317: Canopy Structural Iteration - 3D Model Showing 
Longitudinal Primary Beams 
 
 
Figure 318: Canopy Structural Iteration - 3D Model Showing 
Slats on Underside of Rafters 
 
 
Figure 319: Canopy Structural Iteration - 3D Model Showing 
Flat Canopy 
 
With a confirmed general structural arrangement, the 
canopy underwent a long and iterative process of 
development. For clarity, the final as-built design will be 
presented here with explanation given as to the main 
decisions that were made. It was well understood that a 
significant cost was being invested in the structural 
seperation of the canopy from the rest of the house. To 
make the most of this bold design move, the canopy 
would need to perform its main functions as efficiently 
and economically as possible.  
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7.1 SLAT PANELS 
The first step was to optimise the detailing of the slat 
panels in order to provide the degree of shading as 
specified by the building performance team. Again, due to 
the significant impact of overheating, the computer 
simulations suggested that a complete shading of the 
south windows would be required at the competition 
(Jagersma, 2012). This was an unrealistic objective and a 
compromise between aesthetics, functionality and 
performance would have to be reached. The overhang of 
the canopy to the south was increased to 1.8m while the 
north overhang remained at 1.3m. 1.8m created an 
adequate overhang to provide full shading of the south 
windows in New Zealand during summer. During the 
competition period however it would only shade approx 
70% of the windows. 
 
 
Figure 320: SD Photo Showing the Completed Canopy 
 
The next step was to determine the angle at which the 
slats would need to be in order to provide the greatest 
amount of shade per timber quantity. At this stage 
Herman Pacific had confirmed their sponsorship for both 
the cladding and the cedar slats and support battens. 
Cedar was again elected for use in this situation due to its 
durability, light weight, and for the continuity that it 
would have with the cladding. Herman Pacific had 
recommended the use of 65x19mm timber for the slats. 
This dimension would be the most efficient and economic 
use of material considering the overall quantities that 
were required. A spacing between slat centres of no 
greater than 100mm was felt to give the best visual 
aesthetic. The following results for slat angle vs % shaded 
were obtained from a Sketchup model at the peak of 




Figure 321: Canopy Slat Angle Tests at 100mm Centres - 
Sketchup Model for Summer in Wellington, NZ 
 
ANGLE	   SHADED	   UNSHADED	   %	  SHADED	  
0°	   123	   180	   40.7	  
30°	   196	   108	   64.6	  
35°	   202	   101	   66.7	  
40°	   208	   95	   68.7	  
45°	   213	   91	   70.1	  
90°	   215	   88	   71.0	  
Table 8: Canopy Slat Angle Tests at 100mm Centres - Summer 
in Wellington, NZ 
 
It was initially felt that the 30º slat angle was the most 
aesthetically desireable. However increasing the angle to 
45º gave 5.5% more shading and consequeuntly also 
provided the greatest degree of transparancy to the canopy 
when viewed from the main deck. An angle of 45º would 
also make for a more simple fixing detail between the slat 
and the cedar batten [Figure 322]. Several fixing 
techniques were investigated through prototype models 
and in discussion with potential fabricators. A single 
fixing through the face of the cedar slat into a notched 
section of the batten proved to give a strong and visibly 
simple solution [Figure 323]. A minimum batten depth of 
45mm was specified by the engineer so as to span the 
distance between the timber rafters. The battens were also 
cantilevered by 280mm, further refining the visual edge of 
the canopy. An overall batten dimension of 65x39mm was 






















Figure 323: Construction Photo Showing Cedar Slat Fixing 
 
It was critical that the cedar battens were accurately and 
consistantly notched in order to achieve the desired 
precision of the overal slat panel. To this end, the cedar 
battens were cut and notched off-site in a joinery 
workshop. A dedicated cutting schedule was prepared for 
the joiners illustrating batten types, and notes as to which 
lengths of supplied cedar were to be used [Figure 325]. 
This ensured the accurate notching of the battens while 































































CEDAR BATTEN TYPE B01 TO BE EX 3.35m
SUPPLIED LENGTHS OF 39x65 CEDAR
CEDAR BATTEN TYPE B02 TO BE EX 3.35m
SUPPLIED LENGTHS OF 39x65 CEDAR
CEDAR BATTEN TYPE B03 TO BE EX 2.74m
SUPPLIED LENGTHS OF 39x65 CEDAR
CEDAR BATTEN TYPE B04 TO BE EX 2.74m
SUPPIED LENGTHS OF 39x65 CEDAR
CEDAR BATTEN TYPE B05 TO BE EX 3.35m
SUPPIED LENGTHS OF 39x65 CEDAR
39x65 CEDAR SUPPORT BATTEN
@562 MAX CNTRS. REFER
CUTTING SCHEDULE ABOVE





50 x 50 x 3mm STAINLESS STEEL ANGLE BRACKET
(40MM WIDTH). ENGINEER TO SPECIFY FIXINGS
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Figure 325: Cutting Schedule for Cedar Slat Battens 
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The slats were compartmentalised into managable panels 
for ease of assembly and packaging [Figure 326, Figure 
327 & Figure 328]. An assembly drawing outlining each 
slat panel type and location on the canopy was used to 
coordinate their assembly on site [Figure 329]. The slar 
panels are fixed to the underside of the glulam rafters with 
50x50x3mm stainless steel angle brackets and tek-screws 
[Figure 330]. After construction each panel was given a 
unique ID to ensure the accurate repeated assembly both 
at Frank Kitts Park and at the Solar Decathlon. 
 
 
Figure 327: Construction Photo Showing Cedar Slat Panels 
 
 
Figure 328: Construction Photo Showing the Installation of a 
Cedar Slat Panel 
 
 
Figure 329: Assembly Drawing - Slat Panel Locations 
 
 
Figure 330: FKP Assembly Photo Showing Cedar Slat Panel 
Fixing Bracket 
 
The vertical slats presented a slightly different challenge 
to detailing. These served little purpose in terms of 
shading however provided some much needed privacy to 
the dining room and again focused the occupant or visitor 
on the central space [ Figure 331 & Figure 332]. Because 
these panels did not have to provide shade, the slats could 
be oriented perpendicular to the support battens. Several 
fixing methods were explored resulting in a notched, 
glued, and screwed arrangement [Figure 333 & Figure 
334]. A cutting schedule was again prepared for the off-
site notching of the vertical slat panel battens [Figure 
335]. 
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Figure 331: SD Photo Showing Vertical Cedar Slats 
 
 
Figure 332: FKP Photo Showing Vertical Slats at Entrance to 
House (Credit: Paul Hillier) 
 
 




Figure 334: Fabrication Detail Showing Fixing of Cedar Batten 
 
 
Figure 335: Cutting Schedule for Vertical Slat Battens 
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During construction the contractor determined that the use 
of glue and bradding nails would be sufficient to hold the 
vertical slats in place. This was adequate in most cases 
however some slats, in particular the outer ones, 
eventually came loose after multiple assemblies. The 
fixing between the cedar batten and the cedar stud also 
proved to be weak causing the panels to break at this join 
several times during assembly. The fixing was sufficient 
to hold the panel together once installed however could 
not withstand the manual handling inflicted during 
assembly. Additional screws were skewd up through the 
underside of the batten into the stud to strengthen this 
join. In hindsight it may have been preferable to notch the 
batten into the stud, strengthening the join while also 
providing a more even line of battens. 
 
 
Figure 336: FKP Aerial Photo Showing Vertical Slats Above 
Skylight (Credit: Paul Hillier) 
 
 
Figure 337: FKP Interior Photo Showing Vertical Slats Above 
Skylight (Credit: Paul Hillier) 
 
A series of vertical slats also ran along the top of the 
central module completing the form of the canopy [Figure 
336 & Figure 337]. These slats were particularly difficult 
to construct given their overall length. Fabrication 
drawings also had to include a cutting schedule for every 
individual cedar slat since their height changed with the 
fall of the skylight and roof [Figure 339]. The vertical slat 
panels were screw fixed at the top directly to the primary 




Figure 338: FKP Assembly Photo Showing Vertical Slat Panels 








Figure 339: Fabrication Drawing Showing Slat Panels and Slat Cutting Schedule 
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Figure 341: Fabrication Drawing - East Elevation Showing Structural Glulam Members 
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7.2 GLULAM STRUCTURE 
The as-built supporting structure is comprised of 
90x180mm glulam columns, 90x315mm glulam beams, 
and 45x135mm glulam rafters; all made from locally 
sourced Pinus Radiata [Figure 340, Figure 341 & Figure 
342]. The increased strength of glulam meant that 
slimmer members could be used compared to standard 
framing. Timber/steel flitch beams or an alternative 
hardwood could also have been used. It was an objective 
of the team however to use local and/or sustainably grown 
timber where possible. In this case, glue laminated pinus 
radiata proved to be the ideal timber for the canopy 
structure. The ends of both the primary beams and the 
rafters were tapered to again further refine the canopy 
edge [Figure 343]. 
 
 




Figure 343: FKP Assembly Showing Tapered Primary Glulam 
Beams (Credit Ruth Armishaw – NZ Wood) 
The glulam columns are bolted at their base to the steel 
foundation upright plates [Figure 344, Figure 345 & 
Figure 346]. These plates are designed in a way so as to 
protrude through the landscaping planter boxes, 
concealing the bulk of the foundations and providing a 




Figure 344: Fabrication Drawing - Column Base Fixing 
 
 
Figure 345: Fabrication Drawing - Column Base Fixing 
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Figure 347: FKP Assembly Photo Showing Foundation Plate 
Protruding Through Planter Boxes 
 
 
Figure 348: FKP Assembly Photo Showing Foundations 
Concealed by Landscaping 
 
A similar s/s plate is used at the top to fix the primary 
beams to the columns [Figure 349]. Some difficulty was 
experienced in the notching of the glulam columns. 
Although this was anticipated and accommodated for by 
having a joinery company perform the work, the desired 
accuracy of the cut was not achieved. Unfortunately some 
of the notches do not run completely parallel to the length 
of the column. The majority of the notches were also not 
cut to the specified depth requiring further manipulation 
on site, by chainsaw. These defects were not visible 
within the beams since the entire notch is concealed from 
view. Furthermore, the s/s plates were specified at 6mm 
thickness however, due to the breaking of chains at the 
joinery workshop, the notch had to be increased to 10mm. 
This resulted in a degree of ‘slop’ between the plate and 
the glulam notch. To mitigate this problem visually, s/s 
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Figure 350: FKP Assembly Photo Showing S/S Glulam Plates 
 
For assembly, the glulam beams are fixed to the columns 
while still on the ground [Figure 351]. A small crane or 
Hiab is then used to place the portal frames onto the 
foundation plates [Figure 352 & Figure 353]. The portals 
are then temporarily braced while the glulam rafters and 
permanent bracing components are installed. 
 
 
Figure 351: FKP Assembly Photo Showing Glulam Beams and 
Columns Fixed to Form Portal Frames 
 
 
Figure 352: FKP Assembly Photo Showing Glulam Portals 
Lifted by Crane 
 
 
Figure 353: FKP Assembly Photo Showing Glulam Portals 
Place on Foundations (Credit: Ruth Armishaw – NZ  
 
The 135x45mm glulam rafters are placed in bundles on 
top of the glulam portal frames using a crane. Each 
glulam column, beam and rafter is given a unique identity 
tag to ensure the accurate reassembly of the canopy. 
Unfortunately most of the members were not correctly 
tagged during construction and the layout had to be re-
established during assembly. This mistake highlighted the 
importance of maintaining an accurate and consistant 
labelling system. Although many elements were based on 
standardised components, each would become unique due 
to the tolerances of timber construction.  
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The rafters are fixed to the primary beams using a single 
10mm x 220mm countersunk head Spax screw [Figure 
354].  The spacing of the rafters was dictated by the 
spacing and fixing requirements of the solar panels. The 
direct fixing of the rafters caused the primary beams to tilt 
outwards towards alligning perpendicularly with the 
rafters [Figure 355]. The s/s plate prevented the tilt from 
being as radical as is shown in Figure 355, however the 
effect was still visibly noticable. This problem could have 
been avoided by ‘birds-mouthing’ the rafters at 4º to 
enable them to sit flat on the beams. 
 
 
Figure 354: Fabrication Drawing Showing Spax Screw Fixing 
Between Glulam Rafter and Beam 
 
 
Figure 355: Sectional Drawing Showing Tilting Glulam Beam 
 
7.3 STRUCTURAL BRACING 
It was initially intended that the foundation outrigger and 
column plate would provide a fixed joint and hence lateral 
bracing. This was not however possible and 
supplementary bracing in both directions was required. 
The columns are braced transversely by steel struts that 
extend through the cladding to fix directly to the house 
modules [Figure 356 & Figure 357]. These struts are only 
required on the north (back) side of the house leaving the 
front elevation unobstructed. The strut is designed so that 
the module bracket can be prefixed before the cladding is 
installed, with the remainder of the strut and column 
assembled later. The cladding penetration is then 
weathersealed and fnished with a cedar trim [Figure 358]. 
 
 




Figure 357: Construction Sketch Showing Installation of 
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Figure 358: SD Photo Showing Column Bracing Strut and 
Cedar Trim 
 
To resist lateral loads in the longitudinal direction a far 
more complex structural bracket arrangement is used. A 
large ‘C’ shaped steel section connects the first bay of the 
canopy to the longitudinal parapets of the house [Figure 
359 & Figure 360]. Any connection between the canopy 
and the roof could lead to potential weatherproofing 
issues. To ensure a watertight penetration and a 
connection that could be assembled and disassembled 
many times, permanent mounting brackets were fixed 
underneath the parapet cap flashing [Figure 361]. This 
enabled the screw-fixings to be concealed and 
waterproofed by the parapet flashing. The bracing bracket 
is then bolted to the mounting brackets at either end. The 
top flange spans between the two primary glulam beams 
and is bolted to another mounting bracket that is fixed to 
the top of the beams. The upright of the bracket is 
designed so as to fit between two slats of the slat panel 
[Figure 362]. Some difficulty is experienced in the 
assembling of the brackets with the slat panel needing to 
be installed at the same time. 
 
 
Figure 359: 3D Model Showing Canopy Bracing Bracket 
Between Primary Glulam Beams 
 
 
Figure 360: Engineers Sketch Showing Canopy Bracing Bracket 
 
 






Figure 362: SD Assembly Photo Showing Canopy Bracing 
Bracket Protruding Through Slat Panel 
 
Four canopy bracing brackets are located at the four 
internal corners of the canopy. These are then connected 
together to form a structural diaphragm with s/s tension 
cross-bracing [Figure 363]. Most of the bracket and 
tension bracing is hidden from view, bar the vertical 
upright [Figure 358]. 
 
 













This thesis has provided an in depth analysis of the 
logistical and construction challenges that were involved 
in the making of the First Light house. As a case study, it 
is hoped that this will provide a valuable contribution 
towards an understanding of how these challenges might 
be overcome in other similar projects. 
The design process has been presented, in detail, from 
concept to competition. The framework for this process 
has been outlined in each chapter relative to the main 
decision making criteria that were involved. Alternative 
outcomes have been presented and critiqued as to how 
they best meet these criteria. As a reflective document, the 
successes and/or failings of the chosen outcomes are then 
discussed based on the experiences gained at the 2011 
competition.  
Following a generally chronological process this thesis 
began with the exploration of international transportation 
requirements. These included land transport, sea freight, 
customs, and even air freight. The implications that these 
requirements had for modularisation and construction 
techniques were explored through a variety of different 
transport options. As the options were progressively 
explored a greater understanding of their impact to the 
project in terms of time, quality and cost was gained. The 
number of options was eventually narrowed to a preferred 
six transportation methods. With all factors considered the 
final method was selected, paving the way for the 
development of construction and assembly techniques. 
The solution to the many interlinked foundation 
requirements was a simple perimeter ‘track’ design. This 
enabled the house modules to be dropped into place 
sequentially and then slid to their correct locations. This 
foundation system enabled the level adjustment that was 
needed to achieve a level and temporary substructure for 
the house. It also provided the means for supporting the 















Available construction methods for building the house 
modules were explored at great length. A detailed 
comparison between SIP (Structurally insulated Panel) 
and timber framed construction was carried out. This 
presented the many advantages and disadvantages of each 
option. Ultimately, the decision was made to proceed with 
the use of timber framed construction. This had 
advantages in terms of project timing, control over the 
design process, use of locally sourced materials, and 
environmental concerns. 
Development of the timber construction details was 
driven by rigorous research and optimisation for 
performance, aesthetic quality, durability, and ease of 
assembly. Through a range of construction techniques 
specific details were developed to meet the unique 
requirements of the floor, wall, and roof. These included 
the use of Flexus concrete for thermal mass in the floors, 
double stud and LVL (laminated veneer lumber) framing 
in the walls, CNC (computer numerical sdds) cut plywood 
ribs for the roof, removable Cedar weatherboards, and an 
airtightness membrane combined with sheeps wool for 
insulation. The selected details and products proved to 
achieve the necessary qualities of a robustness, 
performance, and aesthetic quality. 
One of the most difficult design challenges to the project 
was the detailing of the central module, Module Three. 
Due to the dimensional limitations of sea freight, Module 
Three had to be broken down into smaller components 
and ‘flat packed’ into standard shipping containers. This 
posed many challenges to the design team since this was 
to be the focal point of the entire house, not to mention 
that it contained two 3.0m wide glazed bi-fold doors and a 
large skylight. This module also proved thermally to be 
the weakest part of the house. The large amount of 
glazing enabled too much heat gain in summer while also 










Extensive design research was invested for the 
optimisation of the skylight to mitigate these negative 
affects. Significant development of the connection details 
for assembly, disassembly and weathertightness was also 
required. The triple glazed final solution, with integrated 
roller blinds and a portion of solid roof, met all of the 
performance and construction requirements as well as the 
design intent. 
The timber canopy, which provided support to the solar 
panels and shading to the windows, also required a 
significant amount of refinement in terms of assembly and 
performance. It accounted for the first impression of the 
house and was critical for the expression of the concept 
and enhancement of the central space. The entire structure 
is compartmentalised for ease of assembly and 
containerisation. Naturally durable Cedar is used for the 
shading slats and treated glulaminated Pinus Radiata 
columns, beams and rafters make up the structure. 
The unique requirements of the Solar Decathlon resulted 
in a house that could be transported to almost anywhere in 
the world, achieves the highest standards of performance 
and energy efficiency, and is completely powered by the 
sun. First Light excelled at the competition with a house 
that not only met these technical challenges but aslo 
achieved a functional and inspired piece of architecture.  
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For the Architecture contest of the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2011, teams were required to design and 
build attractive, high-performance houses that integrated solar and energy-efficiency technologies seamlessly into the 
design. 
A jury of professional architects focused on: 
 1. - Architectural elements  Architectural elements included the scale and proportion of room and facade features, 
indoor/outdoor connections, composition, and linking of various house elements. 
 2. - Holistic design  Holistic design is an architectural design that is comfortable for occupants and compatible with the 
surrounding environment. 
 3. - Lighting  The jury assessed the integration and energy efficiency of electrical and natural light. 
 4. - Inspiration  Inspiration is reflected in a design that inspires and delights Solar Decathlon visitors. 
Documentation  Documentation included drawings, a project manual, and an audiovisual architecture presentation that 
accurately reflected the constructed project on the competition site. 
 
Market Appeal Contest 
(100 points) 
Each U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2011 team built its house for a target client of its choosing. The Market 
Appeal jury, composed of professionals from the homebuilding industry, evaluated the responsiveness of the house design 
to the characteristics and requirements of the target client. 
The jury considered: 
 5. - Livability  Did the design offer a safe, functional, convenient, comfortable, and enjoyable place to live? Did it feature 
intuitive house controls? Did it meet the unique needs and desires of the target client? 
 6. - Marketability  Did the house have curb appeal, interior appeal, and quality craftsmanship? How well did its 
sustainability features and strategies contribute to its marketability? Did the house offer potential homebuyers 
within the target market a good value? 
Buildability  Would the construction documents enable a contractor to generate an accurate construction cost estimate and 
then construct the building as the design team intended it to be built? Could the house's materials and equipment be 




The U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2011 houses represent the best of modern engineering. For the 
Engineering Contest, a jury of professional engineers evaluated each house for: 
 7. - Functionality  Did the house's energy and HVAC systems function as intended? 
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 8. - Efficiency  How much energy would the house's systems save over the course of a year relative to conventional 
systems? Would the system controls facilitate a reduction in energy consumption during a year of operation? 
 9. - Innovation  Were unique approaches used to solve design challenges? Did the innovations have true market potential? 
 10. - Reliability  How long are the systems expected to operate at a high level of performance? How much maintenance is 
required to keep them operating at a high level? 
Documentation  Did the construction drawings, project manual, and audiovisual engineering presentation accurately 




From team websites to signage and public tours, the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2011 Communications 
Contest challenged teams to educate others about their houses, their experiences, and their projects. 
A jury of communications professionals awarded points for delivering clear and consistent messages; images that 
represent the vision, process, and results of each project; and creativity in engaging audiences. 
The Communications Jury evaluated: 
 11. - Web content quality, appropriateness, and originality 
 12. - Video walkthrough information, the accuracy of the representation of the as-built house on the competition site, 
accessible captioning, clarity of the audio narrative, and creativity 
 13. - The quality of onsite graphics, photos, displays, and signage 
 14. - The delivery of messages to target audiences and people of all abilities 




New for the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2011, the Affordability Contest encouraged teams to design and 
build affordable houses that combined energy-efficient construction and appliances with renewable energy systems. In this 
way, the teams demonstrated how energy-saving features can help consumers save money today. 
A professional estimator determined the construction cost of each house. Teams earned 100 points for achieving a target 
construction cost of $250,000 or less. A sliding point scale was then applied to houses with estimated construction costs 
between $250,001 and $600,000. Houses with estimated costs more than $600,000 would have received zero points. 
 
Comfort Zone Contest 
(100 points) 
For the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2011 Comfort Zone Contest, teams designed their houses to keep 
temperature and humidity steady, uniform, and comfortable. Full points were awarded for maintaining narrow temperature 
and relative humidity ranges during specified periods of time. 
For full points, the houses had to maintain: 
 15. - Temperatures between 71°F (22.2°C) and 76°F (24.4°C) 




Hot Water Contest 
(100 points) 
The U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2011 Hot Water Contest assessed whether a house's water heating 
system could supply all the hot water needed for daily washing and bathing. Teams scored points by successfully 
completing several 15-gallon "hot water draws." 




The U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2011 Appliances Contest was designed to mimic the appliance use of an 
average U.S. home. Teams earned points for refrigerating and freezing food, washing and drying laundry, and running the 
dishwasher. Points were awarded for: 
 16. - Maintaining the refrigerator temperature within 34°F (1.11°C) and 40°F (4.44°C) 
 17. - Keeping the freezer temperature within -20°F (-28.9°C) and 5°F (-1.5°C) 
 18. - Washing a load of laundry within a specified period of time 
 19. - Returning a load of laundry to a total weight less than or equal to the load's total weight before washing using active 
or passive drying methods 
Running the dishwasher through a complete, uninterrupted cycle, at some point during which a temperature sensor placed 
in the dishwasher had to reach 120°F (48.9°C). 
 
Home Entertainment Contest 
(100 points) 
The Home Entertainment Contest in the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2011 gauged whether a house had 
what it takes to be a home. How well did it accommodate the pleasures of living, such as sharing meals with friends and 
family, watching movies in a home theater, and surfing the Web? How well did it accommodate a small home office for a 
telecommuter? 
The contest included: 
 20. - Holding two dinner parties for neighbors, who awarded the host team points based on the quality of the meal, 
ambiance, and overall experience 
 21. - Keeping all interior and exterior house lights on during specified periods of time 
 22. - Operating a television and computer during specified time periods 
 23. - Hosting a movie night for neighbors, who rated their hosts based on the quality and design of the home theater 
system as well as ambiance and overall experience 
Simulating cooking by using a kitchen appliance to vaporize 5 pounds (80 oz or 2.268 kg) of water within a specified 
period of time. 
 
Energy Balance Contest 
(100 points) 
For the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2011, each team house was equipped with a bidirectional utility meter 




In the Energy Balance Contest, a team received full points for producing at least as much energy as its house needed, thus 
achieving a net energy consumption of zero during contest week. This was accomplished by balancing production and 
consumption. 
 
http://www.solardecathlon.gov/contest_energy_balance.html
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